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SUMMARY 
 
Toxoplasma gondii is one of the most widespread obligate intracellular pathogen within the phylum 
Apicomplexa, affecting nearly one third of the world population (Pappas et al., 2009). This 
protozoan parasite can infect almost all warm-blooded animals and is the causing agent of 
toxoplasmosis (Boothroyd JC. & Grigg ME., 2002). Toxoplasmosis is generally clinically 
asymptomatic in healthy individuals but may cause severe complications in immunocompromised 
patients. If infection occurs during pregnancy, the parasite can cross the placental barrier and cause 
severe damage to the foetus (Jacobs D. et al., 1999). T. gondii has been classified into three distinct 
strains according to the symptoms in murine models. Type I strain causes lethal infection in all 
strains of mice; Type II is much less virulent while Type III strain is practically avirulent (Chunlei 
S. et al., 2002). There has been great interest in determining whether different strains of T. gondii 
are associated with different clinical outcomes of the disease or infection in specific groups of 
patients (Boothroyd JC. & Grigg ME., 2002; Sibley D. et al., 1995). The majority of human 
infections that have been studied in North America and Europe are caused by Type II strains, which 
are also common in agricultural animals from these regions. Research done in Colombia has shown 
mainly Type I strains of T. gondii. Mice act as intermediate hosts of T. gondii and play an important 
role in its persistence and propagation. (Murphy RG. et al., 2008). Defining the population structure 
of T. gondii from new regions has important implications for transmission, immunogenicity and 
pathogenesis of toxoplasmosis (Sibley D. et al., 2009).   
 
Toxoplasmosis can be diagnosed and genotyped by detecting parasite-specific DNA sequences in 
blood, amniotic fluid or tissues.  Toxoplasma-specific antibodies in blood can also be used to detect 
it. DNA detection is not easy because the parasite can be isolated from blood during only a narrow 
window of time when a patient has an active infection (Joynson & Guy, 2001). Serotyping, being a 
method based on strain-specific antigen-antibody recognition, does not require isolation of the 
parasite; therefore can be easily applied in large-scale epidemiological studies. Serotyping may 
become a powerful tool for the detection of T. gondii infections by non-archetypal strains in 
animals for human consumption (Sousa S. et al., 2009).  
 
ELISA using native antigens of T. gondii tachyzoites is at present the most commonly used 
immunoassay for diagnosis. However, whole antigen-based assay is difficult to standardize because 
tachyzoite lysates may contain extra parasitic components that cause variability (Aubert D. et al., 
2000). Sero-diagnosis is performed on live or chemically treated tachyzoites. These tachyzoites are 
grown for several generations in mice peritoneal cavities or in cell monolayers. This is cumbersome 
and expensive and can cause changes in their genetic conformation. Different batches of cultures 
could cause differences in the serological diagnosis (Jacobs D. et al., 1999). Recombinant 
technology has allowed a faster and more efficient and less expensive production of highly pure 
protein (Lau YL. & Fong MY., 2008). The use of pure antigenic proteins in serological diagnosis 
allows for more specific antigen recognition. Kong and co-workers demonstrated that it is possible 
to use antigenic polymorphic peptides derived from parasite proteins together with patient sera in 
ELISAs to differentiate between Type II and Type I/III strains (Kong J. et al., 2003). 

In 2006, a gene associated with T. gondii virulence was identified for the first time (Saeij J. et al., 
2006 ; Taylor S. et al., 2006).  ROP18 is a serine threonine protein kinase secreted by the parasite 
during invasion and has been localized to the parasitophorus vacuole membrane (El Hajj H. et al., 
2007; Qiu W. et al., 2009). When the kinase active site of this protein in Type I strains is mutated, 
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this causes the loss of virulence. ROP18 exhibits a higher degree of polymorphism than do other 
parasite proteins. The high polymorphism and large differences in expression observed among 
different strains support the idea that ROP18 contributes to the differences in strain virulence 
(Taylor S. et al., 2006). 
 
In this thesis we describe the expression in Escherichia coli of a recombinant truncated form of 
ROP18, its purification and its evaluation as a tool for the serological diagnosis of toxoplasmosis 
using ELISA tests. We showed that ROP18 is antigenic and reacted well with the sera of all 
infected mice and did not react with uninfected mouse sera. Mice infected with avirulent strains 
reacted more than those infected with the highly virulent Type I strain RH. This is probably due to 
the fact that as mice die soon after infection, there is not enough time for the production of IgG 
antibodies. In avirulent strains the parasites form cysts allowing a greater antigenic reactivity. The 
Colombian strain Yaco, probably a recombinant strain; proved to be the most reactive. 
 
The selection of peptides derived from ROP18 as in silico predicted antigens for serotyping mouse 
sera is also described. While most labs use only linear B cell predictions, we searched for a more 
complex method of prediction of the antigenic peptide. It has been shown that the site for T cell 
recognition is close to the site of B cell recognition (Benacerraf B. et al., 1978 and Barnett BC. et 
al., 1990). Combining prediction methods for T and discontinuous B cell epitopes, we constructed 
a mathematical model that allowed a more precise antigen prediction method.  This predictive 
method was first validated comparing the results with published ELISA results (Maksimov P. et al., 
2012).  
 
Using previous antigenicity studies, we gave different ponderations to the T cell predictions and the 
B cell predictions. We gave more importance to the B cell predictions, as we were testing the 
humoral response against T. gondii. We considered discontinuous B cell predictions rather than 
linear, because it is important to study the immunogenicity of peptide in the whole context of the 
protein. We gave HLA Class II T cell predictions double the value than HLA Class I predictions, as 
it is well known that MHC II induce or produce T helper cells that will support B cell 
differentiation to antibody secreting cells. An overlap was observed between the antigens 
recognised by HLA Class II cells and antibodies (Sette A. et al., 2008). The weighting of each 
prediction was determined according to its relative importance in the production of antibodies using 
arbitrary values: 1/7 to the HLA or H2 Class I T cell predictions, 2/7 to the HLA Class II T cell 
predictions and 4/7 to the discontinuous B cell predictions.  
 
Using this prediction algorithm, we obtained scores for all possible 15 mer peptides of ROP18 and 
chose 7 of them according to their Total affinity score, the presence of polymorphism and their 
solubility. We then tested the peptides with mouse sera obtained from the infection with different T. 
gondii strains, including novel Colombian strains, Yaco and Juez. When we compared the results 
obtained with linear B cell predictions (Bepipred) and the experimental antigenicity results, we 
could see that this novel algorithm using the discontinuous B cell predictions including the T cell 
reactivity predictions was more precise than the results obtained by the linear B cell predictions. 
The novel algorithm showed a strong correlation between the observed results and the predictions 
(Spearman coefficient=0.71, p<0.022) compared to the linear B cell predictions that gave no 
significant correlation (Spearman coefficient= 0.52, p<0.08) and the discontinuous B cell 
predictions alone that gave a moderate correlation (Spearman coefficient=0.59, p<0.045). When we 
excluded the HLA Class I epitope predictions from out total prediction we observed no change in 
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the correlation, but when we excluded the HLA Class II epitope predictions the correlation changed 
from strong to slight (Spearman coefficient=0.59, p<0.045). This shows an improvement in the 
predictions if T cell Class II predictions are taken into consideration together with the discontinuous 
B cell predictions. Although we considered the Class I T cell predictions, we could have excluded 
them from the total prediction. Obviously the results obtained by 10 peptides are not enough to 
reach a conclusion, so we suggest the study of more peptides to support this new epitope prediction 
method.  
 
Using ROP18 to type infected mice strains is more reliable to detect recombinant strains (more 
common in South America, especially in Colombia) than the typical GRA and SAG proteins used 
in the past. In the future, antigenic peptides derived from ROP18, GRA7 and ROP5 obtained using 
the novel algorithm could be used simultaneously in the same ELISA test in the typing of human 
blood samples. 
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OBJECTIVES 

 

General Objective 

• To evaluate the immune response to ROP18, a protein secreted by the rhoptries that is 

directly related to the virulence of Toxoplasma gondii strains. 

 

Specific Objectives 

 

• To produce recombinant protein ROP18 of T. gondii in soluble form in order to obtain of 

polyclonal antibodies against ROP18 in mice. 

• To assay the reactivity of ROP18 peptides produced by enzymatic digestion to locate its 

antigenicity cite. 

• To produce and validate a novel algorithm to predict the antigenicity of peptides taking 

into account the combined effect of the continuous and discontinuous B cell reactivity sites (by 

3D structure or models) and the T cell recognition of the MHC. 

• To produce antigenic peptides of ROP18 for the possible identification of the type of 

ROP18 of the strain causing the toxoplasmosis infection. 

• To predict antigenic peptides of ROP18 in silico for human Colombian population for 

future serotyping assays. 
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INTRODUCTION 
     

1. Phylum Apicomplexa and Toxoplasma gondii. 
 
Toxoplasma gondii is one of the most widespread obligate intracellular pathogen within the phylum 
Apicomplexa. This protozoan parasite can infect almost all warm-blooded animals and can be 
found in different parts of the world (Boothroyd JC., & Grigg ME., 2002). Its classification is as 
follows: Eucariota, Alveolata, Apicomplexa, Conoidasida; Coccidia, Eucoccidiorida, Eimeriorina, 
Sarcocystidae Toxoplasma (Taxonomy browser NCBI, 2013). It is the causative agent of 
toxoplasmosis. This disease can present different clinical manifestations (Table 1). In most cases it 
is asymptomatic. The disease can be acute or reactivated in infected patients whose immune system 
has been weakened or depleted, for example in AIDS or in patients that have received transplanted 
organs. Ocular toxoplasmosis is one of the most severe manifestations of this disease.  T. gondii can 
cause choreoretinitis in weakened organisms and as the result of a congenital infection. Another 
very important issue is that the parasite can cross the placenta; therefore the foetus or embryo can 
become infected causing congenital toxoplasmosis (Vallochi AL. et al., 2002). 
 
 

 
Table 1: Frequency of symptoms in people with post-natally acquired toxoplasmosis (Hill D. & 
Dubey JP., 2002). Some differences can be seen in the symptoms of the outbreaks in Atlanta and 
Panama. 

 
The life cycle of this intracellular eukaryote involves two distinct stages, asexual and sexual (Figure 
1). The asexual tachyzoite stage is also known as the replicative stage. In this stage the parasite is 
active and can spread to many organs of the host. In the bradyzoite stage the parasite forms cysts 
inside muscles or brain. Parasites can remain in this stage for the lifetime of the host causing 
chronic infection.  Sexual reproduction can only occur in the intestines of felines. In this stage 
oocytes are formed. These oocytes are eliminated through faeces (Boothroyd JC. & Grigg ME., 
2002). 
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Figure 1: The life cycle of T. gondii (Boothroyd JC. & Grigg ME., 2002) The life cycle includes 
an asexual cycle occurring in most warm blooded organisms and a sexual cycle occurring only in 
felines. 

 
 
T. gondii presents all the organelles a eukaryote cell has, but several additional organelles, such as 
the apicoplast and the apical complex, are unique to the phylum Apicomplexa. The apical complex 
includes the micronemes, rhoptries and dense granules (Figure 2). 

 

 
 
Figure 2: The ultrastructure of a tachyzoite of T. gondii (Ajioka JW., et al., 2001) The 
organelles that are not present in eukaryotes are highlighted in red. 
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2. Characteristics and distribution of different types of T. gondii 
 
T. gondii has been classified into three distinct strains according to the symptoms presented in 
murine models. Type I strain causes lethal infection in all strains of mice. Only one tachyzoite is 
needed to give a lethal dose of 100% (LD100=1); while Type II is much less virulent (LD50>103). 
Type III strain is practically avirulent in healthy mice (Chunlei S. et al., 2002).  It is not clear 
whether the genotype of T. gondii correlates with manifestation of the disease in humans 
(Boothroyd JC. & Grigg ME., 2002). An inverse correlation has been reported between the 
virulence of Toxoplasma strains and expression of bradyzoite genes (‘bradyzoiteness’) (Saeij J. et 
al., 2005).  Type I causes severe congenital infections, ocular toxoplasmosis and encephalitis in 
AIDS patients (Khan A.et al, 2006). Acute virulence is associated with high parasite burdens in 
mice (Mordue DG. et al, 2001). Type I Toxoplasma strains present an abnormal over-induction of 
normally protective Type I cytokines in bone marrow derived macrophages from mice (Denkers E., 
2003).  
 
Enhanced migration in vitro of T. gondii occurs, but this long-distance migration (LDM) phenotype 
has only been reported in Type I strains in human foreskin fibroblasts (Barragan A. & Sibley D., 
2002). In vivo, LDM RH parasites (Type I) migrate more effectively to the spleen than do type II or 
III parasites. In recombinant progeny from a Type I with Type III, LDM phenotype maps to a 
quantitative trait locus on chromosome VIIa (Montoya JG. & Liesenfeld O., 2004). This is the same 
location as the rhoptry protein ROP18. 
 
The genetic cross between slightly virulent Type II strain and avirulent Type III strain of T. gondii 
produces some virulent progeny. This would indicate the possibility that virulence is controlled by 
multiple loci. Chromosomes VIIa and VIIb contain genes involved in virulence. Five loci have been 
detected to be involved in the virulence of T. gondii, including the rhoptry proteins ROP18 and 
ROP16. These proteins have been mapped on the chromosomes VIIa and VIIb (Taylor S. et al., 
2006).  The distribution of the different strains varies according to the region (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Distribution of different types of T. gondii (Gomez Marin J., 2008). The graph shows 
how the virulent Type I strain is mainly present in Colombia and South America while the slightly 
virulent strain Type II is mostly present in Europe and the avirulent strain Type III is present in 
different continents. 
 
Some recombinant strains have also been described, especially in Latin America (Dubey JP. & Su 
C., 2009). Genetic exchange between different strains can only occur if a feline becomes infected 
simultaneously with more than one strain. Millions of extremely stable oocysts are formed, which 
upon maturation will contain eight haploid sporozoites each excreted in the faeces of the cat.  
 
A study by Lehmann and co-workers in 2006 to determine the geographic distribution of the 
different genetic variations of T. gondii demonstrated that most genotypes are specific to a region 
(Figure 4). There is one population that is found on all continents except for South America. There 
are other populations that can only be found in this continent. This would support the idea that 
South American and Eurasian populations evolved separately until recent years (Lehmann T., et al., 
2006). 
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Figure 4: Geographic distribution of the genetic variations of T. gondii (Lehmann T., et al., 
2006) Schematic geographic origin of four populations SA1 and SA2 predominant in South 
America. RW is common on all continents, but is rare in South America, while WW is 
cosmopolitan. Numbers indicate sample size, and their colours correspond to that of the dominant 
population in the sample 
 
 
The tree shows the relationship between the genetic variations and the three types of strains 
described in mice (Figure 5). As can be seen below, the SA1 and SA2 correspond mainly to the 
Type I strain, while WW corresponds to Type III and RW to Type II (with some exceptions). 
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Figure 5. Neighbour-joining tree of haplotypes of T. gondii. Neighbour-joining tree of 
haplotypes based on the shared-allele distance across six loci, showing lineage (branch color) and 
populations identified by structure (tip color) (Lehmann T., et al., 2006). SA1 and SA2 correspond 
mainly to the Type I strain, while WW corresponds to Type III and RW to Type II. 
 
 

3. Mechanisms of infection by T. gondii 
 
The invasion of Toxoplasma into the host cell involves three steps (Figure 6). The initial stage is 
called the gliding motility phase. In this stage there is contact of the apical tip and the host cell 
membrane by microneme exocytosis (Carruthers VB. & Sibley D., 1999). The next stage is the 
formation of moving junction by MICs (microneme proteins) and RONs (neck rhoptry proteins) 
(Lebrun M. et al., 2005 and Alexander DL. et al., 2005). The final stage of invasion is the 
development of the parasitophorus vacuole (PV) (Dubremetz JF., 2007). 
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Figure 6: Invasion of host cell by tachyzoite of T. gondii. The diagram shows the gliding motility 
phase, the formation of moving junction and the development of the parasitophorus vacuole (PV) 
(Alexander DL. et al., 2005). 
 
 
In the initial stage of infection, the attachment to the host is a low affinity interaction.  The surface 
antigen protein SAG interacts with sulphated glycosaminoglycans (e.g. heparin). Next, there is an 
increase in cytosolic calcium, which induces microneme discharge. In this process there are 
calcium-dependent protein kinases involved.  The micronemal adhesin produces a strong 
attachment to the host. The parasite’s actinomyosin machinery is activated allowing its gliding 
motility (Blader T. & Saeij J., 2009). The next step involves the exocytosis of the rhoptry proteins 
RON 2, 4, 5 and 8, which bind to the microneme protein AMA1. The moving junction is then 
formed.  This is a ring-shaped structure that begins at the anterior end of the parasite and then 
migrates posteriorly. The parasite rhoptry proteins Toxofilin and RON8 interact with the host actin 
cytoskeleton allowing the anchoring of the moving junction to the host. The resulting invagination 
of host plasma membrane creates a PV that completely envelops the now intracellular parasite 
(Alexander DL. et al., 2005). The lipids from the parasitophorus plasma membrane (PVM) are from 
the host’s plasma membrane. (Blader T. & Saeij J., 2009). 
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Figure 7: Secretion of T. gondii proteins into host (Ravindran S. & Boothroyd JC.,  2008). 
tachyzoite shown invading a nucleated host cell as well as in a PV. The secreted proteins either 
traffic to the host nucleus (ROP16, PP2C-hn) or form beads-on-a-string (ROP1, ROP2, ROP18, 
GRA7). Some of these proteins also end up in the PVM or inside the PV, while GRA7 has been 
shown to traffic to the HPM. Beads-on-a-string may be organized along microtubules and be 
involved in the intracellular trafficking of these proteins to the PV. 

 

The discharge of parasitic proteins into the host is important in the process of infection. A brief, 
transient break in the integrity of the host plasma membrane (HPM) has been reported a few 
seconds before the discharge of proteins into the host occurs (spike of increased conductivity across 
the HPM). This permits or reflects the flow of ions and/or molecules into the host cell. It is of a 
very brief nature, less than 1 second, so it is unlikely that this breach physically allows the mass 
introduction of proteins into the host cell (Ravindran S. & Boothroyd JC.,  2008).  

 
The fate of proteins after invasion varies according to their function. The rhoptry proteins ROP1, 
ROP2, ROP 3 and ROP 4 (Hakansson S. et al., 2001) and the dense granule protein GRA7 
(Ravindran S. & Boothroyd JC., 2009) are secreted in the host cell.  ROP18 is secreted during host 
cell invasion and associates with the parasitophorus vacuole membrane (PVM) (El Hajj H. et al., 
2007). The secreted proteins are found in very small, bead-like structures organized in long 
filamentous structures which resemble “beads-on-a-string’ (Hakansson S. et al., 2001). These 
beads-on-a-string formed at this stage of invasion are membrane-limited. They fuse to the PVM and 
their contents are deposited within the PV space. Proteins on the surface of the beads-on-a-string 
would most likely end up on the exterior of the PVM (Ravindran S. & Boothroyd JC.,  2008).  
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After the formation of the PVM, the parasite machinery induces the recruitment of host cell 
mitochondria resulting in the PVM–mitochondrial association (Martin A. et al., 2007). This 
association is caused by a rhoptry protein ROP2, which is embedded in the PVM and exposed to the 
host cytoplasm (Beckers CJM. et al., 1994). ROP2 presents a stretch of amino acids reminiscent of 
a mitochondrial import signal (von Heijne G., 1990), a predicted positively charged amphipathic 
helix and a high frequency of serines and threonines. The host cytoplasm exposed domain of ROP2 
is translocated across the mitochondrial outer membrane. The reason for the PVM–mitochondrial 
associations may be to allow lipid scavenging by the parasite (Sinai AP. & Joiner CA., 2001). This 
is suspected, as there is no de novo synthesis of lipoic acid in the parasite (Crawford MJ. et al., 
2006).  
 
An important process occurring during infection by Toxoplasma gondii is that it sequesters 
lysosomes from mammalian hosts in the vacuolar space (Figure 8).  T. gondii exploits host endo-
lysosomal system, where the microtubule-based invaginations of PVM serve as pathways. GRA7 
acts as a hook that sequesters host endocytic organelles into the vacuolar space.  Immunodepletion 
of GRA7 but not other GRA abolished tubulation of liposomes (Coppens I. et al., 2006).  The 
parasite excludes most of the host’s proteins from PVM and inserts proteins from rhoptries and 
micronemes. This leads to host endo-lysosome scavenging to elongate nanotubules forming a 
tubulo-vesicular network in the vacuolar space. The rearrangement of host microtubules involves 
the recruitment of the microtubule organizing center (MTOC) Vimentin surrounds the PV, 
maintaining it close to the host’s nucleus (Coppens I. et al., 2006). Material secreted by T. gondii 
can bind directly to lipid bilayers and reconfigure them into high-curvature membranes in vitro. 
Secreted parasite proteins are able to interact with liposomes forming striations.  These striations 
are abundant, 20-25 nm thick and regularly spaced. Transverse coated striations are periodically 
organized along the length of an individual HOST (host organelle sequestering tubulo-structures), 
helping stabilize the HOST. The diagram shows the sequestration within PV of molecules produced 
by hydrolysis within host endo-lysosomes and the chemicals that inhibit this process at different 
stages.      

             
 

Figure 8: Formation of H.O.S.T in T. gondii (Coppens I. et al., 2006). Hypothetical model of 
tubulation. When MTOC association to the PVM occurs, the Toxoplasma PV is wrapped in the 
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network of MTs, which indent the PVM. Host endo-lysosomes are translocated to the vicinity of the 
PV along host MTs (1) and are then closely apposed to the PVM (2) before internalization into the 
PV through H.O.S.T.-containing host MTs (3). Such pathways are stabilized by secreted parasite 
coat proteins such as GRA7 (4), resulting in PVM constriction and hence sequestration of host 
endo-lysosomes (5). Intralysosomal molecules can be translocated across the parasite plasma 
membrane by specific transporters (6). Altogether, these processes lead to a sequestration within the 
PV of molecules produced by hydrolysis within host endo-lysosomes. Step 1 is inhibited by MT 
inhibitors, step 3 is blocked by agents that interfere with lysosomal function, and step 4 is inhibited 
by parasiticidal drugs 

The PVM is related to nutrient acquisition. Soluble nutrients such as nucleotides, amino acids and 
sugars are transported through the PVM. Lipid scavenging of lipoic acid, phospholipids and sterols 
has also been reported. GRA7 and other GRA proteins scavenge cholesterol from the LDL-pathway 
(Martin A., et al., 2007).  
 
 
 

4. Rhoptries and ROP proteins  
 
Rhoptries are club-shaped, acidic organelles that contain hydrolases. There are 8 to 12 rhoptries per 
cell and these occupy 10% to 30% of the cell volume. Rhoptries have both synthetic and endocytic 
pathways. They store endocytosed secretory proteins and proteins are also produced de novo. ROP 
proteins are found in vesicles called evacuoles. Evacuoles recruit mitochondria and rough 
endoplasmic reticulum and traffic the rhoptry-produced proteins within the host cell to the 
perinuclear region. Rhoptries undergo a process of maturation, which involves the sub-
compartmentalization of the neck and bulb. Pre-rhoptries are spherical and have two regions, the 
basal region, which is homogeneous in structure, and the apical region, which is heterogeneous as it 
looks like a beehive There is also a change in the pH: in immature rhoptries the pH is around 3.5 to 
5.5, while in mature rhoptries the pH is between 5 and 7 (Ngo HM. et al., 2004).   

 
Rhoptries produce different proteins which are classified as ROP if found in the base of the rhoptry, 
or RON if found in the neck. To date, 29 rhoptry proteins have been identified: 24 ROPs and 5 
RONs. The largest family of the rhoptry proteins is ROP2, where the canonical protein ROP2 is a 
serine-threonine kinase that associates with the PVM after invasion. RONs are localized to the 
moving junction, and might control the access of host cell surface components to the vacuole 
(Boothroyd JC. & Dubremetz JF., 2008). 
 
Many ROP proteins need to be processed, for example through the N-terminal cleavage of the pro-
protein (Dlugonska H., 2008). They can be found in the parasitophorus vacuole, cytosol or nucleus. 
ROP proteins might disrupt signalling networks, gene transcription and cytoskeletal turnover. 
 
An important protein secreted by rhoptries is ROP18. It is a serine-threonine kinase (El Hajj H. et 
al., 2007; Sinai AP:, 2007) and is a determinant factor in the virulence of T. gondii (Saeij J. et al., 
2006).  
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5. ROP18 as a virulence factor 

 
ROP18 is a 60kDa protein secreted by the rhoptries that has no homology to proteins in 
Plasmodium sp. It belongs to the ROP2 family. It is associated with the host cytosolic side of the 
parasitophorus vacuole membrane.  T is a serine threonine kinase and has an ATP binding site 
(Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 9: Homology model for ROP18 (Narváez HY. & Primrose DM. et al., 2009). We used 
CPHmodel program to obtain the model by using as a template the protein ROP2 (2w1z) of T. 
gondii. The N-terminus is shown in blue and the C-terminus in red. Interpro and Pfam analysis of 
ROP18 was used to determine domains. This model shows the Serine-Threonine site in magenta 
and the ATP binding site in yellow.  
 
ROP18 presents polymorphisms in the different strains of T. gondii. An insertion close to the 
promoter region in Type III strains causes a very low expression of this gene (Boothroyd JC. & 
Grigg ME., 2002).  The over-expression of ROP18 in mice leads to an increase in the rate of 
parasite replication, but this effect is restricted to the vacuole containing these overexpressing 
parasites (El Hajj H. et al., 2007). A mutation in the kinase active site of this protein in Type I 
strains causes the loss of virulence (Taylor S. et al, 2006). ROP18 exhibits a higher degree of 
polymorphism, differing in 14% of residues in types I, II, III, than do other parasite proteins (~ 1%) 
(Taylor S. et al., 2006).  This high polymorphism and large difference in expression support the 
idea that ROP18 is a cause for the differences in virulence (Taylor S. et al., 2006).  
 
It is believed that immunological selection pressure drove the evolution of ROP18, as it is in the 
cytosol in close contact with the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC). As ROP18-III is 
expressed in a much lower amount than Types I and II, the host does not die thus allowing the 
parasites to continue being transmitted (Boothroyd JC. & Dubremetz JF., 2008). Particular 
combinations of ROP18 and ROP16 alleles appear to dictate strain-dependent virulence in T. gondii 
(Laliberte J. & Carruthers VB., 2008). Niedelman and co-workers and Behnke and co-workers both 
showed that the virulence of ROP18 in mice is dependent on the presence of virulent ROP5 alleles 
(Niedelman W. et al., 2012 & Behnke MS. et al., 2012). 
 
ROP18 is a rhoptry protein that presents a kinase activity key to rapid growth and virulence (Taylor 
S. et al., 2006).  In mice it phosphorylates a 70-kDa protein in tachyzoite lysate (El Hajj H. et al., 
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2007). ROP18 affects host immunity during the acute pathogenesis by targeting different host 
factors at each stage (Yamamoto M. et al., 2011). It has been observed that in virulent strain, the 
loading of IRG proteins on the parasitophorus membrane is attenuated. Immunity Related 
Guanosine Triphosphatases or IRGs, such as Irga6, Irgb6 and Irgd, are IFN-inducible small 
GTPases. These proteins are activated early during the immune response. When an interferon-
stimulated mouse cell is infected with T. gondii, Irg6 proteins accumulate on the PVM in the active 
GTP-bound state (Zhao Y. et al., 2009). In an interferon-induced host cell, PVM of T. gondii 
becomes ruffled, vesiculated and finally bursts, resulting in the release of the parasites allowing 
them to further infect other cells (Zhao Y el al., 2009). Resistance of Type I strains show failure of 
certain IRG proteins to accumulate on the PVM (Zhao Y et al., 2009). In mice, ROP18 
phosphorylates Irgb6 preventing the recruitment of this protein to the parasitophorus vacuole, 
therefore preventing the clearance by macrophages and activated monocytes (Fentress et al., 2010). 
This would affect the immune system causing the parasite to reproduce in the host cell before its 
rupture, allowing the tachyzoites to infect further cells (Figure 10). 

 

 
 
Figure 10: Effect of ROP18 I in infection (Fentress S. et al., 2010). Differences in virulence of T. 
gondii strains in mice infected with different types of ROP18 (left) shown by in vitro parasite 
clearance in elicited monocytes. Mice with Type I ROP18 showed less clearance than Type III. 
Mutation of ROP18 Type I showed no clearance. ROP18 phosphorylates Irgb6 preventing the 
recruitment of this protein to the parasitophorus vacuole, therefore preventing the clearance by 
macrophages and activated monocytes (right). 
 
In mice the threonine corresponding to T108 in Irga6 appears to be quantitatively the major target 
of phosphorylation by Type I ROP18. This residue is conserved throughout the entire family of 
mouse IRG proteins. Irgb6 is phosphorylated in the switch I loop, predominantly at the threonine 
homologous to Irga6 T102 (Steinfeldt T. et al., 2010). While mice have 23 IRG genes, humans only 
have 2 IRG genes, but these are not INFγ induced (Bekpen C. et al, 2005). Therefore, the 
importance of ROP18 in T. gondii virulence is associated to the importance of mice as an 
intermediate host of the pathogen. 
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The Irg6 (also called p47 or IIGP1) molecule was first crystallised by Ghosh and co-workers 
(Figure 11). It is built of two domains, the G domain and a helical domain. It is believed that Irg6 
could react as a dimer (Ghosh H. et al., 2004) (Figure 12). 

 
Figure 11: 3D-structure of molecule 1 of the IIGP1-GDP dimer (ribbon presentation) shown 
with the G domain (S1-H5) coloured in light-blue and the N- and C-terminal helical regions 
coloured in cyan (A-C) and dark-blue (F-L). The linker helix E connecting the G domain and C-
terminal helical region is shown in grey. GDP and Mg are shown as atomic stick figure and yellow 
sphere. The topology is shown schematically using the same colour code (Ghosh A. et al, 2004).  
 

 
Figure 12 : Simulation of reaction of truncated ROP18. ROP18 (4JRN) (red) reacted with Irga6 
(1TQ6) (blue) as a monomer (left) we obtained using Patchdock 
(http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/PatchDock) and as a dimer (right) obtained using Symmdock 
(http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/SymmdDock). 
 
ROP18 been shown to target other molecules. ATF6β is an ER membrane-bound transcription 
factor which responds to stress. It is involved in the proteasome-dependent degradation against 
intracellular pathogen. Yamamoto and colleagues showed that ATFβ-deficient mice are highly 
susceptible to infection by ROP18-deficient parasite. The N-terminal extension of ROP18 targets 
ATF6β, destabilizing it. ROP18 also targets ATF6β-dependent CD8+ T cell–mediated acquired 
immune responses that act at a later stage after infection (Yamamoto M. et al., 2011). Although 
ROP18 is not secreted, Gregg and co-workers described that even if anchored in the membrane, 
proteins still induced an immune response through the MHC-I system with the activation of CD8+ T 
cells  (Gregg B. et al., 2011). 
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6. Immune response to T. gondii 
 
 
The immune response to Toxoplasma gondii infection is a complex process, as immunity not only 
depends on genetic background of the host, but also of the tissues that have been infected and the 
strain of T. gondii involved. 
 
In healthy patients, the immune response to less virulent strains of T. gondii maintains the infection 
controlled and few symptoms can be seen. The tachyzoites are converted into bradyzoites and 
persist in the body as intracellular cysts, mainly in muscles and in the brain. The periodic rupture of 
these cysts allows the organism to persist in the body and is the cause of a lifetime persistence of 
IgG antibodies (Filisetti D. & Candolfi E., 2004). When a patient becomes immunosuppressed, such 
is the case of transplant patients and those with AIDS, with the decline of T lymphocytes the 
rupture of cysts and conversion to tachyzoites cannot be controlled by the immune system, leading 
to life threatening situations (Suzuki Y. & Remington JS., 1999). The major elements of immune 
response to T. gondii in humans involve cells, especially macrophages, T-lymphocytes and natural 
killer cells (NK). There are also non-cellular components that are very important, such as cytokines. 
Antibodies are minor elements in the immune response, but are essential for diagnosis (Filisetti D. 
& Candolfi E., 2004).  
 
In order to survive as a “Trojan horse” in the host cell, T. gondii manipulates the immune response.  
The host immune system reacts to the invasion of the parasite, but must not completely clear the T. 
gondii. In order to achieve this, T. gondii induces an initial strong host immune reaction to allow its 
survival, followed by an evasive method that permits the establishment of a long-term chronic 
infection; therefore a balance must exist between pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory signals 
(Figure 13). 
 

 
 
Figure 13: Interaction between pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory signals. A balance 
between pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory signals must exist in order to avoid full clearance 
of the parasites. 
 

Host survival

Parasites avoids elimination

Pro-inflammatory signals

Anti-inflammatory signals
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In mice infection, there is an initial strong Th1 reaction involving the production of interleukin-12 
(IL-12) by dendritic cells, neutrophils and macrophages, which induces natural killer cell to 
produce IFN-γ. IL-12 is also essential in the development of T-helper 1 cell response. Interferon 
gamma (IFN-γ) and tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) are important in the control of the 
tachyzoites replication during the acute and chronic stages of infection. Interleukins IL-10 and IL-
12 are highly important at the initial stage and less during the chronic stage of infection (Suzuki Y., 
2002). Resistance to chronic infection is regulated by mechanisms different from those conferring 
resistance to acute infection (Suzuki Y. et al., 1993). The CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes produce 
IFN-γ that gives long term immunity to T. gondii and therefore the formation and persistence of 
cysts in brain and skeletal muscle tissue (Denkers E. & Gazzinelli R., 1998) (Figure 14). The 
parasite strain seems to influence IL-12 production. It has been seen that low virulence Type-II 
strains induce more macrophage IL-12 than the high-virulence Type I strains (Denkers E. et al., 
2004).  
 
 
IFN-γ induces the production of nitric oxide and IGTP-related proteins. In the non-specific response 
to T. gondii infection, the activation of host macrophages by IFN-γ and co-signals such as 
lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α),  secrete IL-12 and activate 
signal pathways such as STAT4. This causes an inhibition of parasite replication. There are 
different mechanisms involved in this inhibition. The most important are the oxidative mechanisms 
such as the production of hydrogen peroxide, superoxide anions and other reactive oxygen 
intermediates (ROI). The non-oxidative mechanisms involving the production of nitrous oxide 
(NO) by macrophages activated by IFN-γ is also of great importance. A mechanism which is non-
oxygen dependent is the induction by INF-γ of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) which degrades 
tryptophan (Filisetti D. & Candolfi E., 2004). 
 

 
Figure 14: Host immune response in mice (Tait ED. & Hunter CA., 2009). Antigen presenting 
cells (APC) recognize T. gondii infection and become activated. IL-12 produced by activated APC 
induces production of IFN-γ from natural killer (NK) cells. In conjunction with antigen 
presentation, IL-12 also activates CD4 T cells to produce IL-2 and CD4 and CD8 to produce IFN-γ. 
IFN-γ signalling promotes the development of reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) production and 
GTPase upregulation. The cell mediated immune response that results limits parasite replication. 
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Simultaneous depletion of CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes is required to reactivate chronic 
infection with T. gondii (Gazzinelli R. et al., 1992). It has been proven that mice deficient in iNOS 
can survive acute infection; therefore there must be other IFN-γ-dependent, iNOS-independent 
mechanisms required for resistance to T. gondii (Denkers E., 2003) (Figure 15).  

 

 
Figure 15: Response in iNOS deficient mice (Denkers E., 2003). Signalling circuitry during early 
T. gondii infection. Tachyzoites elicit IL-12 from MØ, DC and PMN. Acting through STAT4,IL-12 
promotes production of IFN-γ. In turn, through intracellular signalling intermediates such as 
STAT1, IFN-γ can induce differentiation of Th1 T lymphocytes and possibly CD8 and NK cells. 
The major antimicrobial effects of IFN-γ during T. gondii infection is the generation of nitric oxide, 
and induction of IGTP mediated through STAT1. 
 

 
NF-kB regulates inflammatory immune and anti-apoptotic responses in mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts (MEFs). Activation of T. gondii kinase could phosphorylate IκBa enabling NF-kB 
translocation to nucleus (Molestina RE. & Sinai AP., 2005). Activation of NF- kB in spleen cells 
infected with T. gondii increased NF-κB and decreased IκBα of mouse spleen cells. The virulent 
Type I RH strain T. gondii can transiently (during the first 6 h post infection) block NF-κB 
translocation in mouse macrophages and human fibroblasts, inhibiting the transcription of genes 
involved in the pro inflammatory response, such as (IL)-12p40 and TNF-α (Shapira S. et al., 2004). 
On the other hand, Type II strain ME49 T. gondii-infected mouse cells show nuclear translocation 
of NF-κB, thus induction of anti-apoptotic genes (Sinai AP. et al., 2004; Dobbin C.et al., 2002; 
Robben P. et al., 2004).   
 
In humans, gene expression profile after infection in fibroblast infected with Type II T. gondii 
strains showed prevalence of chemokines which recruit immune cells. The presence of cytokines 
(IL-1B and IL-6), which activate the immune response, has also been detected. Transcription 
factors such as REL-B, NF-κBp105 and I-κBa promote expression of additional immune regulators 
(Blader I. et al., 2001). 
 
 
Intracellular and extracellular pathways of immunosuppression in mice during T. gondii infection 
prevent the destruction of the parasite (Figure 16). Intracellular infection leads to a blockade in 
NFκB and STAT1 activation pathways. IκB is phosphorylated and degraded, and STAT1 
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undergoes phosphorylation-dependent activation.  Neither NFkB nor STAT1 translocate into the 
nucleus during early infection. As a result, production of IL-12 and TNF is suppressed, and 
expression of MHC molecules is down regulated. T. gondii infection also produces cells resistant to 
apoptosis, for example with reduced caspase proteolytic activation and mitochondrial cytochrome c 
release. Extracellular pathways of immunosuppression involve Toxoplasma-induced host 
production of LXA4 and IL-10. These soluble mediators are potent down-regulators of IL-12 
production that can act on infected and non-infected cells (Denkers E., 2003). 
 

 
Figure 16: Extracellular pathways of immunosuppression in mice (Denkers E., 2003). 
Intracellular infection leads to a blockade in NFκB and STAT1 activation pathways. While IκB is 
phosphorylated and degraded, and STAT1 undergoes phosphorylation-dependent activation, neither 
NFκB nor STAT1 translocate into the nucleus during early infection. As a result, production of IL-
12 and TNF is suppressed, and expression of MHC molecules is down regulated. T. gondii infection 
also renders cells resistant to apoptosis, as shown by reduced caspase proteolytic activation and 
mitochondrial cytochrome c release. Extracellular pathways of immunosuppression involve 
Toxoplasma-induced host production of LXA4 and IL-10. 

The major histocompatibility complexes (MHC) class I and II are important in the resistance and 
susceptibility to T. gondii (Brown CJ. & McLeod RS., 1990, McLeod RS. et al., 1993). All mouse 
strains develop a strong Th1 immune response to T. gondii, regardless of whether they possess 
resistant or susceptible MHC haplotypes (Gazzinelli R.et al., 1992).  
 
 
 

7. The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) 
 
The proteins produced from MHC genes have somewhat different functions; they are involved in 
inflammation and other immune system activities. MHC is found on chromosome 17 in mice and 
on chromosome 6 in humans (Figure 17). It controls graft rejection and immune response to all 
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protein antigens. In humans it is called HLA (human leucocyte antigens) while in mice H2 (Abbas 
A. & Lichtman A., 2005). 
 
The functions of some MHC genes are unknown. HLA genes have many possible variations, 
allowing each person's immune system to react to a wide range of foreign invaders. Some HLA 
genes have hundreds of identified versions (alleles). The results obtained by serotyping classify the 
alleles into mayor groups (such as HLA-B27). Through sequencing, these groups can be divided by 
unique protein sequences (HLA-B27:01), and each subgroup divided by unique nucleotide 
sequences (HLA-B27:01:01). An HLA haplotype is a series of HLA "genes" (loci-alleles) by 
chromosome, one passed from the mother and one from the father. 
 
For an antigenic protein to induce a T cell immune response, it must contain peptides that can bind 
to the MHC molecules of the host. Multiple peptides compete one with another for the binding site 
of the MHC molecules.  
 

 
 
Figure 17: Mayor Histocompatibility Complex. The MHC showing HLA in humans and the 
corresponding H2 in mice (Abbas A. & Lichtman A., 2005). 
 
The MHC is found in a locus containing highly polymorphic genes. The MHC presents peptides to 
the T cells. Class I MHC presents peptides to and is recognized by CD8+ cytolytic T lymphocytes 
(CTL). These peptides are produced from digested proteins that are mainly generated by the 
proteasome. In general, these particular peptides are small, about 8-11 amino acids in length. Class 
II presents peptides to and is recognized by CD4+ helper T cells (Th). HLAs corresponding to MHC 
class II present antigens from outside of the cell to T-lymphocytes. These particular antigens 
stimulate the multiplication of T-helper cells, which in turn stimulate B cells to produce antibodies 
to that specific antigen and activate macrophages.  
 
Humans have three main MHC class I genes, known as HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C and their 
equivalent in mice are H-2K, H-2D and H-2L. The proteins produced from these genes are present 
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on the surface of almost all nucleated cells. The binding of peptides to MHC happens before 
translocation to the cell surface. MHC class I proteins then display these peptides to the immune 
system. If the immune system recognizes the peptides as foreign (such as viral or bacterial 
peptides), it responds by triggering the infected cell to  be destroyed. The Class II MHC alleles are 
HLA-DR, HLA-DP and HLA-DQ in humans and I-A and I-E in mice. MHC class II genes code for 
proteins that are present almost exclusively on the surface of certain immune system cells. Like 
MHC class I proteins, these proteins display peptides to the immune system (Abbas A. & Lichtman 
A., 2005). 
 
 

8. Properties of MHC molecules 
 
The MHC molecules have certain properties that make them unique. They are anchored by a cell 
trans-membrane region and have a cytoplasmic domain. They have an extracellular peptide binding 
cleft or groove. In Class I molecules, the binding peptide has a length of 8 to 10 residues while in 
Class II it can be larger because the groove is open at the ends, therefore between 10 to 30 residues 
can be bound. A polymorphic region, formed by the differences in amino acids coded by the 
different MHC alleles is located in and around the cleft. This region is the one that binds the 
peptides to be later displayed to the T cells. The antigen receptors of the T cells interact with the 
displayed peptide and the alpha helix of the MHC molecules. CD4+ cells only recognize peptides 
presented by Class II molecules because CD4 binds selectively to Class II receptors while CD8+ 
only recognize peptides presented by Class I because CD8 join to Class I receptors. CD4+ Class II 
restricted T cells recognize peptides derived mainly from extracellular proteins that are internalized 
into vesicles of antigen presenting cells (APC) while CD8+ T cells recognize peptides derived from 
cytosolic (endogenously) synthesized proteins (Lundegaard C. et al., 2010; Lund O.et al, 2013). 
 
Peptides that bind to a particular allelic form of a MHC molecule contain amino acid residues that 
allow complementary interactions between the peptide and the MHC molecule. These peptides 
remain bound quite tightly (once bound, peptides remain there for hours to days) so the T cells can 
find the antigens displayed on cell surface (Abbas A. & Lichtman A., 2005). 
 
 

9. Methods of diagnosis of Toxoplasmosis 
 
Diagnosis of toxoplasmosis in humans is made by several methods, including, serological, 
histological or molecular methods.  One of the first methods of diagnosis used for toxoplasmosis 
was the detection of tachyzoites in smears of body fluids. The method involves the use of anti-T. 
gondii antibodies and immunoperoxidase (Conley FK. et al., 1981). Bradyzoite cysts can be 
purified from brain by isopycnic centrifugation (Cornelissen AWCA. et al., 1981). The most 
common serologic tests are the Sabin-Feldman dye test, the enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay 
(ELISA), and the immunoabsorbent agglutination assay test (IAAT), the indirect hemagglutination 
assay (IHA), the indirect fluorescent antibody assay (IFA), the direct agglutination test (DAT) and 
the latex agglutination test (LAT). The presence of antibodies only shows the patient has been 
sometime in his lifetime exposed to the antigens, as only IgG can persist for a lifetime (Figure 18).  
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Figure 18: Changes in immune response to T. gondii according to time (adapted from Joynson 
D. & Guy EC., 2005) The detection of T. gondii through PCR has a small time window (top). The 
detection through immunoglobins can be done over a long period of time, but some of these Ig 
molecules only persist for a few week or months. Only IgGs persist during the patients lifetime 
(bottom). 
 
To identify congenital toxoplasmosis immunoblot technique is performed. Differentiation of the 
specificities of IgG antibodies in the mother and child is carried out by comparing T. gondii antigen 
precipitated with maternal or child sera before performing an electrophoresis of the antigen–
antibody complex in a two-dimensional immunoblot (2DIB) assay (Nielsen HV. et al., 2005). A 
serological diagnosis of toxoplasmosis is also done by detection of immunoglobulin A (IgA) and 
IgM antibodies against P30 (Gross U. et al., 1992).  
A more sensitive method used for diagnosis was developed using PCR. The most targeted genes for 
this test are B1 (Grigg ME. & Boothroyd JC. ,2001) and AF146527. B1 is a gene present 35 times 
in the genome and 529-bp repeat element AF146527 is present at 300 copies (Thulliez P., 2001). A 
study suggests that the AF146527 element was absent in 4.8% of human Toxoplasma gondii-
positive samples tested therefore arguing that the B1 gene may be the preferred diagnostic target 
(Wahab T. et al., 2010).  
 
Different peptides, especially those originated from SAG and GRA proteins have been used in the 
last years for typification of different Toxoplasma strains (Dai J. et al., 2012).  
 
 
9.1 Prediction of antigenic peptides from GRA and SAG proteins    
  
A new approach to serotyping was developed based on the antibody-antigen specific recognition by 
Kong and colleagues (Kong J.et al., 2003). An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using 
synthetic polymorphic peptides from Toxoplasma immunogens to detect strain-specific antibodies 
was developed. Peptides were selected based on the content of charged and hydrophilic amino 
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acids, a predicted α-helix structure, the presence of proline residues and the presence of short 
sequences (8-12 residues) bounded by 2 cysteine residues. Synthetic peptides were coupled at the N 
or the C-termini to the carrier protein keyhole limpet hemocyanin. Several peptides selected from a 
variety of antigens were tested including GRA and SAG protein derived peptides. Results obtained 
in mice were not totally reproduced in humans; only the peptides derived from GRA6 and GRA7 
were able to differentiate Toxoplasma strains in human sera. However, the peptides could only 
differentiate type II from non-type II infections. Peptides derived from GRA6 and GRA7 proteins 
have also been described for serotyping by other authors (Maksimov P. et al., 2012 and Sousa S. et 
al., 2009). Maksimov and colleagues used Kong’s peptides and tested them with human sera from 
German patients (Maksimov P. et al., 2012). Sousa and colleagues used the prediction of antigenic 
epitopes based on the following parameters: hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity and antigenicity studies 
(ExPASy Proteomics server-http://www.expasy.org) (Sousa S. et al., 2009).  
 
Dense granules proteins (GRA) are discharged from parasitophorus vacuoles after invasion, and 
continue during chronic infection (Carruthers VB. & Sibley D., 1997). GRA6 and GRA7 have been 
shown to have strong antibody responses in the acute phase of Toxoplasma infection. GRA6 is a 
32kDa protein detected in the dense granules of tachyzoites and in the parasitophorus vacuole, 
closely associated to the network. It is involved in host cell invasion. A pool of positive human sera 
was only able to recognise the N-terminal hydrophilic part of GRA6 protein in an immunoblot 
(Lecordier L. et al., 2000). Peptides selected from the polymorphic C-terminal region were used to 
differentiate Type II from Type I and III (Kong J. et al., 2003). GRA7 is a 26-29 kDa protein 
localized in the network, parasitophorus vacuole membrane and filamentous extensions in the host 
cell cytosol. GRA7 is involved in sequestering host endo-lysosomes within the PV (Coppens I. et 
al., 2006). This protein is only released after the rupture of infected cells in the acute stage of 
infection and it is only then that it is exposed to the hosts’ immune system. Therefore, detection of 
GRA7 antibodies would be expected to be a good candidate to use for serodiagnosis (Sousa S. et 
al., 2009). The most important antigenic region of GRA7 seems to be located between amino acids 
97 and 146 while the most polymorphic region is located between residues 170 and 182 (Jacobs D. 
et al., 1999). 
 
Several studies have shown that the main targets for antibody production during the acute and 
chronic phase of Toxoplasma infection are the surface antigens (SAG) present in the tachyzoite 
membrane. SAG3 is involved in the tachyzoite binding to proteoglycans and its interactions are 
involved in the tachyzoite attachment to target cells. Its antigens are highly immunogenic for IgG 
responses (Jacquet A. et al., 2001). SAG4 is another surface protein that is specifically expressed 
by bradyzoites (Knoll LJ. & Boothroyd JC., 1998). SAG3 and SAG4 genes have been used for 
molecular characterization of Toxoplasma strains by PCR followed by restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP) (Grigg ME. & Boothroyd JC. ,2001). 
 
 
10. Prediction of peptides to be used in serotyping:  
 
Antigens selected for serotyping must be immunogenic and have strain-specific polymorphisms.  
This means they must elicit a host immune response and selected peptides need be recognized by 
only one strain. Antigens that fulfil these two properties have been difficult to find. Synthetic 
peptides coupled to carrier proteins are a useful tool for the generation of antibodies against specific 
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peptides. Extensive overlap has been observed between the antigens recognized by the CD4 T cells 
(Class II T cells) and the antibodies produced by B cells (Sette A. et al., 2008).  
 
The most common carrier proteins are bovine serum albumin (BSA) and keyhole limpet 
hemocyanin (KLH). Synthetic peptides that mimic B cell epitopes attached to carrier proteins have 
been used in diagnostic systems for various human diseases (Hsueh PR. et al., 2004). 
 
10.1 T cell predictions: 
 
 HLA (human) or H2 (mouse) Class I peptide binding predictions: The NetMHCpan 2.4 server 
(www.cbs.dtu.dk /services / NetMHCpan) uses artificial neural networks (AANs) and is trained 
using more than 115,000 quantitative binding data covering more than 120 different MHC 
molecules (Rammensee H. et al., 1999). This method is demonstrated to successfully predict the 
affinity of interaction of any peptide with any human HLA-A or HLA-B molecule or mice H2D, 
H2K and H2L, and is therefore pan-specific (Nielsen M. et al., 2007). The prediction values are 
given in nM IC50 values and as %-Rank to a set of 200.000 random natural peptides.  The affinity 
values are log-transformed to fall in the range between 0 and 1 using the relation 
1−log(IC50nM)/log (50,000) (Nielsen M. et al. 2003). 
 
HLA (human) or H2 (mouse) Class II peptide binding predictions: Prediction of naturally processed 
MHC class II binding peptides is more difficult than predicting MHC class I peptides. The fact that 
the binding cleft is open at the end allows larger peptides to fit into the binding groove (Jorgensen 
KW. et al., 2010). MHC class II presentation involves uptake of protein by antigen presenting cells 
(APC). NetMHCIIpan 2.1 server predicts binding of peptides to more than 500 HLA-DR alleles in 
humans or H2IA in mice using ANNs. The prediction values are given in nM IC50 values and as % 
rank to a set of 200.000 random natural peptides and log transformed as explained above (Nielsen 
M. et al., 2010). 
 
 
10.2 B cell epitope predictions:  

 
The DiscoTope software predicts discontinuous B cell epitopes from protein three-dimensional 
structures and hydrophobicity. The method utilizes calculation of surface accessibility (estimated in 
terms of contact numbers) and a novel epitope propensity amino acid score. The final scores are 
calculated by combining the propensity scores of residues in spatial proximity and the contact 
numbers (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/DiscoTope-2.0).  
 
 

11. Treatment 
 
Most healthy T. gondii infected patients don't require toxoplasmosis treatment. During acute 
toxoplasmosis pyrimethamine, a medication used for malaria can be used. This drug inhibits 
dihydrofolate reductase in T. gondii, preventing synthesis of DNA. Folic acid must be added to the 
diet of the patient to avoid deficiency. Potential side effects of pyrimethamine can be bone marrow 
suppression and liver toxicity. Sulfadiazine is an antibiotic used in combination with 
pyrimethamine to treat toxoplasmosis. Sometimes the antibiotic clindamycin is also used in 
combination with the above-mentioned drugs, however, it can cause severe diarrhoea. Side effects 
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of most drugs can be more severe in people with HIV/AIDS, who need to take these drugs for life, 
as toxoplasmosis can be lethal in immune suppressed patients. In pregnant patients infected with 
toxoplasmosis the antibiotic spiramycin might be used, but only in extreme circumstances. 
Spiramycin is an antibiotic that localizes to the placenta and has been shown to reduce placental 
infection by 60%. It does have some teratogenic effects, which must be weighed against the risk of 
congenital infection (Montoya JG. & Remington JS., 2008). These drugs can have serious side 
effects not only for women, but also for their unborn babies 
(www.mayoclinic.com/health/toxoplasmosis). If the foetus is infected, the drug combination of 
pyrimethamine and sulphadiazine is administered instead of spiramycin. Leucovorin, a 
corticorteroid, can be used in infants to counteract the side effects. In cases with encephalitis the 
drug atavaquone, an analogue of ubiquinone, can be used 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth). Considering the side effects these drugs have, the 
serotyping of the infecting strain could be considered before starting the treatment.  
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PROCEDURE & RESULTS  
 

1. Cloning of ROP18 from different strains of Toxoplasma gondii in vectors: 
 

ROP18 is a 60 kDa serine threonine kinase with an ATP binding site believed to be the cause of 
virulence in Toxoplasma gondii (Taylor S. et al., 2006). There are 30 differences in bases between 
strain Type I and Type II. The Type I and Type III alleles of ROP18 differ at 78 positions in a total 
of 541 residues (approximately14%), where the typical difference between lineages should be 
around 1% (Boothroyd JC. & Grigg ME., 2002). This high polymorphism and large difference in 
expression support the idea that ROP18 is a cause for the differences in virulence (Taylor S. et al., 
2006). We were interested in studying ROP18 from different strains, especially Colombian strains.  

In order to obtain soluble ROP18 to test its immunogenicity, cloning process into an expression 
vector was necessary. To make this cloning easier, we first amplified and cloned ROP18 into a 
multiplying vector and then subcloned it into the expression vector.  

We designed primers to amplify ROP18 from the starting codon (ATG) to the first stop codon 
(TAA) using the base sequences of ROP18 Type I strain and for ROP18 Type II strain. As control 
templates, Type I strain RH cDNA, and Type II strain P(LK) were used from genomic libraries 
obtained through the AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program. Three native strains, PC117 
(isolated by Claudia Herrera, from a porcine sample, CIMPAT, Universidad de los Andes), Yaco 
(isolated by Yarima Contreras, from cat faeces, CIMPAT), and Juez (isolated by Graciela Juez from 
porcine sample, BBMP, Universidad de los Andes) were also used as templates. We extracted their 
DNA from samples using salting out method (Supplementary Figure 79). We performed the RFLP 
analysis to aid in typifying their strain as described by Grigg and Boothroyd for B1 gene and by 
Howe for SAG2 (Grigg & Boothroyd, 2001, Howe et.al. 1997). PC117 is virulent in mice, and 
exhibits Type I polymorphisms in genes B1 and SAG2 (Garavito M. et al., 2005).  Yaco is avirulent 
in mice and exhibits Type II polymorphisms in genes B1 and SAG2 as shown by Graciela Juez in 
her MA thesis. Juez is avirulent presenting Type I polymorphism for B1 gene (Supplementary 
Figure 80).  
 
Trans-membrane and hydrophobic regions were detected in silico. Truncated primers T and W were 
designed to eliminate the trans-membrane section of the protein. 
 

PRIMER	   SEQUENCE	  (5’	  to	  3’)	  
Forward	  S	   GTCCAATCATATGTTTTCGGTACAGCGGCC	  	  
Forward	  T	   TCCAATCATATGAGAATTCTGACTGTCGCTGCCTG	  	  
Forward	  W	   TCCAATCATATGTCTGTGACTACCGGTGAAACC	  	  
Reverse	   TCAAGTCCATATGTTATTCTGTGTGGAGATGTTCCTG	  	  	  
 
Table 2: Primers used in the amplification of ROP18. Primers used to amplify ROP18 of 
different strains containing the NdeI sequence (underlined) to help in the cloning process. 
 
Amplification of the 1665 base pair-long sequences of Type I strain RH, Type II strains P(LK), 
PC117 and unknown strain Juez were obtained (Figure 19) (Garavito M. et al., 2008).  
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Figure 19:  PCR products of different T. gondii strains. 1: St 1Kb Fermentas. Lane 2: Type I 
strain RH, Lane 3: Type II reference strain P(LK), Lane 4: Colombian strain PC117, Lane 5: 
Colombian strain Juez.  All amplicons show a size of 1665 Kb. 

In order to obtain preliminary support that the amplicon was ROP18, we performed EcoR1 
digestion as ROP18 contains only one restriction site for this enzyme. We confirmed the presence 
of ROP18 when we obtained a band of around 1000bp and another band of approximately 700 bp 
(Supplementary Figure 81). Although we made many trials, the Colombian strain Yaco could not be 
amplified. This might have been due to a difference in sequence in the termini, not allowing the 
primers to attach or it might have been due to the small amount of DNA extracted from the cysts. 
Every time we performed PCR amplification, a slightly smaller band was obtained and this band 
could not be cut with EcoR1 (Supplementary Figure 82). We sent this band to be sequenced 
confirming the amplicon corresponded to chromosome 5 of mouse (82% identity in 45 nucleotides, 
e value 0.45). 
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We predicted in silico that residues between 0 and 50 are trans-membrane; therefore we designed 
truncated primers to eliminate the N-terminus (Supplementary Figure 83). We used these primers to 
amplify Type I strain RH. Primer T produced a truncated ROP18 fragment of 1000 bp (beginning at 
residue Arg 226). Primer W was constructed according to published work by Wei Qiu and co-
workers (Qiu W. et al., 2009). It produced a 936 bp fragment (starting at Val 242) (Figure 20). 

 
 

Figure 20:  PCR products of RH strains of different lengths. 1: St 1Kb Fermentas. Lane 2: 
complete fragment of ROP18 with 1665 bp. Lane 3: truncated fragment of ROP18, RH_T of 1000 
bp; Lane 4: truncated fragment of ROP18, RH_W of 900 bp. 

PCR products for ROP18 were sequenced by Macrogen DNA Sequencing service. ROP18, 
ROP18_T and ROP18_W gave 100% identity with ROP18 Type I found in GenBank AM075204.1. 
We cloned PCR amplifications into pGEM and/or TOPO vectors (Supplementary Figure 85) and 
transformation was confirmed with M13 PCR (Supplementary Figure 86). We used the restriction 
enzyme NdeI to cut ROP18 and T4 ligase to insert it into the expression vector pET19b 
(Supplementary Figure 87). We confirmed transformation with T7 PCR (Supplementary Figure 88) 
and ROP18 PCR (Supplementary Figure 89). Cloned bacteria were frozen and kept at -80ºC for 
future studies. The sequencing obtained from the amplification using Primers T7 on pET19b-
ROP18_T had an identity of 100 % with ROP18 type I without the 5’ terminal end (Blastn), 
confirming that the expression vector contained the cloned truncated ROP18 gene.  
 

Sequence Complete Truncated_T Truncated_W 

Vector 
TOPO RH	  

PLK 
  

pGEM RH	  
PLK	  
PC117	  

RH	  
PLK 

RH 

pET19b RH	  
RH	  inverted 

RH RH	  inverted 

Table 3 : Cloned fragments of ROP18 into vectors. Fragments cloned into multiplication (Topo 
and pGEM) and expression (pET19b) vectors. 
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2. Production of soluble ROP18 
 
 
We grew E. coli cells containing the plasmids pET19b-ROP18_T and pET19b-ROP18_W 
respectively. After induction, we centrifuged the sonicated solution to separate pellet from 
supernatant. We denatured supernatant and pellets samples and ran them on an acryl-bisacrylamide 
gel. No ROP18 was obtained in the bacteria containing pET19b-ROP18_W, because the gene was 
inserted in the inverse direction. The bacteria containing the control pET plasmid with inverted 
ROP18_T did not show any induction (Figure 21 A). The results show that ROP18_T can be found 
mostly in the pellet with a yield of approximately 20 mg from the original 100ml sample. In the 
supernatant there was approximately 0.01 mg from the original 100 ml (Figure 21 B). We 
confirmed the presence of ROP18 by using anti-His tag antibodies in a western blot (Figure 21 C).  
 
 

           
 

Figure 21: A Induction of ROP18_T and ROP18_W. Lanes 1&2: ROP18_T induction : 1:0h 
induction, 2: 2h. Lanes 3-5 ROP18_W inductions: 3: W 0h, 4: W 0h, 5: W 2 h. Lane 6: SDS7 St. A 
thick band can be seen at 40kDa for ROP18_T after 2 hs, but not for the different ROP18_W 
clones. B Sonication of ROP18_T. Lane 1: ROP18_T pellet; 2: supernatant; 3: Prestained St 
Fermentas. Pellet and Supernatant show a band at 40 kDa, although the band in supernatant is much 
weaker. C Western blot using anti-His tag antibodies: Lane 1: PageRulerTM Plus Prestained 
Protein Ladder Fermentas, Lane 2: Supernatant, Lane 3: Pellet. The western blot confirms the 
presence of ROP18_T in the pellet but not in the supernatant.  
 
We purified the sonicated supernatant using Ni-NTA affinity resin according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Although we had eliminated the trans-membrane N-terminus of ROP18 by using 
the truncated primer (Primer T), the protein was still being expressed in E. coli in insoluble form. 
Several experiments were done in order to obtain ROP18 in soluble form, amongst them changing 
the induction conditions such as temperature. ROP18 was obtained in the pellet in all cases. This 
was probably due to the formation of inclusion bodies, which may occur when a eukaryotic cell is 
expressed in a prokaryotic system (Burgess R., 2009). Wei Qiu and co-workers had the same 
problem when trying to produce ROP18 (Qiu W. et al., 2009). 
 
In order to break the inclusion bodies, we denatured ROP18 by using increasing concentrations of 
urea (1M to 6M) and re-folding on the Ni-NTA column using decreasing concentrations of urea 
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(6M to 1M). The column was washed with buffer containing no urea before elution with imidazole 
(Supplementary Figure 90). 
 
We obtained the expression of truncated ROP18 Type I in E. coli in soluble form by refolding 
procedure. We ran a polyacrylamide gel to confirm the presence of soluble ROP18. A band at 40 
kDa could be seen on the gel (Supplementary Figure 90). The sample was then passed through a 
centrifugal filter unit to concentrate it. A concentration of 2mg/ml of protein was obtained as 
measured in the nanodrop (Figure 22 A). 

Western blot against His-tagged ROP18 pellet and supernatant was probed with mouse anti Tetra 
His Tag antibodies as primary antibodies confirming the presence of truncated ROP18 of 40 kDa 
(Figure 22 B).  

	    

Figure 22:  A. Purification of ROP18 SDS polyacrylamide gel showing band of 40kDa of 
truncated ROP18. B. Western Blot reaction with antibodies anti-His tag. Lane 1: PageRulerTM 
Plus Prestained Protein Ladder Fermentas, Lane 2: OPRT (control) at 38 kDa, Lane 3: ROP18 at 40 
kDa. 
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3. Bioinformatic analysis of ROP18  
 
 
We performed an in silico study of the obtained protein ROP18 sequence from the sequencing of 
the Colombian strains PC117 to help understand its kinase activity (Gravito M. et al., 2008). The N-
terminus of ROP18 presented an area rich in arginines (112-186). It is believed that this region is 
involved in the anchorage to the surface of membranes (Schutze M. et al., 1994). The domains 
found corresponded to the nucleus of protein kinases and serine/ threonine protein kinases in the C-
terminal region of the protein. The active site corresponds to the serine/ threonine protein kinases 
and it has an ATP union site. These studies suggest that ROP18 is involved in phosphorylation. A 
first domain was found in positions 252 to 283 and a second one between 403 and 480. The ATP 
union pattern is found in the amino acids 258 to 281 and has the following sequence: 
LGSGGFATVYEATDVETNEELAVK. The serine / threonine active site is found between amino 
acids 405 and 417 with a sequence IVHTDIKPANFLL (Supplementary Figure 93).  
 
Although the similarity with similar proteins having available crystal structure in the PDB database 
was low, homology modelling was performed using SwissModel, ESyPred3D, 3Djigsaw and 
CPHModels. All these programs coincided in using as templates the proteins ROP2 (2w1z) and 
ROP8 (3byv) of T. gondii that have a 3D structure in PDB (Table 4). These models obtained by 
homology were superimposed using Swisspdb viewer. In order to choose the best model, we further 
checked the data with the crystallographic data of the templates (resolution and R-values) and the 
RMS values. This determined that the model generated by CPHModels was the most reliable 
(Figure 23).  

  
Table 4: Templates studied for ROP18 homology model. The values obtained for the different 
possible templates obtained from BLAST show that ROP2 is the most favourable, as it has the 
highest identity a low e-value and the greatest sequence coverage. The resolution of the crystallised 
structure and its R-value show it is a reliable source. 

Template  e-value %Identity %Gaps Sequence 
coverage 

Resolution 
(Å) 

R-value 

ROP2 SO42-

(2w1z) 
e-23 29 7 201-508 1.97 0.196 

ROP8 (3byv) e-25 28 9 223-512 1.8 0.203 

ROP2 Mg2+ 

(3dz0) 
e-23 28 6 201-508 1.8 0.246 

Human 
Calmodulin 
dependent 

protein (2jam) 

e-9 25 18 245-482 1.7 0.157 

Tao2 rat kinase 
(1u5q) 

e-9 24 18 235-484 2.10 0.223 

Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis 
kinase (3f69) 

e-9 27 23 255-501 2.8 0.221 
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Figure 23: Homology model of ROP18. The 3D model obtained by CPH model using as template 
the protein ROP2 (2w1z) of T. gondii showed similarity with the predictions shown from secondary 
structure predictions (Psipred) (left). The RMS between the models of ROP18 obtained using the 
different software programs showed a greater similarity (blue) between the model obtained by CPH 
models and the other programs (ESyPred3D and SwissModel) (right). 
 
 
Using PROCHECK and Swisspdb viewer the possibility of clashes, phi-psi angles in the 
Ramachandran and inspection of the minimization of energy was performed. The phi and psi angles 
of the 7 residues that we found in the not-permitted areas were adjusted manually according to the 
results obtained by prediction of the secondary structure (Figure 24).  

 
 
Figure 24: Ramachandran plot of residues of ROP18 model. The quality of the ROP18 model 
was tested by Procheck to have more that 97% of the residues placed within the permitted areas of 
the Ramachandran graph. 
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Regions not allowed 0.8 
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The final model is formed by 17 α helices and 14 β sheets, with two important domains: ATP union 
site in the residues 258-281 and the serine / threonine active site in the residues 405-417. Using the 
program Hits MotifScan, we could see that the N-terminus showed an Arginine rich area (residues 
112 to 186). This suggests that this sequence might be involved in the anchorage of the protein on 
the surface of the parasitophorus vacuole membrane. ProtScale, DAS, TMHMM were used to 
predict trans-membrane and hydrophobic regions. These regions were found in positions 21-41 of 
the N-terminus (Supplementary figure 83). 
 
ROP18 was crystallised in October 2013, long after we had made the model of ROP18 of the strain 
PC117. We compared our model obtained by CPH model of the truncated form of ROP18 and the 
crystallised ROP18 found in PDB (4JRN.A). The root mean square deviation (RMSD) shows the 
similarities (blue) or differences (red) between the structures. We superimposed the models and 
calculated the RMSD. We could observe that most of our model is very similar to the crystallized 
structure as the RMSD is mostly blue or green. There is a difference at the C terminal. This is due 
to the fact that our model starts at residue 201 while the crystallised structure starts at 187. This 
alpha helix is shown in red (Figure 25).  
 

 
 
Figure 25: ROP18 crystallised structure, showing RMS with model obtained by CPH model. 
The crystallised model (commencing at residue 187) matches in most residues with the model of 
the truncated form of PC117 ROP18 (starting at residue 201) we obtained using CPH models. The 
C terminus α helix is shown in red as these residues were not present in the CHP model.  
 
 
The crystallised structure showed a new cAMP-dependent protein kinase-like domain (PKA) and 
union to ANP (phosphoaminophosphonic acid-adenylate ester).  
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Figure 26: Structure of crystallised ROP18 (4JRN.A). The pink circles show union to sucrose, 
the blue circles show union to ANP and three green circles to magnesium (www.rcsb.org). 

 
 
Figure 27: Interaction of ROP18 (4JRN.A) and ANP. We show H-bonds in pink (Pymol). 
Hydrogen bonds can be seen between K201, A264, A359, M357, N362, N427 and G262 of ROP18 
with ANP. 
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Figure 28: Interaction of ROP18 (4JRN.A) and ANP. We show hydrophobic bonds in green 
(Pymol). Bonding can be seen between A359, V266, G259, G261 of ROP18 and ANP. 
 

 
 
Figure 29: Interaction of ROP18-ANP and Mg. We show metallic bonds in grey (Pymol). 
Bonding can be seen between N427 of ROP18 (4JRN.A) and ANP with Magnesium. 
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There are several theories about the interaction of T. gondii and its host and how the parasite is 
capable of blocking the immune response of the host (Denkers E. et al., 2003). We tried to 
understand these interactions by determining the possible protein-protein interactions of ROP18 and 
host immune response. One of the most common strategies used by unicellular organisms is to 
block the alarm signal and cell regulation mechanisms, for example for the production of 
interleukins that allow the infiltration of different cell types to control the infection or the activation 
of signal cascades that lead to apoptosis. For T. gondii it is important to block these types of signals 
depending on the stage of their life cycle. In the tachyzoite stage, while the parasite is still inside the 
cell, it has been seen that T. gondii blocks pre-apoptotic signals thus favouring its survival 
(Laliberté & Carruthers, 2008). Although there have been some recent discoveries about the 
possible interactions, there are still some incognita about the real nature of ROP18 and virulence. 
With respect to ROP18, it is still not well known how the differences in the alleles present in each 
strain can cause different host-parasite response producing different diseases (Boothroyd & 
Dubremetz, 2008). In order to study the function of ROP18, we tested the sequence of this protein 
obtained from the Type I Colombian strain  (Narváez H. &Primrose DM. et al., 2009) modelled 
into a 3D structure in different interactions. We assayed this using docking and protein-protein 
interactions. The idea was to predict the possible substrates involved in the cascade of signals of the 
activation of apoptotic mechanisms that might allow the parasite to persist in the host, blocking its 
immune response. There are a large number of computational tools that used the 3D structure of a 
protein and a ligand which allow us to have an idea of how these interactions might occur in vivo. 
These interactions occur in catalytic pockets, also known as cavities, which form on the surface of 
the protein. These cavities can hold the substrate to carry out its catalytic function. When the 
molecule was small, we used the docking algorithms, while we used protein-protein interactions 
when the molecules were large. We tested different molecules amongst which were ROP2, ROP5 
and ROP8.  

As ROP18 has an ATP binding site, the first ligand we tested was ATP. We confirmed the 
interaction of ROP18 and ATP analysing the hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions and by the 
hydrogen bonds formed between these two molecules (Figures 30 and 31).  
 

 
 
Figure 30: Docking of ROP18 (homology model using 2W1Z) with ATP molecule. 
Binding pockets shown on ROP18 (green) and ATP binding to ATP binding site. 

Docking(con(ATP(
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Figure 31: Detail of docking of ATP binding site of ROP18 (homology model using 2W1Z) 
with ATP molecule. ATP molecule (sticks) can be seen in the ATP binding site (red). 
 
We predicted interaction of larger molecules by protein-protein interactions using ClusPro, 
GRAMM-X and PatchDock.  
 
We assayed some proteins from the ROP family of T. gondii such as ROP2, ROP5 and ROP8. We 
used the molecule 3Q60.A as a template to produce a 3D model of ROP5 and 2W1Z for ROP2 and 
for ROP8 we used 3BYV. According to our results, the interaction between ROP18 and ROP2 
could be possible. The prediction of interaction between these proteins is given by coupling 
between the 3D structures by their active sites, in such a way that they look like complementary 
structures. Many of the residues predicted to be in the contact between ROP2 and ROP18 are 
Serines and Threonines, which could be indicating a possible phosphorylation of ROP2 by ROP18 
(Figure 32). ROP8 does not show strong interaction with ROP18. There is a weak surface contact 
through cavities 3 and 4 that belong to the Ser-Thr domain, but are not part of the active site 
(Figures 33 and 34). The prediction of ROP18 and ROP5 was confirmed by experimental assays 
performed by Niedelman and colleagues (Niedelman W. et al., 2012) (Figure 35). 
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Figure 32: Prediction of interaction of ROP18 (homology model using 2W1Z) and ROP2. 
ROP18 is predicted to react with ROP2. The predicted interaction occurs at the ROP18 active site.  

  

Rop 2 

Rop 18 
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Figure 33: Prediction of interaction of ROP18 (homology model using 2W1Z) and ROP8. The 
distance between ROP18 (surface) and ROP8 (spheres) is more than the average to suspect 
interaction.  

 

Figure 34: Detail of prediction of interaction of ROP18 (homology model using 2W1Z) 
and ROP8. The residues closer to ROP18 are not in the active site. The prediction discards the 
reactivity of ROP18 and ROP8. 

Interacción Proteína-Proteína:  
Rop18 & Rop8 (T. gondii) 

Interacción Proteína-Proteína:  
Rop18 & Rop8 (T. gondii) 
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Figure 35: Prediction of interaction of ROP18 and ROP5. We show how ROP18 (4JRN) (red) 
joined to ANP (sticks) and magnesium (green) is predicted to react with ROP5 (3Q5Z) (red). 

 

We also used bioinformatics tools to test our model’s interaction with IRGa6 (IIGP1, an interferon 
inducible p47 resistance GTPase), molecules reported to immunoprecipitate with ROP18 (Fentress 
et al., 2012). As this molecule has been crystallized as a dimer, the predictions of interaction were 
performed using GTPase as a monomer and as a dimer (Ghosh A. et al, 2004). Irga6 (1TQ6) as a 
monomer was predicted to react with ROP18 as also did this molecule as a dimer. We also 
predicted bonding of ROP18 to Irga6 joined to GNP (1TQ2) (Pawlosky N. et al., 2011). The 
monomer and dimer also showed a predicted interaction (Figures 36 and 39). 

 

 

Figure 36: Prediction of interaction of ROP18 and GTPase. Simulation of reaction of truncated 
ROP18 model using 2w1z_A as a template (red) with Irga6 model using 1TQ6 as a template (blue) 
using Patchdock (http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/PatchDock). 
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Figure 37: Detail of prediction of interaction of ROP18_T and GTPase. We show the 
simulation of reaction of active site of ROP18 model (magenta) with Irga6 (red). The bonding can 
be seen between K411 (of the catalytic triad in the active site of RO18) and T443 of GTPase 
(green). 
 

The different forms of the molecule IIGP1, of the GTPase family, have been described by Ghosh 
and colleagues. IIGP1 has been described in its nucleotide-free, GDP-bound and GppNHp-bound 
forms (Ghosh A. et al, 2004). These molecules can be found in monomer or dimer forms. The 
dimer form is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 38: Model of dimer of GTPase (Ghosh A. et al, 2004). GTPase is reported to act in the 
form of a dimer. 
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Figure 39: Prediction of interaction of ROP18_T and GTPases. We show the simulation of 
reaction of truncated ROP18 model using 2w1z_A as a template with Irga6 model using 1TQ6 as a 
template as a dimer obtained by Symmdock (http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/SymmdDock). The dimer 
of Irga6 (blue) each with one GNP molecules (coloured spheres) is predicted to interact with 
ROP18_T (red). 
 
The model of ROP18 obtained through CPHmodel was predicted to interact with ATP at the 
predicted ATP binding site using docking programs (Mollegro). The predictions of protein-protein 
interactions with different proteins showed that ROP18 could react with ROP2 as the interaction 
involves Serines and Threonines while no interaction was predicted between ROP18 and ROP8. 
Niedelman and co-workers confirmed our prediction of interaction of ROP18 with ROP5 
(Niedelman W. et al., 2012). Prediction of reaction of ROP18 was also shown with Irga6 as a 
monomer and as a dimer (Patchdock) (Figures 36 & 39). Fentress and co-workers confirmed this 
interaction experimentally (Fentress S et al., 2010).  
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4. Maintenance of T. gondii strains and production of sera from infected mice 
 

We infected mice with different T. gondii strains in order to maintain the strain and to extract sera 
for antigenicity tests. In order to confirm infection by T. gondii, we tested mice brain samples for 
gene B1. In virulent strain RH, infection was also confirmed by observation of tachyzoites in 
intraperitoneal samples under the microscope. We counted tachyzoites under light microscope 
obtaining an average of 3.56 107 tachyzoites/ml, in RH strain. In case of avirulent or slightly 
virulent strains, we macerated and stained small fractions of mouse brain in order to detect cysts.  
We bled tails of Type II PRU and recombinant strains Juez and Yaco six months after infection to 
obtain sera samples to be used in ELISA tests and in western blots (Supplementary Figure 91).  

	   

Figure 40: Microscopic observation of T. gondii samples. A Tachyzoites of RH strain from 
intraperitoneal mouse exudate (1000x). B Mouse brain sample stained with PAS of Juez strain 
showing cyst (x400). 

The presence of tachyzoites was used to confirm that the mice were really infected with T. gondii, 
as infected mice serum should contain antibodies against tachyzoites. We counted 6.46 107 
tachyzoites in 3ml to be used in the western blot as a substrate (tachyzoite lysate). Purified ROP18 
was also used as a substrate for the western blot (Table 5).  

Virulence Virulent Avirulent Control 	  

Strain RH P(LK) PRU Yaco Juez Uninfected 

Tachyzoites ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔  ✖  

ROP18 ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔  ✖  

 
Table 5: Western blot of sera. Reactivity of sera of mice infected with different T. gondii strains 
with tachyzoite lysate and ROP18. A tick represent presence of bands and a cross lack of bands. 
Sera from mice infected with all strains were reactive to tachyzoite lysate and to ROP18. 

 

Cyst 
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We injected purified truncated ROP18 of RH strain into mice for the formation of anti-ROP18 
polyclonal antibodies. We used the serum of this mouse in a western blot using purified refolded 
ROP18 as a substrate. We developed with goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated to horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP) as secondary antibody. Reaction was observed after five minutes incubation 
(Figure 41). 

 
 
 

Figure 41: Western blot of ROP18 using anti-ROP18 antibodies: Lane 1: PageRulerTM Plus 
Prestained Protein Ladder Fermentas, Lane 2: Purified ROP18. The mouse serum showed it had 
produced antibodies against the ROP18 giving a band at 40 kDa, confirming the immunogenicity of 
this protein. 
 
We used the purified truncated ROP18 as a positive control in ELISA tests with sera from different 
infected mice. All mice sera reacted with the purified ROP18. The sera from Colombian strain 
Yaco were the most reactive. The dilution of 1:50 has proven to be the best dilution serum for 
detecting the type of ROP18 peptides on ELISA tests (Figure 42). 
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Figure 42: Reactivity of sera from different mice with truncated ROP18 in ELISA test. We 
performed assays at dilutions of the serum in PBS of 1:50 (purple), 1:100 (orange) and 1:200 
(green). Pools of sera were made from samples of Colombian strains and reference strains. Serial 
dilutions were made to the sera and tested against 100 ng of purified truncated ROP18 type I (RH 
strain). Anti-ROP18 serum was used as a positive control and serum from uninfected mouse as 
negative control. The assay was repeated twice with each pool and an average of the different pools 
was obtained. Even the most diluted samples reacted more than the negative control.  
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5. Production of peptides of ROP18 
 

We digested purified soluble ROP18RH_T using trypsin to obtain several bands at 40, 38 and 36 
kDa on an polyacrylamide gel. We tested the antigenicity of the peptides with a western blot using 
antibodies anti-ROP18 obtained in section 4 as primary antibody (Supplementary Figure 92). A 
peptide of 30 kDa was shown to be antigenic and also reacted with anti-His-tag as primary 
antibody, therefore the antigenicity is found closer to the N terminus. This was a useful preliminary 
test to determine the area of ROP18 that was antigenic. As the truncated protein is of 40 kDa and 
the antigenic peptide was of 30 kDa, we decided to choose peptides closer to the N terminus 
eliminating those that were ¼ of the length from the C terminus. 
 
6. Prediction of antigenic peptides of ROP18 in mice 
 

In order to predict antigenic peptides of ROP18, we decided to use a novel algorithm including 
discontinuous B cell and T cell predictions. All predictions were done starting at residue Arg 226, 
the first residue of the truncated ROP18 model.  

B cells are antigen-presenting cells (Pierce SK. et al., 1988). It is well known that processed 
antigens bind to newly synthesized MHC Class II molecules (Davidson HW. et al., 1991). In mice 
binding of antigens to I-Ed molecule is necessary for the T-cell activation (Adorini L. et al., 1988). 
In 2008, Sette and co-workers observed the paired targeting by the CD4 T cell and the antibody 
response in Vaccinia virus, showing that CD4 T cell help is preferentially provided to B cells with 
identical protein specificity (Sette A. et al., 2008). Experiments using haptens demonstrated that B-
cell antigen-specific of the epitope required the presence of the T cell epitope, which needed to be 
physically linked (Ploegh H., 2013). 

There are studies showing the linkage between CD4 cells and B cells epitopes but there is no study 
showing how CD8 could affect B cell response. The results mentioned before, have given some 
hints that they might be close; therefore we decided to include Class I predictions in our algorithm. 

We used NetMHCpan 2.4 server (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpan) to predict binding of all 
peptides of ROP18 to the mouse alleles. As the genotypes of the mice used in these experiments are 
not known, we used all the possible mouse alleles in the prediction of epitopes. We selected the 
highest score for each 15mer (1-[log IC50 values/log 50000]) for the reaction with the different 
alleles present. The maximum log affinity value for each allele was chosen and all the values 
obtained were then averaged. 
 
 

Score of 15mer to each locus =  ∑maximum log affinities H2  
                    #H2 
 
The scores for each individual protein were normalized so values fell between 0 and 1, where 0 
means no affinity and 1 is the maximum affinity. 
 

 
Normalised value per residue = Value per residue - minimum value 

            Maximum value -minimum value 
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We used NetMHCpanII 2.1 (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpanII) for Class II prediction in 
mice. We found the average score for each of these alleles to find the Class II peptide binding 
prediction to some H2 alleles. We calculated the total score of the 15mer as the average of the 
scores obtained for each MHC molecule. The values were then normalised as explained previously. 
 
 
 Total  Class II Score= Max Log Affinity H2-Iab + Max Log Affinity H2-Iad 
             2 
 
 
We obtained the 3D structure of the truncated form of ROP18 by homology modelling using CPH 
models (www.cbs.dtu.dk). The molecule for ROP2 was used as a template (2w1z). In order to find 
the discontinuous predicted epitopes, we loaded the predicted 3D structure of the truncated form of 
ROP18 molecule on the Discotope site (www.cbs.dtu.dk). We only used ROP18 Type I and Type II 
predictions, as Type III strains hardly produce any ROP18 given that there is an insertion in the 
promoter that reduces the expression of this protein. The average score for each of the 15 residues 
in the 15 mer was calculated. Values were then normalized as explained previously, giving values 
between 0 and 1, where 0 shows no B cell epitope and 1 is a highly antigenic peptide. 

 
     Total for 15mer = 𝑅!!!"

! 𝑖  
               15 
 
To calculate the total score for each 15mer, we averaged the normalised scores obtained for T cells 
(Class I and Class II) and B cells giving them different weight according to their importance. We 
considered T cell Class I as half as important as Class II; therefore we multiplied the Class II 
predictions by 2. As we are predicting epitope binding we are considering formation of antibodies 
by B cells, therefore the B cell prediction is the most important, so we multiplied the value obtained 
by 4. We then divided the total value obtained by 7. These are arbitrary values we decided upon the 
weighting of the importance of each prediction on the total antigenicity value. 

 
 
   TOTAL = Class I + 2 *Class II + 4* B cell 
                     7 
 
 
We then used the statistical software R to produce the graphs necessary for the choice of the 
epitopes. R is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, calculation and 
graphical display (http://cran.at.r-project.org). In the histogram we show the independent Total 
score for each residue of the protein as a range of colours from magenta (weak reaction) to green 
(strong reaction). Residue 1 is the first residue of the homology model of ROP18 (Arg226). The 
contribution for each residue of Class I, Class II and B cell reaction is also shown. The presence of 
polymorphisms is shown with a star (Figures 43, 44, 47, 51, 53, 55, 69-72 and 97-100). 
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We subtracted the values obtained for each 15mer peptide for ROP18 Type I and ROP18 Type II. 
We show the polymorphism between the different strains from blue (very different) to yellow 
(highly similar). We chose the peptides according to the presence of polymorphisms and a strong 
epitope reaction.  
 
We considered good candidates for the typification of the Type I and Type II T. gondii strains when 
there was polymorphism in the peptide and when the epitope prediction was mainly green on the 
graph. 
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Figure 43: Prediction of reactivity of ROP18 and mouse alleles. Graphs generated by using R 
statistical software for the choice of epitopes of ROP18 proteins for Type II and Type I strains of T. 
gondii to react with mouse sera. The predictions start at residue ARG226 of Types I and II ROP18 
(residue 1 in the graph). The graphs show the total score for each residue in Class I and Class II T 
cell predictions and for discontinuous B cell predictions as a range of colours from green (strong 
reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Differences between Type I and Type II stains are shown as a 
range from yellow (very similar) to blue (very different). Polymorphisms are shown with a star on 
the possible antigenic peptides (shown with a red line). 
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7. Validation of predictions using GRA and SAG protein epitopes:  

Using our prediction algorithm, we performed predictions of antigenicity on GRA6, GRA7, SAG3 
and SAG4 proteins from Toxoplasma gondii for the most common German haplotypes 
(www.allelefrequencies.net) (Supplementary Figure 95). We compared the outcomes of these 
predictions with the linear B cell predictions obtained by Bepipred 
(www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/BepiPred) of the same proteins. We then validated these predictions with 
the results obtained in previous assays by Maksimov in ELISA tests (Maksimov P. et al., 2012).  

The results obtained by Maksimov (percentage of seropositive sera that reacted against the peptide 
assayed) (Maksimov P. et al., 2012) were compared to the predictions of reactivity obtained using 
the algorithm described in this thesis.  
 

 

Table 6: Reactivity of the peptides according to Maksimov’s work (Maksimov P. et al., 
2012) and Total for peptide predictions using our algorithm. The reactivity changes caused 
by the removal of some residues (d stands for removal of one residue and dd of two residues 
being removed) in Maksimov’s assays is also shown. The first column shows the name of the 
peptide using the protein and the residue where the peptide starts. The second column shows 
the clonal type to which that peptide belongs. The third column shows the sequence and in red 
the residues where there is difference between strains. The following columns show reactivity 
according to the assays done by Maksimov. Specificity was tested using uninfected human sera 

Peptide	  name	  
according	  to	  
Maksimov	  

Clonal	  
Type	   Sequence	  

	  
Reactivity	  %	  
(Maksimov	  et	  
al.,	  2012)	  

Specificity	  in	  
sero-‐negative	  
human	  sera	  

(%)	  

	  
	  

Presence	  of	  
unique	  poly	  
morphism	  

Total	  for	  
peptide	  

GRA6-‐I/III-‐199	   I	  and	  III	   CGNEGRGYGGRGEG	   5	   96	   NO	   0.4751	  

	  

	  

GRA6-‐I-‐207	   I	   CGRGEGGAEDDRRP	   6	   96	   NO	   0.5262	  
	  

GRA6-‐I/III-‐220	   I	  and	  III	   CLHPERVNVFDY	   7	   96	   NO	   0.5830	  
dGRAS6-‐I/III-‐220	   I	  and	  III	   	  	  	  	  	  	  CLHPERVNVFD	   3	   96	   NO	   0.5777	  

ddGRAS6-‐I/III-‐220(9)	   I	  and	  III	   	  	  	  	  	  	  CLHPERVNV	  	  	  	  	   1	   97	   NO	   0.5490	  
GRA6-‐II-‐202	   II	   CGRGEGG—EDDRRPL	  

	  

5	   96	   NO	   0,4301	  

	  
GRA6-‐II-‐214	   II	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  CLHPGSVNEFDF	   31	   96	   YES	   0,5121	  

	  

	  

dGRA6-‐II-‐214	   II	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  CLHPGSVNEF	  	   19	   96	   YES	   0,5189	  
ddGRA6-‐II-‐214(9)	   II	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  CLHPGSVNE	   10	   96	   YES	   0,5166	  
dGRA6-‐II-‐216(9)	   II	   	  	  	  C___	  PGSVNEFDF	   18	   97	   YES	   0,5108	  

	  
GRA7-‐I-‐163	  

	  

I	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ELTEEQQRGDEPLC	  

	  

7	   96	   YES	   0,5651	  

	  
dGRA7-‐I-‐162	   I	   	  	  	  CPELTEEQQRG	   3	   96	   YES	   0,5356	  

	  
ddGRA7-‐I-‐164	   I	   	  	  	  	  C___LTEEQQRG	   6	   96	   YES	   0,5421	  

	  
GRA7-‐I/II-‐215	   I	  and	  II	   CSRQPALEQEVPES	   11	   96	   NO	   0,6395	  

	  
GRA7-‐II-‐225	  

	  

II	   CVPESGKDGEDARQ	  

	  

42	   96	   YES	   0,5166	  

	  
dGRA7-‐II-‐225	   II	   	  	  	  	  CVPESGKDGEDAR	  

	  	  	  CVPESGKDGEDA	  

2	   96	   YES	   0,5245	  

	  
GRA7-‐III-‐215	   III	   CSRQPAPEHEVPES	   6	   96	   NO	   0,4590	  

	  
GRA7-‐III-‐225	   III	   CVPESGEDREDARQ	   6	   96	   YES	   0,2969	  

	  
dGRA7-‐III-‐225	   III	   	  	  	  	  CVPESGEDREDAR	  

CVPESGEDREDARQ	  
CVPESGEDREDA	  

2	   96	   YES	   0,2841	  

	  
SAG3-‐II-‐49	  

	  

II	   GNSRRKITYC	   17	   96	   YES	   0,5759	  

	  
SAG3-‐II-‐120	  

	  

II	   CHIDAKDQDD	  

	  

5	   96	   NO	   0,4031	  

	  
SAG4I/II-‐84	   I	  and	  II	   CKDEPVELAAL	   2	   96	   NO	   0,5932	  
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(seronegative) to establish cut off values. The diagnostic specificity of seronegative sera was 
96.6% for each individual peptide, showing these results are reliable. The presence of unique 
polymorphism means that the peptide is only found in one clonal strain, making it unique. The 
total for peptide shows the results obtained using our algorithm for predictions. The high 
results for SAG4 are really a fault due to the normalisation of data. As all the results for this 
protein were low (predicted values were lower than 0.3 in all cases), the slight reactivity 
prediction is overestimated. 

The alignment of GRA6 proteins of the three strains of T. gondii allows the identification of 
polymorphisms that might affect the antigenicity therefore allowing the typification of the infective 
strain (Supplementary Figure 96). We predicted the reactivity of the different types of GRA6 
peptides using our algorithm and compared it with the results obtained in experimental assays 
performed by Maksimov and colleagues (Maksimov P. et al, 2012) (Figure 44). 

 

Figure 44: Prediction of total affinity per residue in the three GRA6 proteins. The graphs show 
the total score of each residue in GRA6 using our prediction algorithm as a range of colours from 
green (strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). The N terminal residue is number 1 while the C 
terminus is residue 227. Predictions for linear B cell reactivity obtained using Bepipred are shown 
for comparison (orange). We did not normalise this data to avoid full overlap in order to allow 
comparison. Results obtained by Maksimov and colleagues are shown as coloured lines, no reaction 
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(yellow), moderate reaction (1%-10%)(blue) and strong reaction (11%-42%) (red). Polymorphisms 
are shown with a star. The graph shows our algorithm predicted antigenic peptides at the C 
terminus of GRA6-II while Bepipred did not. 
 

The results obtained with the peptides tested by Maksimov show that the proteins GRA6 Type I and 
Type III have moderate antigenicity reactivity. The only peptide showing unique polymorphism for 
Type I (GRA6 I-207), shows the polymorphic residue embedded in the protein, therefore not 
exposed to the immune system of the host. The results also show that truncating the peptide lowers 
its antigenicity. In GRA6 I/III-220 (11 residues) the reactivity to human sero-positive sera is 7%. 
When a C-terminal residue is eliminated to obtain a 10-residue long peptide (dGRA6 I/II-220) its 
reactivity decreases to 3%. When 3 residues are eliminated from the C-terminus an 8-residue long 
peptide is obtained with an even lower antigenicity (1%)(Figure 45). 

 

Figure 45: Model of GRA6 Type I showing peptides assayed. The peptides assayed (green) are 
shown embedded in the protein (cyan). The polymorphisms are also shown (magenta). The results 
obtained by Maksimov are shown as a percentage of reactivity. 

According to the results obtained by Maksimov, GRA6 Type II has a greater antigenicity in the 
peptides presenting Type II unique polymorphisms (Figure 44). In this case, the polymorphisms are 
on the surface of the protein, therefore fully exposed to the immune system of the host as in GRA6 
II-214 (31%). When this 11-residue peptide is shortened at its C-terminus (dGRA6 II-214 of 10 
residues and ddGRA6 II-214 of 9 residues, arrows showing the residues removed), the antigenicity 
is seen to diminish (19% and 10% respectively). The same happens when two N-terminal residues 
are lost, starting then in residue 216 instead of 214 (GRA6 II-216, of 9 residues), lowering the 
antigenicity from 31% to 18% (Figure 46). No specific peptides for GRA6 Type III were assayed.  
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Figure 46: Model of GRA6 Type II showing peptides assayed. The peptides assayed (green) are 
shown embedded in the protein (cyan). The polymorphisms are also shown (magenta). The 
percentage reaction observed in the assays by Maksimov and co-workers are also shown. The 
arrows show the residues removed from the peptide, confirming that longer peptides are more 
reactive. The peptides presenting exposed polymorphisms are shown to be more reactive (although 
these differences do not seem significant). 
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Figure 47: Prediction of total affinity per residue in the three GRA7 proteins. The graphs show 
the total score of each residue using our prediction algorithm as a range of colours from green 
(strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Predictions for linear B cell reactivity are shown for 
comparison (orange). Reactivities by Maksimov and colleagues are shown as coloured lines, no 
reaction (yellow), moderate reaction (1%-10%) (blue) and strong reaction (11%-42%) (red). 
Polymorphisms are shown with a star. There is some coincidence in the prediction of antigenic 
peptides for GRA7-II at the C terminus using our algorithm and Bepipred. 
 

According to Maksimov’s results, the observed reactivity with GRA7 I-163 was 3% (Figure 47). 
This peptide has the cysteine used to anchor on the ELISA plate (for the reaction with hemocyanin) 
on the C-terminus (while most peptides have it in the N-terminus). In dGRA7 I-162 (10 residues) 
with the cysteine in the N-terminus, starting one residue before in the N terminus and ending 5 
residues before in the C terminus the sensitivity increased to 6%. In the model residue 162 is shown 
in blue, to show it is embedded in the protein. When two residues were eliminated from the N-
terminus of the peptide dGRA7 I-162, to start the peptide in residue 164 leaving an 8-residue 
peptide (ddGRA7 I-164), a decrease in reactivity was observed (from 6% to 4%). Peptide common 
to Type I and Type II, GRA7 I/II-215, had a reaction of 11% while GRA7 I-225 had a reaction of 
7% (Figure 48).  

 

Figure 48: Model of GRA7 Type I showing peptides assayed. The peptides assayed (green) are 
shown embedded in the protein (cyan). The polymorphisms are also shown (magenta). The residue 
removed from the peptide is shown in blue. The percentage reaction observed in the assays by 
Maksimov and co-workers are also shown. The peptides presenting exposed polymorphisms are 
shown to be more reactive (although these differences do not seem to be significant). 

 

The peptide GRA7 II/III-162 does not have a unique polymorphism as it is found in Type II and 
Type III. The results show that the reactivity is low (1%). Peptide GRA7 II-225 of 13 residues is 
one of the most reactive peptides tested (45%). When two residues are eliminated from the C-
terminus (arrows showing residues removed), the reactivity decreases to 2% (Figure 49).  
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Figure 49 : Model of GRA7 Type II showing peptides assayed. The peptides assayed (green) are 
shown embedded in the protein (cyan). The polymorphisms are also shown (magenta). The residues 
removed from the peptide are shown with arrows. The percentage reaction observed in the assays 
by Maksimov and co-workers are also shown. The peptides that present exposed polymorphisms 
therefore are more reactive. 

The peptide GRA7 III-163 shows a unique polymorphism typical of this strain and the 
polymorphism is exposed on the surface of the protein (Figure 50). According to predictions made, 
its reactivity should have been high. The low reactivity shown in the assays could be explained by 
the fact that the union to the substrate was done through the C-terminus instead of the N-terminus. 
In the 3D model, the peptide GRA7 III-225 is not as exposed as GRA7 II-225, thus showing a 
lower reactivity (Figure 50).  
 
 

Figure 50: Model of GRA7 Type III showing peptides assayed. The peptides assayed (green) are 
shown embedded in the protein (cyan). The polymorphisms are also shown (magenta). The 
percentage reaction observed in the assays by Maksimov and co-workers are also shown.  
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Predictions of reactivity for the three types of protein SAG3 were also performed (Figure 51). 

 

Figure 51: Prediction of total affinity per residue in the three SAG3 proteins. The graphs show 
the total affinity of each residue using our prediction algorithm as a range of colours from green 
(strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Predictions for linear B cell reactivity are shown for 
comparison (orange). We named the N terminus as residue 1 and the C terminus as 387. Assay 
results by Maksimov and colleagues are shown as coloured lines: no reaction (yellow), moderate 
reaction (1%-10%) (blue) and strong reaction (11%-42%) (red). Polymorphisms are shown with a 
star. The antigenic peptide tested by Kong in SAG3-II was predicted using our algorithm but not 
using Bepipred. 

 
The model for SAG3 type II starts in residue 70, so we could not show peptide SAG3-II-49, as no 
program was able to model the N terminus of the protein. Although the polymorphism in SAG3-II-
120 is well exposed on the surface (Figure 52), the low reactivity of this peptide might be due to the 
low predicted reactivity (magenta in the histogram) (Figure 51). No SAG3 Type I peptides were 
studied. 
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Figure 52: Model of SAG3 Type II showing peptides assayed. Very little reactivity was observed 
with this peptide, as predicted with our algorithm. 

 

Figure 53: Prediction of total affinity per residue in the three SAG4 proteins. The graphs show 
the total affinity of each residue using our prediction algorithm as a range of colours from green 
(strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Predictions for linear B cell reactivity are shown for 
comparison (orange). Predictions done by Maksimov and colleagues are shown as coloured lines: 
no reaction (yellow), moderate reaction (1%-10%) (blue) and strong reaction (11%-42%) (red). 
Polymorphisms are shown with a star. Highly predicted antigenic peptides were not tested. 
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Figure 54: Model of SAG4 proteins showing peptides. The results show there is very little 
reactivity in the SAG4I/II-84 peptide. This is probably due to the fact that there is no unique 
polymorphism. 

The low predicted reactivity of the peptide SAG4-I/II-84 (Figure 53) could be due to the lack of 
unique polymorphisms. We also show how the polymorphisms for SAG4 type III are found inside 
the protein (Figure 54), therefore not exposed to the host´s immune response. An exception is 
proline 87 that is found on the surface of the protein. The predictions for SAG4-III-84 showed very 
low reactivity, as did all the residues in this protein, this is probably why Maksimov and colleagues 
did not test them (Figure 53). This group assayed no SAG4 III peptides.  
 
The GRA and SAG predictions were useful only to an extent for the validation of our predictions. 
We were able to see that the predictions using our algorithm were better than using linear B cell 
predictions, but this conclusion is rather limited as the peptides predicted to be very antigenic were 
not tested with sera by Maksimov and colleagues. Peptides GRA7-I/II-215 and GRA7-II-225 had a 
high-predicted reactivity score and were shown to have a high reactivity with human sera.  

The results obtained from the GRA and SAG validations (Figures 43-54) were taken into 
consideration when predicting the antigenic peptides for ROP18. The B cell predictions were used 
instead of the linear B cell predictions, as these were proven to be more precise in the predictions 
(Sivalingam GN. et al., 2012). These predictions were also averaged with the T cell predictions, as 
these are also important in the production of antibodies. The exposure of the polymorphisms on the 
surface of the protein was taken into consideration, as epitopes that are not exposed on the surface 
of the protein have been shown to be less reactive. The peptides with 15 residues were chosen, as 
we could see that the truncated forms of peptide were less reactive that the longer peptides. Another 
consideration taken into account was the union of the cysteine used in the bonding to the activated 
BSA to attach the peptide to the Elisa plate was joined to the N terminus, as we can see that this 
was better than the attachment to the C terminus.  
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8. Antigenicity study of synthetic peptides of ROP18 
 

We selected peptides to study antigenicity of ROP18 giving priority to presence of polymorphism 
between Type I and Type II strains. This polymorphism should be exposed on the surface of the 
protein to ensure accessibility of the host immune response. As another criterion of selection we 
took into account the following information in this order: total epitope reactivity (Class I, Class II 
and B cell reactivity), B cell reactivity and Class II reactivity.  An important point also taken into 
consideration was the solubility of the peptide calculated using Peptide	   property	   calculator	  
(http://www.innovagen.sc),	   as	   these	   cannot	   be	   synthesised	   if	   they	   are	   insoluble.	  

 

 

 

 

Figure 55: Peptides used in ELISA. Graphs generated by using R statistical software for the 
choice of epitopes of ROP18 proteins for Type II and Type I strains of T. gondii to react with 
mouse sera. The predictions start in residue ARG226 of Types I and II ROP18 (residue 1 in the 
graph). The graphs show the total score of each residue for Class I and Class II T cell predictions 
and for discontinuous B cell predictions as a range of colours from green (strong reaction) to 

TypeII-‐62	   TypeII-‐145	   TypeII-‐282	  TypeII-‐160	  

TypeI-‐8	   TypeI-‐62	   TypeI-‐145	  
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magenta (weak reaction). Differences between Type I and Type II stains are shown as a range from 
yellow (very similar) to blue (very different). Polymorphisms are shown with a star on the possible 
antigenic peptides (shown with a red line). Peptides chosen for sero-typification of Type II strains 
are shown using blue boxes and for Type I using orange boxes. Although Peptides 198, 214 and 
229 were predicted to be very antigenic, we did not choose them because of their low solubility 
(www.innovagen.se).  
 
 
In order to quantify how exposed the polymorphism was on the protein, we calculated the average 
peptide exposures. The accessible surface area (ASA) is the surface area of a biomolecule that is 
accessible to a solvent. ASA is calculated using an algorithm that uses a sphere (of solvent) of a 
particular radius to 'probe' the surface of the molecule (DSSP program). We normalised these 
values using maximum obtainable solvent exposed area ASAmax for the given amino acid residue 
within an extended tri-peptide flanked with alanine residues thus obtaining the Relative Surface 
Area (RSA). In order to calculate the average peptide exposure, we average the exposure of the 15 
residues forming that peptide and for the polymorphism exposure we just recorded the RSA value 
obtained in the normalisation of the ASA maximum values  (Table 8). The RSA gives an idea of 
how accessible the peptide is to the antibodies, especially the polymorphism. As these values have 
been normalised, a value of 1 is the maximum exposure and a value of 0 is the minimum.  
 
 

Name	   Peptide	  
Average	  
peptide	  
exposure	  

Polymorphism	  
exposure	  

Type	  I-‐8	   CWPPDVPKRFVSVTTG	   0.28	   K=0.22	   	  	  
Type	  I-‐62	   CEPTDETMLDLQRESS	   0.31	   L=0.45	   S=0.30	  
Type	  II-‐62	   CEPTDETMRDLQRESF	   0.39	   R=0.62	   F=0.27	  
Type	  I-‐145	   CFGDASVNKSEFGLVV	   0.30	   K=0.71	   	  	  
Type	  II-‐145	   CFGDASVNNSELGLVV	   0.29	   N=0.87	   	  	  
Type	  II-‐160	   CRMYLSSQAIRLVANV	   0.04	   R=0.16	   	  	  
Type	  II-‐282	   CIRNLLNREPQKRMLP	   0.24	   N=0.30	   E=0.42	  

 
Table 8: The average peptide exposures using the normalised RSA scores. The exposure for the 
polymorphic residues (magenta) is also shown. 
 
We assayed the reactivity of the different peptides with mice sera in ELISA tests. We used sera 
from Type II reference strains from 4 mice infected with Me49 strain, 4 mice with Beverly strain 
and 2 mice infected with Prugniaud strain (PRU). We also made pools of mice infected with 
Colombian strains Yaco (10 different mice) and Juez (4 mice). As mice infected with RH strain 
died very quickly due to the virulence of this Type I strain we decided to use heat-inactivated RH 
tachyzoites to infect 6 mice. We also infected Balb/c mice with active RH tachyzoites. As these 
mice have a special haplotype that allows them to resist infection by T. gondii, they lived 9 days 
before succumbing to the infection. 
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As a positive control we used sera obtained from 4 mice injected purified truncated ROP18 (anti-
ROP18 serum) and as a negative control we used sera from 3 uninfected mice.  
 
 
8.1 Reactivity with control peptides 

GRA peptides used by Kong and colleagues (Kong et al., 2003) were used as controls. To 
determine the type of strain of the sera we used GRA7 Type I peptide starting at residue 225 
CQEVPESGEDGEDARQ and GRA7 Type II peptide CQEVPESGKDGEDARQ. As a negative 
control, we used a modified version of a peptide used by Kong and colleagues. Kong had obtained 
this peptide by randomizing the sequences of the GRA6-I/III strain–specific peptides 
(CEVVHDYRLFNP). In order to make it of the same length of the peptides used for ROP18 we 
added a sequence at the C-terminus (CEVVHDYRLFNPVVDY) (Figure 56). 

 
 
Figure 56: Scatter graph showing reactivity of negative control (randomized GRA6 sequence) 
with different sera. Negative control peptide was coupled to activated BSA and fixed to the Elisa 
plate. Different sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. Anti-mouse IgGs were 
used as secondary antibodies. The two-tailed Mann-Whitney Test to show significant differences 
with reactivity of RH serum was performed (* p< 0.05). Reaction of sera from Type I strain is 
shown in blue Type II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice 
producing anti ROP18 polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. 
As expected, there was hardly any reaction with this negative control peptide obtained by 
randomization of GRA6 sequence. 
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Figure 57: Reactivity of Type I positive control peptide GRA7-225-I with different sera. Type 
I control peptide was coupled to activated BSA and fixed to the Elisa plate. Different sera were 
used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. 
Sera from virulent strain RH reacted with this Type I control peptide while Me49, Beverly and PRU 
had a significantly lower reaction. The two-tailed Mann-Whitney Test was used to show significant 
differences with reactivity of RH serum (* p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01). Surprisingly the Colombian strains 
Yaco and Juez, which are non-virulent, reacted with this Type I control peptide. This could be 
because these strains are recombinant strains. The polyclonal anti-ROP18 serum should not have 
reacted against this peptide. The reaction was probably due to the small number of identical 
residues found using BLAST with a mouse protein (unnamed protein of Mus musculus, Score 26.1, 
80% identity (8 of 10 residues) e score 0.031). The homology model of GRA7-I produced using 
CPHmodel (insert in top right corner) shows the whole protein (cyan) highlighting the peptide 
(green, RSA 0.52) with the very exposed polymorphism (magenta, RSA 0.76) (Model shown in 
Pymol).  
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Figure 58: Reactivity of Type II positive control peptide GRA7-225-II with different sera. 
Type II control peptide was coupled to activated BSA and fixed to the Elisa plate. Different mice 
sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary 
antibodies.  Sera from Me49, Beverly and PRU reacted significantly more than RH serum. Yaco 
and Juez sera did not show significant difference with reactivity of RH. The two-tailed Mann-
Whitney Test was used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* p< 0.05; ** 
p< 0.01). The significant differences in reactivity of Type II strains with Colombian strains are also 
shown. There was no significant difference between the reactivity of RH and  anti-ROP18 serum. 
The homology model of GRA7-II produced using CPHmodel (insert in top right corner) shows the 
whole protein (cyan) highlighting the peptide (green RSA 0.53) with the exposed polymorphism 
(magenta RSA 0.8) (Model shown in Pymol). 
 
Figures 57 and 58 show that according to the GRA7 peptide, the virulent RH strain is Type I while 
the avirulent strains Me49, Beverly and PRU are Type II. Colombian strains Yaco and Juez are 
avirulent, but have reacted with Type I GRA7 peptide and have not reacted with Type II GRA7 
peptide. This could indicate the possibility that these strains are recombinant. 
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8.2 Reactivity with ROP18 Peptides 
 
We tested the selected ROP18 peptides with sera obtained from mice infected with different 
strains (Figures 59-65). 
 

	  

 
 
 
Figure 59: Reactivity of ROP18 Type I-8 peptide with different mouse sera. The peptide 
starting at residue 8 of the truncated ROP18 Type I was coupled to maleimide-activated BSA and 
fixed to the Elisa plate. Different mice sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. 
Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. Reaction of sera from Type I strain is shown 
in blue, Type II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice producing 
anti ROP18 polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. The two-
tailed Mann-Whitney Test was used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* 
p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01). The greater reactivity was shown by virulent RH strain serum. Surprisingly 
Me49, Beverly and PRU also reacted with this peptide (no significant difference with RH). 
Avirulent Colombian strains had a significantly smaller reactivity than virulent RH strain. The anti-
ROP18 serum reacted the same as Type II strains, showing that this is probably not an important 
epitope on the whole protein. This peptide was chosen, as it has a high predicted Total score, 
mainly caused by a high B cell reactivity prediction. The homology model of ROP18 obtained by 
CPHmodel (top right corner) shows how the peptide (green, RSA=0.28) is embedded in the protein 
(cyan). The polymorphism (magenta) can be seen less exposed (RSA of 0.22). The peptide is not 
very soluble in water. The results are not useful to differentiate the type of infecting strain. 
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Figure 60: Reactivity of ROP18 Peptide Type I-62 with different mouse sera. The peptide 
starting at residue 62 of the truncated ROP18 Type I was coupled to maleimide-activated BSA and 
fixed to the Elisa plate. Different mice sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. 
Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. Reaction of sera from Type I strain is shown 
in blue Type II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice producing 
anti ROP18 polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. The two-
tailed Mann-Whitney Test is used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* p< 
0.05; ** p< 0.01). The scattergraph shows the reaction of sera with Type I peptide ROP18-I-62. The 
reactivity with different mice sera shows reaction with Type I RH serum and Type II strains Me49 
and Beverly. The Yaco Colombian strain also reacted. Juez strain serum was significantly less 
reactive. These results are contradictory with the results obtained with the GRA7 control peptides 
(they reacted with Type I GRA peptide), but consistent with the low virulence of these strains and 
would confirm the possibility that Yaco and Juez are recombinant strain. Anti-ROP18 had a high 
reactivity, showing this might be an important epitope on the whole protein. The homology model 
of Peptide Type I-62 obtained by CPHmodel (top left) starting at residue 62 shows the 
polymorphisms (magenta, RSA for L=0.45 and S= 0.3) in the peptide (green, RSA=0.31) can be 
seen less exposed on the surface of the protein (cyan) (shown in Pymol). This peptide was chosen, 
as it has a high predicted Total score, mainly caused by a high B cell reactivity prediction. The 
peptide is very soluble in water. The results are not useful to differentiate the type of infecting 
strain. 
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Figure 61: Reactivity of ROP18 Peptide Type II-62 with different mouse sera. The peptide 
starting at residue 62 of the truncated ROP18 Type II was coupled to maleimide-activated BSA and 
fixed to the Elisa plate. Different mice sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. 
Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. Reaction of sera from Type I strain is shown 
in blue Type II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice producing 
anti ROP18 polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. The two-
tailed Mann-Whitney Test was used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* 
p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01). The scatter graph shows the reaction of sera with Type II peptide ROP18-II-
62. Sera of Type II strains Me49 and Beverly reacted significantly more than RH Type I strain. 
Colombian strains Yaco and Juez sera also reacted with this peptide. There is no significant 
difference with PRU, but this is probably due to the low number of samples tested. As expected, 
anti-ROP18 had a high reactivity. The homology model of Peptide Type II-62 obtained using 
CPHmodel (top left) starting at residue 62 shows the polymorphisms (magenta) in the peptide 
(green) can be seen well exposed on the surface of the protein (cyan) (shown in Pymol). The 
accessibility of one polymorphism is high. The RSA of the peptide is 0.39 and each polymorphism 
is 0.67 for R and 0.27 for F. This peptide was chosen, as it has a high Total score, mainly caused by 
a high B cell reactivity prediction. The peptide is very soluble in water. This peptide is a good 
choice to detect Type II strains. 
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Figure 62: Reactivity of ROP18 Peptide Type I-145 with different mouse sera. The peptide 
starting at residue 145 of the truncated ROP18 Type I was coupled to maleimide-activated BSA and 
fixed to the Elisa plate. Different mice sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. 
Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. Reaction of sera from Type I strain is shown 
in blue Type II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice producing 
anti ROP18 polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. The two-
tailed Mann-Whitney Test was used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* 
p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01). The scatter graph shows the reaction of sera and Type I peptide ROP18-I-145. 
This peptide was chosen, as it has a high Total score, mainly caused by a high T cell reactivity 
prediction (no B cell reactivity). The peptide Type I-145 is not very soluble in water and had to be 
dissolved in DMF. No significant difference in reactivity was shown between virulent RH strain 
and slightly virulent Me49 and Beverly Type II sera and Colombian Yaco and Juez. There was no 
significant difference between anti-ROP18 serum and RH serum, showing that this peptide elicits a 
weak immunogenic response when found in the whole protein. The homology model of Peptide 
Type I-145 obtained using CPHmodel (top left) starting at residue 145 shows the polymorphisms 
(magenta) in the peptide (green) can be seen well exposed on the surface of the protein (cyan) 
(shown in Pymol). The polymorphism (magenta, RSA 0.71) in the peptide (green, RSA 0.3) can be 
seen very exposed on the surface of the protein (cyan). This is not a good choice of peptide for sero-
typification, as there was little difference in reactivity in all cases.   
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Figure 63: Reactivity of ROP18 Peptide Type II-145 with different mouse sera. The peptide 
starting at residue 145 of the truncated ROP18 Type II was coupled to maleimide-activated BSA 
and fixed to the Elisa plate. Different mice sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. 
Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. Reaction of sera from Type I strain is shown 
in blue Type II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice producing 
anti ROP18 polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. The two-
tailed Mann-Whitney Test was used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* 
p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01). The scatter graph shows the reaction of sera and Type I peptide ROP18-II-
145. Serum from Type I RH showed significantly less reaction than sera from Type II strains Me49, 
Beverly and PRU. The Yaco and Juez Colombian strains also reacted with this peptide significantly 
more than RH. The results obtained with the Colombian strains are contradictory with the results 
obtained with the GRA7 control peptides (they reacted with Type I GRA peptide), but consistent 
with the low virulence of these strains and would confirm the possibility that Yaco and Juez are 
recombinant strain.  Anti-ROP18 serum reacted slightly with this peptide, but significantly more 
than the Type I serum. This peptide was chosen, as it has a high Total score, mainly caused by a 
high T cell reactivity prediction (no B cell reactivity). This peptide is not very soluble in water. The 
homology model of Peptide Type II-145 obtained using CPHmodel (top left) starting at residue 145 
shows the polymorphisms (magenta) in the peptide (green) can be seen well exposed on the surface 
of the protein (cyan) (shown in Pymol). The polymorphism (magenta, RSA 0.82) in the peptide 
(green, RSA 0.29) can be seen well exposed on the surface of the protein (cyan). The significantly 
different reactivity between Type I and Type II sera shows that this is a good choice of peptide to 
detect Type II strains.  
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Figure 64: Reactivity of Peptide ROP18 Type II-160 with different mouse sera. The peptide 
starting at residue 160 of the truncated ROP18 Type II was coupled to maleimide-activated BSA 
and fixed to the Elisa plate. Different mice sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. 
Anti-mouse IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. Reaction of sera from Type I strain is shown 
in blue Type II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice producing 
anti ROP18 polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. The two-
tailed Mann-Whitney Test was used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* 
p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01; ***p< 0.001). The scattergraph shows the reaction of sera and Type I peptide 
ROP18-II-160. The serum from the Type II strains Me49, Beverly and PRU reacted significantly 
more than the Type I strain serum RH. The Colombian Yaco and Juez strains also reacted 
significantly more than the Type I strain RH. This peptide was chosen, as it has a high Total score, 
mainly caused by a high T cell reactivity prediction. The B cell reactivity was nil. The homology 
model of Peptide Type II-160 obtained using CPHmodel (top left) starting at residue 145 shows the 
polymorphisms (magenta) in the peptide (green) can be seen well exposed on the surface of the 
protein (cyan) (shown in Pymol). The polymorphism (magenta, RSA 0.16) in the peptide (green 
0.04) is not well exposed on the surface of the protein (cyan). The peptide is soluble in water.  The 
difference in reactivity between Type I and Type II sera determines that this peptide is a good 
choice to be used for detection of Type II strains. 
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Figure 65: Reactivity of Peptide ROP18 Type II-282 with different mouse sera. The peptide 
starting at residue 282 of the truncated ROP18 Type II was coupled to activated BSA and fixed to 
the Elisa plate. Different mice sera were used as primary antibodies to test this peptide. Anti-mouse 
IgGs were used as secondary antibodies. Reaction of sera from Type I strain is shown in blue Type 
II strain in red and Colombian strains in green. Reaction with sera of mice producing anti ROP18 
polyclonal antibodies is shown in pink and uninfected mice sera in yellow. The two-tailed Mann-
Whitney Test was used to show significant differences with reactivity of RH serum (* p< 0.05). The 
scattergraph shows the reaction of sera and Type I peptide ROP18-II-282. This peptide was chosen, 
as it has a high Total score, mainly caused by a high B cell reactivity prediction and quite high T 
cell reactivity prediction. The homology model of Peptide Type II-282 obtained using CPHmodel 
(top left) starting at residue 282 shows the polymorphisms (magenta) in the peptide (green) can be 
seen well exposed on the surface of the protein (cyan) (shown in Pymol). The polymorphisms 
(magenta, RSA= 0.3 and 0.4) in the peptide (green, RSA= 0.24) can be seen well exposed on the 
surface of the protein (cyan). The peptide is soluble in water. All sera reacted; therefore this is a bad 
choice of peptide for sero-typification. The negative control reacted more than the rest of the sera. 
This could be due to the presence of a mouse peptide with a similar sequence (unnamed protein 
product, calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type 1B and pregnancy upregulated non-
ubiquitously expressed CAM kinase, isoform CRA_a amongst others with a score of 32.5, 75% 
identity (8/12 residues) an e value of 0.023) (Blast). 
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Summarising the results obtained, the reactivity of the reference strains for Type II (Me49, Beverly 
and PRU) with Type I-8 peptide (Figure 59) determines that this peptide is not a good choice for 
typification of ROP18 Type I. The peptides starting at the residue 62 (Peptide I-62 and Peptide II-
62) could be used in sero-typing to detect Type II strain, as we saw a lot of reaction for Type II 
strains with Peptide II-62 and hardly any reaction with Peptide I-62 (Figures 60 & 61). In this case 
there is a high B cell reactivity prediction for both Type I and II, but Type I has a lower reactivity 
prediction. In Type II the polymorphism is very exposed and we observed great reactivity while in 
Type I the polymorphism is not very exposed. Peptides starting at residue 145 are not good for sero-
typification as there is cross-reactivity (Figures 62 & 63). Peptide ROP18 II-160 could be a good 
choice to detect Type II strains as it reacts well with Type II strain sera and not Type I (Figure 64). 
Peptide II-282 is not good, as all sera reacted with it (including uninfected mice) (Figure 65). In 
Figure 66 the reactivity and standard deviation for the useful peptides is shown. 
 

 
 

Figure 66: Summary of reactivity of peptides. Reactivity with different sera obtained from mice 
infected with different T. gondii strains showing two standard deviations. This graph shows that the 
Colombian strains Yaco and Juez behave as recombinant strains, where they react with GRA Type I 
peptide but ROP18 Type II peptides. This is consistent with its avirulent nature. Peptide II-160 is 
shown to be a good peptide to detect Type II strains, as there is a significant difference between 
reaction with serum from Type I and Type II strains. Peptide II-62 and II-145 would be useful to 
differentiate Type II strains from Type I strains, but not Colombian strains. 

In order to compare the results obtained in the ELISA assays with the predictions obtained with the 
algorithm described in this thesis and the linear B cell predictions, we performed a Spearman 
correlation of the results. 

The absorption values were averaged according to the reactivity of the type of strain of the serum 
tested, i.e. in Type I peptide only the Type I strains were considered (Table 9). The Bepipred values 
were normalised to allow comparisons.  As can be seen, the predictions using our algorithm were 
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closer to the results obtained in our Elisa tests than the linear B cell predictions (Table 9). The novel 
algorithm, which includes discontinuous B cell predictions together with Class I and Class II T cell 
predictions, showed a strong correlation between the observed results and the predictions compared 
to the linear B cell predictions that gave a slight correlation (Table 10). The discontinuous B cell 
predictions alone gave a moderate correlation. When we excluded the Class I predictions from our 
total prediction we observed no change in the correlation, but when we excluded the Class II 
predictions, the correlation changed from strong to slight. This shows an improvement in the 
predictions if T cell class II predictions are taken into consideration together with the discontinuous 
B cell predictions. Although we considered the Class I T cell predictions in our algorithm, we could 
have excluded them from the total prediction (Table 10).  
 

	   	   	   Predicted	  antigenicity	   	  

Name	   Peptide	   Average	  OD	   Class	  I	   Class	  II	   B	  cell	   Total	   Linear	  B	  cell	  

TypeI-‐8	   CWPPDVPKRFVSVTTG	   0.1919	   0.1929	   0.1684	   0.133	   0.1519	   0.6391	  

TypeI_62	   CEPTDETMLDLQRESS	   0.1707	   0.0738	   0.1654	   0.267	   0.2102	   0.6259	  

TypeII-‐62	   CEPTDETMRDLQRESF	   0.1627	   0.099	   0.1307	   0.40	   0.2802	   0.5900	  

TypeI_145	   CFGDASVNKSEFGLVV	   0.1384	   0.2314	   0.1341	   0.067	   0.1095	   0.2718	  

TypeII-‐145	   CFGDASVNNSELGLVV	   0.1275	   0.216	   0.1195	   0.00	   0.065	   0.2835	  

TypeII-‐160	   CRMYLSSQAIRLVANV	   0.1990	   0.4631	   0.4364	   0.00	   0.1908	   0.1105	  

TypeII-‐282	   CIRNLLNREPQKRMLP	   0.2141	   0.1035	   0.0964	   0.333	   0.2328	   0.3330	  

Control	  Type	  I	   CQEVPESGEDGEDARQ	   0.2107	   0.2138	   0.0934	   0.8235	   0.5278	   0.6845	  

Control	  Type	  II	   CQEVPESGKDGEDARQ	   0.3425	   0.1768	   0.0877	   0.8209	   0.5194	   0.9778	  

 

Table 9: Summary of results obtained from peptide assays. The table shows how the results of 
the ELISA assays (Average OD) are more similar to the predictions obtained in this thesis using our 
novel algorithm than those obtained by linear B cell predictions.  

 
Prediction	   Spearman	  

Coefficient	  
p	  

Novel	  algorithm	   0.71667	   0.022	  
Linear	  B	  cell	   0.51667	   0.079	  
Discontinuous	  B	  cell	   0.59415	   0.045	  
Novel	  excluding	  Class	  I	   0.71667	   0.022	  
Novel	  excluding	  Class	  II	   0.59415	   0.045	  

 
Table 10: Spearman Correlation. The table shows the Spearman correlation of the different 
prediction methods and their significance. The novel algorithm shows the best correlation with the 
experimental results. The predictions obtained using the novel algorithm show a high correlation of 
the experimental results. When the H2 Class I epitope predictions were removed from the 
algorithm, no change was observed in the correlation, therefore these predictions could have been 
excluded. When the DR Class II epitope binding predictions were eliminated, the correlation 
changed from strong to moderate, showing these predictions are important in the algorithm. 
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9. Prediction of human epitopes for ROP18 in Colombian population for future studies. 
 

All tests we performed in this thesis were done in mice. In order to typify human blood, the 
peptides that would serve for this purpose have been predicted, but we did not test them due to the 
lack of human sera. This data will be useful in the future for sero-typification of human blood in 
Colombian samples. The haplotypes present in Colombia (www.allelefrequencies.net) were 
clustered to decide which to use in the predictions using MHCcluster 2.2 server	  
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/MHCcluster/) (Figures 67 & 68). 

 

 

 

Figure 67: Clustering of Colombian Mestizo MHC alleles. The Mestizo haplotypes present in 
Colombia (www.allelefrequencies.net) were clustered to decide which to use in the predictions 
using MHCcluster. Only the most frequent allele from each cluster was chosen for the predictions 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/MHCcluster/). 
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Figure 68: Clustering of Colombian African MHC alleles.  The African haplotypes present in 
Colombia (www.allelefrequencies.net) were clustered to decide which to use in the predictions 
using MHCcluster. Only the most frequent allele from each cluster was chosen for the predictions 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/MHCcluster/). 

We used NetMHCpan 2.4 server (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpan) to predict binding of all 
peptides of ROP18 to the most abundant Colombian MHC molecules of Mestizo and African origin 
to Class I T cell. For Class 2 predictions, we placed the whole sequence of ROP18 in the server of 
NetMHCIIpan 2.1. The output gives the affinities for each 15mer. We calculated the total score of 
the 15mer as the average of the affinities obtained for each MHC molecule (Figures 69-72). 

 

Figure 69: Prediction of total reactivity of ROP18 Type I for Colombian Mestizo alleles. 
Graph generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of ROP18 proteins for 
Type I strains of T. gondii for human Mestizo Colombian alleles. The predictions start in residue 
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ARG226 of Types I ROP18 (residue 1 in the graph). The graph shows the total score of each 
residue as a range of colours from green (strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction).  

 

Figure 70: Prediction of total reactivity of ROP18 Type II for Colombian Mestizo alleles. 
Graph generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of ROP18 proteins for 
Type II strains of T. gondii for human Mestizo Colombian alleles. The predictions start in residue 
ARG226 of Types II ROP18 (residue 1 in the graph). The graph shows the total score of each 
residue as a range of colours from green (strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction).  

 

 

Figure 71: Prediction of total reactivity of ROP18 Type I for Colombian African alleles. Graph 
generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of ROP18 proteins for Type I 
strains of T. gondii for human African Colombian alleles. The predictions start in residue ARG226 
of Types I ROP18 (residue 1 in the graph). The graph shows the total score of each residue as a 
range of colours from green (strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction).  
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Figure 72: Prediction of total reactivity of ROP18 Type II for Colombian African alleles. 
Graph generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of ROP18 proteins for 
Type II strains of T. gondii for human African Colombian alleles. The predictions start in residue 
ARG226 of Types II ROP18 (residue 1 in the graph). The graph shows the total score of each 
residue as a range of colours from green (strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction).  

 

The graphs show that the protein ROP18 is predicted to react more with human alleles than with 
mouse alleles (Figures 96-72). The peptides with greater reactivity are found in the same regions as 
in mouse. Some differences can be seen between the predictions of reactivity of Mestizo and 
African Colombian alleles. 

Gomez-Marin’s group assayed peptides for sero-typification using Colombian human blood 
samples from Toxoplasma patients. They used a peptide starting at residue 220 of this histogram 
and ending at residue 238 (PPERPFQATGITYTFPTDA for Type I and 
PPERPFQTTDITYTFTTDA for Type II) (Recalde-Reyes DP. et al., 2011). As can be seen in the 
histogram (Figure 73), the prediction is quite high in some residues (green), but lower for those at 
the N and C termini of the peptide (magenta). The polymorphisms are not well exposed on the 
surface of the protein (Figure 73). The results were a reactivity of 23% for Type I and 33% for Type 
II, but a lot of cross-reactivity was observed (Recalde-Reyes DP. et al., 2011).  
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Figure 73 : Homology model of ROP18 Type II showing the peptide used by Recalde-Reyes 
(left). The model shows the ROP18 protein (cyan) highlighting the peptide (green, RSA=0.29) 
showing that the polymorphisms (magenta, RSA of 0.03 and 0.3 respectively for each 
polymorphism) do not have a good surface exposure. Detail of area of predicted antigenicity of 
peptide (right). It can be seen that the N terminus of the peptide exhibits low predicted antigenicity 
(magenta). 
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DISCUSSION   
 

ROP18 has been proven to be one of the causing agents of virulence in T. gondii. Fentress and 
colleagues described its function in the phosphorylation of Irg6, thus reducing the sequestering of 
macrophages in mice (Fentress et al., 2010), but other groups have seen it immunoprecipitate with 
different molecules (Taylor S. et al., 2006; Chen L. et al., 2012). Niedelman and colleagues have 
described how ROP18 interacts with ROP5 to intervene in the evasion of the immune response in 
murine models (Niedelman W. et al., 2012). It is clear that the exact function of ROP18 and its 
interaction with other molecules is not well know, therefore the study of this protein is still of great 
importance. The aim of this thesis was the evaluation of the immunogenic activity of ROP18 and of 
peptides derived from this protein. In order to do this we first made a bioinformatics analysis of the 
protein, produced it in a soluble way and tested the truncated form of the protein and different 
peptides with mice sera obtained from mice infected with different strains of T. gondii. In the 
selection of the peptides to test their antigenicity, we used a novel approach that included 
discontinuous B cell predictions (instead of linear), T cell predictions and the presence of 
polymorphisms. 

ROP18 is a rhoptry protein that presents a kinase activity key to rapid growth and virulence of the 
parasite (Taylor S. et al., 2006). Using bioinformatic tools, we predicted ROP18 as a serine 
threonine kinase, coinciding with what had been confirmed previously in Taylor’s experimental 
work. In an interferon-induced host cell, PVM of T. gondii becomes ruffled, vesiculated and finally 
bursts, resulting in the release of the parasites allowing them to further infect other cells. Type I 
strains show failure of certain IRG proteins to accumulate on the PVM (Zhao Y et al., 2009). In 
mice, ROP18 phosphorylates Irgb6 preventing the recruitment of this protein to the parasitophorus 
vacuole, therefore preventing the clearance by macrophages and activated monocytes (Fentress et 
al., 2010). This would affect the immune system causing the parasite to reproduce in the host cell 
before its rupture, allowing the tachyzoites to infect further cells. It has been observed that in 
virulent strains, the loading of IRG proteins on the parasitophorus membrane is attenuated. When 
an interferon-stimulated mouse cell is infected with T. gondii, Irg6 proteins accumulate on the PVM 
in the active GTP-bound state (Zhao Y. et al., 2009). Ghosh and colleagues crystallized the GTPase 
IIGP1 in monomer and dimer form (Ghosh A. et al., 2004). We have performed protein-protein 
interaction predictions of how ROP18 could be reacting with this molecule as a monomer and as a 
dimer (Figures 36 & 39). 
 
ROP18 affects host immunity during pathogenesis by targeting different host factors (Yamamoto 
M. et al., 2011). Immunoprecipitation experiments have shown that in mice ROP18 phosphorylates 
a 70-kDa protein in tachyzoite lysates (El Hajj H. et al., 2007). In further bioinformatic predictions 
to see what molecules ROP18 could react with, we predicted the possible reactivity of ROP18 with 
other ROP proteins. We also showed that mutating the predicted active site of ROP18 inactivated 
the prediction of interaction with these molecules. Many of the residues predicted to be in the 
contact between ROP2 and ROP18 are serines and threonines, which could be indicating a possible 
phosphorylation of ROP2 by ROP18 (Figure 32). The same could be seen with ROP5. Our 
predictions of interaction ROP5-ROP18 were later confirmed by experiments (Niedelmann W. et 
al., 2012) (Figure 35).  

There have been many different methods used to diagnose and serotype T. gondii infections. Many 
of them are cumbersome and time consuming, and in many cases give false negative results. The 
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need for determining the strain infecting the population is important, as genetic variation between 
Toxoplasma strains determines differences in virulence, modulation of host-signalling pathways, 
growth, dissemination, and disease severity in mice and most likely in humans (Minot S. et al., 
2012). The most commonly used strain-specific marker is the SAG2 gene polymorphism analysed 
by PCR-RFLP using two restriction sites (Howe and Sibley, 1995). Strain-typing strategies relying 
entirely on the SAG2 locus were adopted in many studies, leading to the misidentification of 
atypical or recombinant strains. Strain typing from parasite DNA relies on testing multiple gene 
loci. The problem with this is that parasite DNA is not readily isolated, thus typing sing patient 
serum may be more practical. There is no doubt that the use of pure antigenic proteins in serotyping 
allows for more specific antigen recognition (Kong J. et al., 2003). We therefore applied 
recombinant technology to produce the virulence factor protein ROP18 in a soluble form in an 
expression vector for antigenicity studies. Also using bioinformatic tools, we designed primers to 
amplify ROP18 using the sequence for Type I and Type II strains. We amplified by PCR the 
complete and truncated sequences of ROP18 Type I, Type II and of Colombian strains. We cloned 
these amplicons into multiplying vectors and kept them for future studies. We then further 
subcloned the truncated form of ROP18 of Type I strain into an expression vector. The truncated 
ROP18 expressed in E. coli allowed the production of this protein for studies of its antigenicity and 
immunogenicity (Figure 22). We confirmed that the sera from different mice strains reacted with 
the purified truncated ROP18, while no reaction could be seen in uninfected mice. We observed a 
higher recognition with Colombian strain Yaco than the rest of the strains and a smaller reactivity 
with the Type I strain RH (Figure 42). This could be due to the fact that RH strain is very virulent, 
not giving the mice enough time to produce IgG antibodies against ROP18. The other strains 
assayed are less virulent, in many cases causing the parasite to go into the bradizoite stage with the 
production of cysts that persist for many months in the muscles and brain of the infected mouse. 
The rupture of tissue cysts and subsequent multiplication of tachyzoites can occur. This allows 
enough time for the production of the anti-ROP18 antibodies. When we injected mice with the 
purified truncated ROP18 we confirmed the immunogenicity of this protein. A high titre of anti-
ROP18 antibodies could be confirmed in western blot analysis and in the ELISA assays (Figures 41 
and 42). Although ROP18 is not secreted outside the host cell, we were able to determine it still 
elicited an immune response by the host. We therefore decided to determine the antigenicity of 
different peptides in order see whether it is possible to distinguish from the very virulent Type I 
strain infection and the less virulent infection by Type II (or atypical/recombinant Colombian 
strains).  

Serotyping by ELISA using peptides may become a powerful tool for the detection of T. gondii 
infections by non-archetypal strains in animals for human consumption (Sousa S. et al., 2009). 
Kong and co-workers demonstrated that it is possible to use antigenic polymorphic peptides derived 
from parasite proteins together with patient sera in ELISAs to differentiate between Type II and 
Type I/III strains (Kong J. et al., 2003). But these are not the only existing strains; recombinant 
strains have been described in several studies. This strain recombination seems to be a fortuitous 
event, as a feline needs to be infected with two different strains at the same time for this 
recombination to occur As ROP18 has been described as a virulence factor, the serotyping of strains 
using peptides from this protein could be of great utility. 

We therefore selected peptides derived from ROP18 as in silico predicted antigens for serotyping 
mouse sera. Whilst most labs use only linear B cell predictions, we searched for a more complex 
method of prediction of the antigenic peptide. Linear B cell predictions consider a sequence of 
peptides without taking into consideration the whole context of the protein in which it is embedded. 
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The discontinuous B cell predictions considers the peptide (in a linear sequence) but within the 3D 
structure of the protein. Literature research allowed us to suspect some influence of the T cell 
prediction on the outcome of the Total antigenicity predictions. Therefore we decided to include T 
cell predictions together with the discontinuous B cell predictions in our prediction algorithm. The 
main decision was to determine the ponderation to be given to each component. 
 
Why did we use discontinuous B cell predictions and not just linear B cell predictions? T cells 
recognize peptide fragments of proteins that have primary and secondary structure without retaining 
the 3D structure of the whole protein, therefore making it easier to study them using short synthetic 
peptides. Nevertheless, many antibodies interact with structures assembled on the 3D structure of 
the native protein from discontinuous segments of the polypeptide; therefore it would be better to 
study the peptides in the whole protein context. In order to consider the whole protein 3D structure, 
we decided to predict the B cell reactivity using programs that detect discontinuous B cell epitopes 
(Discotope) rather than linear B cell epitopes (Bepipred). In the year 2008, Rubinstein used 
published antigen-antibody complexes from PDB and concluded that 75% of the epitopes consist of 
15 to 25 residues and none are strictly linear. Epitopes are formed by 1 to 5 segments, each 
containing 1 to 6 residues each (Rubinstein ND. et al., 2008). Although we are considering 
discontinuous B cell predictions, we are still using the peptides in linear form to detect epitope 
scores. The advantage of using discontinuous B cell predictions over linear B cell predictions is that 
we are limiting the predictions to peptides that are exposed on the surface of the protein. Using this 
method we discarded predictions of linear peptides that seem to have some antigenic properties, but 
that on the whole protein do not show antigenicity. 
 
Another novelty in our algorithm was the inclusion of T cell predictions in our Total antigenicity 
predictions. Upon invasion, T. gondii resides within the interior of the host cell as a Trojan horse 
(Barragan A. & Sibley D., 2002). The detection of the parasite in the parasitophorus vacuole 
membrane is not an easy task, as it is surrounded by host-cell membrane. A non-self protein (or 
peptide) is recognised by immunoglobins only if it is on the surface of the infected host cells. The 
major histocompatibility complex MHC Class I and Class II molecules are the means the cell has to 
process and present these peptides. The bonding between the antigenic peptide (epitope) and the 
MHC molecule is mediated by H bonds, but peptides can also bind to the MHC molecule through 
their side chains of two or three anchor residues. These anchor residues are fixed and can be 
described by a motif, allowing some prediction programmes to determine which segment of a 
protein is most probably being presented by a determined MHC allele (Germain RN. 1994). 
 
When determining our novel algorithm, our first decision to make was the length of the peptides we 
were going to use in our ELISA assays.  
 
As has been mentioned above, B cell epitopes are around 6 residues long. Most MHC class I 
restricted T-cell epitopes are 9 residues long, while MHC class II restricted T-cell epitopes are of 
more variable lengths between 13 and 25 residues, as they are bound in an open ended groove. The 
core region of nine epitope residues makes direct contact with the binding pocket of the MHC class 
II molecule. The core binding region by itself is a poor epitope, as peptides of length 9 or shorter do 
not bind MHC class II well, a peptide overhang of 2–3 residues at each end is required. This means 
15-mers are more appropriate to test as MHC class II epitope candidates (Kim Y. et al., 2011).  
 
In a recent study by Sette and co-workers, analysis of antibody and CD4+T-cell response 
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specificities to vaccinia virus revealed that many of the CD4+T-cell responses identified in an 
unbiased screen were specific for proteins that were also targets of B cell response in the production 
of antibodies responses, consistent with a deterministic linkage (Sette A. et al., 2008). It would be 
interesting to study whether this B-T linkage occurs in T. gondii and whether only Class II or also 
Class I MHC molecules are involved in the process. 
 
The classical pathway for Class II ligand presentation involves endocytosis and subsequent 
presentation by antigen presenting cells. This process is enhanced by the presence of antibodies. 
The antibody binds to the epitope and protects it therefore increasing the antigenicity showing T-B 
cell reciprocity (Ozaki S. & Berzofsky JA., 1987). Antigen processing and presentation suggests an 
influence of the 3D-structure is important for helper T cell Class II epitopes (Berzofsky JA., 1983). 
Most B cell epitopes tend to protrude at the protein surface and be highly exposed (Nielsen M. et 
al., 2010). The native structure of the protein could affect how this epitope is presented and exposed 
by antigen presenting cells (Carmicle S. et al., 2007). As the highly exposed peptides will have a 
higher likelihood of being presented on the cell surface in complex with MHC Class II molecules, 
this would determine a relationship between B cell and MHC Class II antigenic regions. It has been 
shown that the site for T cell recognition is close to the site of B cell recognition (Benacerraf B. et 
al., 1978 and Barnett BC. et al., 1990). As MHC II produce T helper cells that will determine the 
production of B cells and an overlap for both sites has been reported (Sette A. et al., 2008), in our 
prediction algorithm we therefore decided to include Class II T cell predictions. 

 
It was clear by now that Class II predictions should be included in our algorithm for Total 
antigenicity prediction. As there is no certainty whether there is overlap between the location of 
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) and TH epitope and the necessity of the inclusion of Class I 
predictions was not clear. There have been several studies showing that Class II T cells help Class I 
T cells. For example, Ostrowski and colleagues reported that CD4 T cells (Class II) stimulated by 
tetanus toxoid-pulsed dendritic cells provided help for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or 
influenza virus-specific CTLs (Class I) in vitro. Such data suggest that participation of CD4T cells 
is required for optimal expansion of CD8 T cell responses. However, the relative contribution and 
precise mechanisms by which they mediate their biological effect on CD8 T cell effector function 
have not been well characterized (Ostrowski et al., 2000). Rothbard searched for amino acid 
sequence patterns of antigenic sites seen both in T helper and in cytotoxic T cells. A pattern of four 
or five residues consisting of a charged amino acid or glycine followed by either two or three 
hydrophobic residues followed by a hydrophilic amino acid was found (Rothbard JW. et al., 1989). 
We thus decided to include Class I predictions in our algorithm, but give it a small weighting (see 
Total antigenicity, page 106).	  

When choosing our peptides for the antigenicity tests, we decided to only consider those where 
polymorphisms were well exposed on the surface. This was done in order to ensure the sera from 
different strains reacted in a strain-specific manner.  

Once we had our prediction algorithm, we first tested these predictions on GRA and SAG proteins 
already assayed by Maksimov and colleagues in different ELISA tests (Maksimov P. et al., 2012). 
The prediction results for GRA and SAG show that our algorithm was better than the one that only 
considered linear B cell reactivity. This can be seen in the histograms obtained using the R 
statistical program (Figures 44, 47, 51 and 53). The peptides that reacted the most in the assays 
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were predicted to be antigenic (green) while in many cases the linear B cell reactivity prediction did 
not detect it as highly antigenic (shown as a low bar in orange). The validation showed longer 
peptides to be more efficient than shorter ones (confirming our choice of 15-mers) and that the 
binding to the Elisa plate should be preferably done through the C terminus. 

We then proceeded to determine the antigenicity of all the possible 15-mer peptides found in 
ROP18 and used these peptides in ELISA tests with different sera obtained from infecting mice 
with different strains of T. gondii. The sera used in this thesis were first tested by western blot using 
tachyzoite lysates and truncated purified ROP18 of Type I strain RH to confirm the presence of 
antibodies against T. gondii and specifically against ROP18 (Supplementary Figure 91). ELISA 
assays were also performed using ROP18 as a substrate (Figure 42). The results show that all sera 
reacted with ROP18. Colombian avirulent strain Yaco was the serum that reacted the most, 
followed by the other Colombian strain Juez. The RH strain, although being specific for this 
ROP18, was the serum that reacted the least.  

Control peptides for Type I and Type II strains were used to serotypify the strains of T. gondii 
(Kong J. et al., 2003). These peptides are derived from GRA7 protein. This is a dense granule 
protein (GRA) that is discharged from parasitophorus vacuoles after invasion and persists during 
chronic infection. GRA7 has been shown to have strong antibody responses in the acute phase of 
Toxoplasma infection. In our assays, the Type II strains reacted with Type II control peptide and 
hardly reacted with Type I peptide. Surprisingly, the control peptide for strain Type I reacted with 
the non-virulent Colombian strain Yaco. We already suspected it might be a recombinant strain, as 
the restriction digests of the PCR products results of B1 and SAG-2 RFLPs are consistent with 
Type II strain, which is not usually found in Colombia. The Colombian strain Juez seemed to react 
better with the Type I control, although it is a non-virulent strain. The B1 PCR product was not cut 
by Pml1 restriction enzyme, consistent with Type I strains (Supplementary Figure 80). It reacted 
better with peptides of ROP18 with Type II polymorphism, therefore suggesting a possible 
recombinant strain too. 
 
The results obtained when we assayed the different ROP18 peptides showed that a high B cell 
reactivity prediction and the exposure of the polymorphism (high RSA values) were important in 
the reactivity to the different sera. In the case of the Type I peptide ROP18 I-8, the predicted B and 
T cell reactivity was high, but the polymorphism was not very exposed (Figure 59). What could be 
observed in this case was that all the reference sera for Type II also reacted against the peptide, 
making it a bad choice for sero-typification. In the case of Type II-282 reactivity was observed with 
all the sera (Figure 65). This is probably due to cross-reactivity, so this peptide was dismissed for 
antigenicity tests. Peptides I-145 and II-145 presented similar reactivity for Juez strain, therefore 
not a good choice for sero-typification. Peptides II-62, and II-160 proved to be useful in the 
detection of type II strains (Figures 61 and 64). 
 
The novel antigenicity prediction method proved to perform well. The algorithm showed a strong 
correlation between the observed results and the predictions (Spearman coefficient=0.71, p<0.022) 
compared to the linear B cell predictions that gave a slight correlation (Spearman coefficient= 0.52, 
p<0.08) and the discontinuous B cell predictions alone that gave a moderate correlation (Spearman 
coefficient=0.59, p<0.045). When we excluded the Class I predictions from our total prediction 
score we observed no change in the correlation, but when we excluded the Class II predictions the 
correlation changed from strong to slight (Spearman coefficient=0.59, p<0.045) (Table 9). This 
shows an improvement in the predictions if T cell Class II predictions are taken into consideration 
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together with the discontinuous B cell predictions. Although we considered the Class I T cell 
predictions in our algorithm, we could have excluded them from the total prediction.  

Although our predictions proved to be better than using the linear B cell reactivity predictions 
alone, there were several sources of error in our prediction algorithm. In order to determine the 
exposure on the surface, we used the homology model of the protein, constructed using templates in 
Protein data bank (PDB) that did not match the protein completely. Another important source of 
error in is the normalisation of the data from predictions with respect to its own data. For example, 
if the B cell predictions within the protein are low for all the residues, when normalising the data all 
the values will be close to 1, therefore overestimating the B cell predictions. This is what occurred 
with the SAG4 proteins (Figure 53). A way to solve this error is to normalise according to the 
average B cell prediction of many proteins, but the choice of these proteins could affect the results 
too.  

It would have been interesting to use of IgM anti-mouse antibodies, which occur immediately after 
infection, to detect the reactivity to peptides. It would also be interesting to combine stage-specific 
antibodies and strain-specific antibodies, such as ROP18, in order to determine whether there is 
infection and if there is, which strain is involved. 

The aim of this thesis was the use of ROP18 as a way to differentiate strains of T. gondii. A good 
method would be to perform an ELISA test containing the GRA7 control peptides and the ROP18 
type II-62 peptide. If one observes reactivity with control peptide Type I strain for GRA7 and 
reactivity with ROP18 II-160 (showing this is a Type II strain for ROP18) (Figure 66), then the 
strain infecting the mouse is most probably a non-virulent recombinant strain. 

Obviously the results obtained by 10 peptides are not enough to reach a sound conclusion, so we 
suggest the study of more peptides to support this new epitope prediction method. What is 
important, is that this prediction method is now standardised and can be applied to many other 
proteins and alleles. Predictions for human alleles of the antigenicity could be eventually used in the 
prediction of peptides for sero-typification of humans. 
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CONCLUSION  

The life cycle of T. gondii includes a sexual stage that can only occur in felines. Mice are important 
prey for domestic cats therefore constituting the most abundant intermediate host for T. gondii 
infection (Alfonso et al., 2007). Sero-typing the strains infecting mice to detect the mayor infective 
strains in a region would be useful to assess the potential dangers of an area.  
 
An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) performed by McLeod’s lab allows 
discrimination of infections caused by Type II and non-II parasites using a serologic test identifying 
strain-specific antibodies induced by allelic peptide motifs in dense granule proteins GRA6 and 
GRA7 (McLeod R. et al., 2012). The problem with this assay is that it does not recognize 
recombinant strains, very common in Colombia and the rest of South America (Peyron F. et al., 
2006).  
 

The objective of this work was to design peptides using a novel prediction method that would react 
in a type-specific manner to serotypify the T. gondii strain in mice with toxoplasmosis. In this thesis 
we describe the expression in E. coli of a recombinant truncated form of ROP18, its purification 
and its evaluation as a tool for the serological diagnosis of IgG, that appears after some time of 
infection. We observed that the reaction was strain-specific, and that some peptides reacted 
differently from the GRA7 peptides, but in a manner consistent with the virulence of the strain. This 
suggests that our serotypification may be useful in the detection of recombinant strains. There have 
been studies that have shown the importance of ROP5 and ROP16 in the virulence of T. gondii, so 
the combination of the results of peptides from ROP18 and these two peptides would be ideal to 
obtain a more reliable serotypification.  

The method was also used to predict the antigenic peptides of ROP18 in the major Colombian 
human populations (Mestizo and African), but because murine and human immune systems react in 
a different way to T. gondii, it cannot be assumed that molecules that determine virulence in mice 
will also determine virulence in humans. The method of prediction of antigenic peptides described 
in this thesis could be used to find the possible antigenic peptides for any human population.  
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES  

The amplified sequences of ROP18 of the complete and truncated forms have been kept to study the 
differences between the Colombian and reference strains. These ROP18 sequences of different 
strains could be expressed in soluble form to test their antigenicity and immunogenicity in mice.  

The peptides, although predicted to be antigenic for mouse sera, could also be tested with human 
sera in order to see whether they are good for serotypification. New peptides, this time specific for 
the human alleles present in Colombia, could be synthesised to test different human samples of 
patients with toxoplasmosis. 

Another interesting assay that could be performed is the injection of the peptides used in this thesis 
into mice to evaluate their immunogenicity and to see if they give any protection to T. gondii 
infection.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
1. Cloning of ROP18 from different strains of Toxoplasma gondii in vectors: 
 
 
We first amplified ROP18 by PCR, polyadenylated and then cloned it into Topo and/or pGEM 
multiplying vector. We selected the transformants using Ampicillin and X-gal media. Once 
obtained, we cut both the Topo/pGEM-ROP18 plasmid and the pET vectors using the restriction 
enzyme NdeI. We treated the vectors with CIAP after the restriction to avoid re-circularization. We 
performed a T4 ligation to subclone ROP18 into the pET vector to transform E. coli cells by 
electroporation.	  

 
1.1 Amplification by PCR of ROP18: Primers were designed using the sequence for ROP18 type I 
strain RH (GenBank AM075204.1 protein CAJ27113.1) and for ROP type II for strain 
TGMe49_005250 (www.toxodb.org GeneModel 20.m03896). The forward Primer S starting at the 
ATG on the cDNA N-terminus had the following sequence: 
5’GTCCAATCATATGTTTTCGGTACAGCGGCC 3’. An NdeI site introduced to aid in cloning 
is underlined. ROP18 type III FOR strain CTG sequence was checked in order to confirm that the 
primers would still amplify the sequence (GeneBank EF092842, protein ABK91937.1). 
 
ROP18 sequence was obtained by PCR amplification of cDNA from T. gondii using Taq 
polymerase (Biolase DNA polymerase Catalog #BIO-21042, 500U) (Table 11). As control 
templates, type I strain RH cDNA, and type II strain P(LK) were used from genomic libraries 
(Catalog #1896 and 2863, respectively, both obtained through the AIDS Research and Reference 
Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH).  Three native strains, PC117 (isolated by 
Claudia Herrera, from a porcine sample, CIMPAT, Universidad de los Andes), YACO (isolated by 
Yarima Contreras, from cat faeces, CIMPAT), and JUEZ (isolated by Graciela JUEZ from porcine 
sample, BBMP, Universidad de los Andes) were also used as templates. PC117 is virulent in mice, 
and exhibits type I polymorphisms in genes B1 and SAG2 according to published RFLP analysis 
(Grigg & Boothroyd, 2001 and Howe et al., 1997, respectively.)  YACO is avirulent in mice and 
exhibits type II polymorphisms in genes B1 and SAG2. JUEZ is avirulent presenting type 1 
polymorphism for B1 gene.  
 
Trans-membrane and hydrophobic regions were detected in silico. Truncated primers were designed 
to eliminate the trans-membrane section of the protein. The sequence of the forward Primer T was: 
5’TCCAATCATATGAGAATTCTGACTGTCGCTGCCTG3’. The Forward Primer W was: 
5’TCCAATCATATGTCTGTGACTACCGGTGAAACC3’. Primer T produced a truncated 
ROP18 fragment of 1000 bp (beginning at nucleotides AGA of residue Arg 226, called ROP18-
RH_T) and Primer W produced a 936 bp fragment (starting at TCT of residue Val 242, called 
ROP18-RH_W). Both primers contained the NdeI sequence in the terminal tail to allow digestion 
by this enzyme and ATG to add a Methionine at the N terminus. 
 
The reverse primer, starting at the end of the sequence in all cases, was 
5’TCAAGTCCATATGTTATTCTGTGTGGAGATGTTCCTG  3’. The primers were tested using  
DINAmelt Server (www.frontend.bioinfo.rpi.edu) and sent to be synthesized by Integrated DNA 
technologies (IDT) (www.idtdna.com).  
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The PCR to amplify ROP18 was performed under the following conditions: 
 
 
 

Reagents Used 
conditions Suggested 

MgCl2 4 mM 1-5mM 
Primer S 0.2 mM 0.1-1 mM 

Primer AS 0.2 mM 0.1-1 mM 
Taq Bioline 

50U/ml, 0.3 µl  

#cycles 35  
Melt. temp. 

/°C 94  

Annealing 
Temp. /°C 59  

Elong 
Temp/°C 68  

DNA  
template 2 µl  Less than 

250ng 
dNTPs 0.2mM  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 11: conditions for PCR amplification of ROP18. 
 
The amplicons were separated on 1% agarose gels at 100V for 40 minutes. The bands were excised, 
purified from the gels (Geneclean, Promega Cat.# 1001-200) and used for cloning. In order to test 
the amplicon EcoR1 (Promega Cat.#R6011) restriction was performed. 
 
Sequencing: PCR products for ROP18 were diluted (14 µl of PCR product in 26 µl H2O) and sent 
to be sequenced to Macrogen DNA Sequencing service (http://dna.macrogen.com).  
 
1.2 Polyadenylation: In order to clone into the multiplication vectors, the PCR products were 
polyadenylated before the ligation (Table 12). 
 
 
 

Cycle Temperature/ °C Time Repetitions 
1 94 2 minutes  
2 94 30 seconds 

35 times 3 59 30 seconds 
4 68 1 minute 36 seconds 
5 68 5 minutes  
6 4 ∞  
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Reagent Concentration Volume/ ml Final 
concentration 

Conditions 

dATP 10 mM 0.2 0.2 mM 
Total volume: 10 

ml  
72°C in 

thermalcycler 
 30 minutes 

Mg Cl2 50 mM 0.4  2 mM 
Buffer 10x 1 1x 

Taq polymerase  5U 1  
PCR product 100 ng/ml 7   

H2O  0.4  
 
Table 12: Polyadenylation of PCR products conditions 
 
1.3 Ligation to multiplication vector (TOPO or pGEM): The amplified PCR products were inserted 
into pCR®2.1-TOPO (Invitrogen Cat. #K4510-20) and/or pGEM®-T Easy vector (Promega Cat. # 
A1360) (Tables13 and 14). These vectors add a 3´terminal thymidine to both ends forming 
overhangs at the insertion site that improve the efficiency of ligation of a PCR product into the 
plasmids. They also contain a T7 RNA polymerase promoter flanking a multiple cloning region 
including restriction sites within the peptide-coding region of the enzyme β-galactosidase. 
Insertional inactivation of the peptide allows recombinant clones to be directly identified by colour 
screening on X-gal plates (www.promega.com).  DH5aF´E. coli bacterial cells were 
electrotransformed with the recombinant plasmid.  
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Figure 74: Multiplication vectors. TOPO and pGEM vectors. Promoter and multiple cloning 
sequence of the pGEM®-T Easy and circle map (http://biotech.wku.edu). 
 

Reagent Concentration Volume/ 
ml 

Final 
concentration 

Conditions 

TOPO 10ng/µl 1  1.6ng/µl 

RT 
20 minutes 

 

Salt solution (1.2M NaCl; 
0.06M Mg Cl2)  

Dilute 1:5 1  
200mM NaCl 

 10mM Mg Cl2 

PCR product 
(polyadenylated) 60ng/µl 2 20 ng/µl 

H2O  2  
Total  6   

 
Table 13: Topo ligation conditions.  
 
 

Reagent Concentration Volume/ µ l 
Final 

concentration 
Conditions 

pGEM vector 50ng/µl 1  5ng/µl 

RT 
20 minutes 

 

Buffer2x  Dilute 1:5 5 0.2x 
PCR product 

(polyadenylated) 60 ng/µl 3 18ng/µl 

T4 ligase 3 Weiss units/µl 1 
3 Weiss 
units/µl 

Total  10   
 
Table 14: pGEM ligation conditions.  
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Selection of transformants: Transformants were selected by growing the colonies in Luria Broth 
medium with ampicillin. The presence of the insert in the TOPO and pGEM plasmid was confirmed 
by growing the colonies on X-gal for their identification. White colonies were then grown on LB 
ampicillin. The plasmids were obtained by Alkaline plasmid mini prep (Sambrook et al., 1989). 
Since the cloning process was non-directional, we used the restriction pattern obtained with EcoRI 
and NdeI on ROP18 to identify clones in the same orientation as the promoter. The amplicons of 
ROP18_S (complete sequence) that produced fragments of 3000, 1003 and 685 base pairs with 
EcoR1 and bands of 2976, 1665 and 39 with NdeI have the insert in the correct direction. No 
convenient restriction site was available to test the orientation of clones produced with truncated 
primers.  We performed M13 PCR on purified plasmids to confirm insertion into pGEM plasmids 
(Supplementary Figure 86). Purified plasmids and transformed bacteria were frozen and kept at -
80ºC for future use. 
 

a. NdeI restriction : The multiplication vector pGEM/Topo was treated with NdeI to liberate the 
insertion fragment leaving the sticky ends corresponding to the NdeI digestion (Table 15). The 
expression vector pET19b was cut with the same enzyme to produce the complementary sticky ends 
and treated with Calf Intestinal Alkaline Phosphorylase to avoid recircularization (Table 16). 
 

Vector DNA/ ml Buffer/ml NdeI/ml Water/ml Conditions 
pET19b (1.45 mol/ml) 10 2 2 6 3hs 37°C 

pET19b VSSM (261 ng/ml) 8 2 2 8 3 hs 37°C 
Topo-ROP18RH_T 

(200ng/ml)(diluted 1:4) 2 2 2 14 4hs 37°C 

Topo-ROP18RH_W 2 2 2 14 4hs 37°C 
Topo-ROP18PLK 2 2 2 14 4hs 37°C 

 
Table 15: NdeI restriction conditions. 
 

b. Calf Intestinal Alkaline Phosphatase treatment (CIAP): NdeI cut insert and vector were treated with 
CIAP to avoid re-circularization.  
 

Vector NdeI restriction/ ml CIAP/ml Conditions 
pET19b (1.45 mol/ml) 14 1 

30 minutes 37°C 

pET19b VSSM 14 1 
Topo-ROP18RH_T (diluted 

1:4) 
20 

1.4 

Topo-ROP18RH_W 20 1.4 
Topo-ROP18PLK 20 1.4 

 
Table 16: CIAP dephosphorylation 
 
1.7 T4 ligation into vector for expression: ROP18 was then subcloned into pET-19b expression 
vector (Novagen Cat.# 69677) producing a N-terminal His tag on the cloned protein. The NdeI and 
CIAP fragments of ROP18 from the pGEM plasmid restriction were purified from gels for insertion 
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in pET19b. The pET plasmid was also cut with NdeI and treated with calf intestinal alkaline 
phosphatase (CIAP, Invitrogen), and purified from 1% agarose gels.  

 
Figure 75: pET19b expression vector 
 
Concentrations : the concentration of vectors and inserts to be used in the ligation to pET19b was 
measured in nanodrop (Table 17). 
 

Vector/ Insert Length ng/nmol ng/ml nmol/ml fmol/ml 
pET19b 5717 660 24.5 6.49 10-6 6.49 

ROP18 RH 1665 660 33.9 1.374 10-5 13.74 
ROP18 PLK 1665 660 85.8 7.807 10-5 78.08 

Pet19b VSSM 6959 660 1336.1 2.909 10-4 290.90 
Pet19b VSSM 6959 660 69.2 1.83 10-5 18.3 
ROP18_S RH 1665 660 26.2 2.38 10-5 23.8 
ROP18_T RH 1000 660 28.4 4.3 10-5 43.03 
ROP18_W RH 939 660 42.1 6.715 10-5 67.5 

 
Table 17: Concentration of vectors and inserts. 
 
T4 Ligation: Ligation of the ROP18 fragment to pET19b was performed using T4 DNA ligase 
(Invitrogen Cat. # 152224-041). The plasmid was then transformed into chemicompetent cells of E. 
coli BL21 Codon Plus (DE3) RP (Stratagene). These cells were produced using Hanahan et al., 
1995. 
The table below shows an example of a ligation to pET19b (Table 18). All the other ligations were 
performed to achieve the same concentrations by modifying the volumes used.  
 

Reagent Suggested Used /20 ml 
5x ligase reaction buffer 4 ml 4 ml 
Insert:vector molar ratio 3:1 3:1 

Vector ends pET19b  3-30 fmol 7.8 ml (30 fmol ) 
Insert ends ROP18 RH  9-90 fmol 6.6 ml (90 fmol) 
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Total DNA 0.01-0.1 mg 0.2 mg 
T4 DNA ligase (5U) 0.1 U 1 ml (0.2U) 

Autoclaved distilled H2O to 20 ml 0.6 ml 
Time 16-24 hs (for blunt ends) 24hs 

Temperature 14°C 14°C 
 
Table 18: Example of ligation of ROP18 to pET19b. 
 
1.8 Selection of transformants and confirmation of insertion: Transformants were selected by 
growing the colonies in Luria Broth medium with ampicillin and plasmids were obtained by 
Alkaline plasmid mini prep (Sambrook et al., 1989). The cloning process was non-directional, 
however, the restriction patterns obtained with EcoRI were used to identify clones with the correct 
orientations. T7 PCR was performed in the elected colonies to confirm the presence of ROP18_T in 
pET19b by sequencing (Table 19).  
 

Reagents Volume/ ml 
dNTPs 2.5 

Primer T7 S 2 
Primer T7  AS 2 

MgCl2 2.5 
Taq polymerase 0.3 

H2O 12.2 
pET19b-ROP18_T plasmid 2 

Total 25 
 
Table 19: Conditions for PCR of T7. 
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2. Production of soluble ROP18 

 
 
2.1 Induction of recombinant proteins: Following overnight culture in LB plus 100 µg/mL 
ampicillin at 37°C of E. coli cells containing the plasmids pET19b-ROP18_T and pET19b-
ROP18_W respectively, cultures were diluted 200-fold in fresh LB with ampicillin. These cells 
were induced with 0.1M isopropyl-1-thio-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG) and grown for an additional 
2 h at room temperature.  
 
2.2 Sonication and centrifugation: Induced cultures were sonicated in lysis buffer (NaH2PO4 
50mM, NaCl 0.5M, 2% Triton, pH=7.5). Samples were placed with lysozyme (2.5mg) for 4 hs and 
1mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 0.1M Benzamidine just before sonication. 
Sonication was performed at constant duty cycle for 13 cycles of 10 seconds at potency 8 with 
periods of rest of 2 minutes between cycles in a Branson 250 analogue sonicator using 45% 
amplitude. The sonicated solution was centrifuged to separate pellet from supernatant. Supernatant 
and pellets samples were denatured with protein loading buffer (22% Glycerol, Tris 1M pH 6.9, 
10% SDS, 1% Bromophenol blue, EDTA and β-mercapthoethanol) and tested in Western blots. The 
pellet was diluted at 50% in the loading buffer, while the supernatant at 20% in loading buffer and 
heated for 15 minutes at 94°C. The samples were run on a 5% acryl-bisacrylamide stacking gel and 
12% acryl-bisacrylamide running gel at 200V for 60 minutes (Table 20). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Stacking gel Running gel 
% Acryl-bisacrylamyde 5 12 

   
Water 4.19 0 

1.5M Tris, HCl pH 8.8 /ml 0 3.4 
1.0 Tris, HCl pH 6.8 /ml 0.75 2.5 

Acryl/ bisacryl 40/1.3% /ml 1 4 
SDS 20% /ml 30 50 
APS 10% /ml 70 100 
TEMED /ml 7 10 

Final Volume /ml 6.036 10.06 
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Table 20: Conditions for preparation of gels. 
 
 
2.3  Purification of recombinant protein: The sonicated supernatant was purified using Ni-NTA 
affinity resin (Qiagen Catalog # K850-01) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Pro-
bond Native purification system). The column was equilibrated using 1x Native purification buffer  
(NaH2PO4 50 mM, NaCl 0.5M, DTT 1mM) plus Imidazole 20 mM (Sigma Cat # I2399) ( Final 
pH=8).  10 ml of the supernatant was loaded into the column. The binding was performed with 
Binding buffer (1x Native purification buffer plus Imidazole 10 mM,  pH=8). The column was 
washed three times using wash buffer (1x Native buffer and 20 mM Imidazole, pH=8). Elutions 
were done with increasing concentrations of Imidazole (100 mM, 200mM, 250mM, 300 mM and 
500 mM) in the 1x Native purification buffer. 

 
2.4 Denaturation of protein: The bacterial pellets were resuspended in Lysis buffer containing 
1x Native purification buffer (100 mM NaH2PO4 and 0.5 mM NaCl, pH 8) plus Benzamidine, 
PMSF, Lysozyme and 10% Triton. After 1 hour, cells were broken using a French press (Thermo 
Spectronic; Thermo Scientific, http://www.thermo.com) operated at 20,000 p.s.i., then centrifuged 
at 12000g for 15 min; the pellet was washed with Native purification buffer1x and triton 0.5%. We 
extracted the protein from the bacterial inclusion bodies found in the pellet by denaturation-
refolding procedures. Denaturation was performed in Native purification buffer 1x with 6M urea 
and 10 mM imidazole (25% of the original culture volume) for 2hs at RT followed by 
ultracentrifugation of 12,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C.  
 
2.5 Refolding of protein: The supernatant was collected for purification. Refolding was obtained 
on the Ni-NTA resin column (Qiagen, http://www.qiagen.com) by using decreasing concentrations 
of urea (6M to 1M) (Sigma U-06231) in Refolding buffer with 20 mM imidazole. The protein was 
washed with Refolding buffer with no urea and eluted with Refolding buffer plus 250mM 
imidazole.   The sample was passed through a centrifugal filter unit (Millipore, 30 kDa MWCO) at 
1,000 × g to concentrate it. 
  

5x Running Buffer (1l) 
Tris 15.1 g 

Glycine 72 g 
  H20 To 1l 
Do not adjust pH 8.3 

1x Running Buffer (1l) 
5x Buffer 200 ml 
SDS 20% 5 ml 

  H20 To 1l 5x Transfer Buffer (1l) 
Tris 15.1 g 

Glycine 72 g 
SDS 5 g 
  H20 To 1l 

Do not adjust pH  

1x Transfer Buffer (1l) 
5x Buffer 200 ml 
Ethanol 200 ml 

  H20 To 1l 
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3 Bioinformatic analysis of ROP18 
 
 
3.1 Sequence analysis: An in silico study of the protein ROP18 sequence obtained from Colombian 
strains was performed to understand its kinase activity. In order to predict the family, domains and 
functional sites of ROP18, the programs His MotifScan and Interpro were used. This study was 
repeated using Pfam, the program PIR was used to detect patterns and ScanMotif to find motifs. 
Finally, a PSI-BLAST search was performed to find members of the same family to confirm that 
there is conservation in the domains and active sites. A BLOSUM 80 matrix was used together with 
the SwissProt database, with two iterations and a threshold of 1 to avoid false negatives. The 
proteins with an E value of 0 were used in the alignment. The program MUSCLE was used to align 
the proteins.   
 
3.2 Homology model: In order to produce the predicted tertiary structure of the protein, a Blastp 
was performed (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Using the programs SwissModel 
(http://swissmodel.expasy.org), ESyPred3D (http://webapps.fundp.ac.be) and CPHModels 
(www.cbs.dtu.dk) a 3D structure was obtained by homology modelling.  The obtained models were 
overlapped using SwissPDB Viewer (http://spdbv.vital-it.ch). For the choice of the model to be 
used, the crystallographic data and the RMS values of the templates were taken into consideration. 
The viability of the model was tested through the search of clashes, phi-psi angles in the 
Ramachandran graph and inspection of minimization of energy using PROCHECK 
(www.ebi.ac.uk)and SwisspPDB viewer (http://spdbv.vital-it.ch).  

 
 

Figure 76: Flow diagram showing procedure for Homology modelling. 
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3.3 Trans-membrane sequence prediction: Trans-membrane sequences were predicted using the 
programs Protscale (http://web.expasy.org), Dense Alignment Surface (DAS) method 
(http://www.sbc.su.se) and TMHMM (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk). 
 
3.4 Docking to ligands: The docking between ROP18 homology model and different ligands was 
done using Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD) (http://www.molegro.com) and the ROP18-protein 
interactions were done using Patchdock (http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/PatchDock). Mutations of 
ROP18 were generated using SwissPDB viewer (http://spdbv.vital-it.ch).  
The docking using Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD) was done keeping in mind the following steps: 
1) prediction of the possible ligand binding pockets. 2) Establishment of the possible active site of 
the enzyme and 3) choice of the number of interactions. The result of this process is the prediction 
of the best model of protein-ligand bonding as they form an energetically stable complex and whose 
feasibility is measured according to a range of energy scores (Rajamani D et al., 2004).  An 
interesting fact is the way MVD shows the docking results. It first searches for candidates by 
differential evolution and then locates the clefts that represent the different possibilities of unions to 
the protein. Thirdly, it organizes these clefts by force fields, which is a mechanism by which several 
different intra and inter-molecular angles are evaluated. Finally, it uses the pKi values to allow the 
establishment of the best spatial disposition for the cavity (Tøndel K., 2004). 
As ROP18 has an ATP binding site, the first ligand to be tested was ATP. In order to obtain ATP in 
PDB format, it was made on PubChem (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) in mol2 format and then 
saved in Chimera (www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera).  
 
3.5 Protein-protein interactions: Larger molecules were assayed by protein-protein interactions 
using ClusPro, GRAMM-X y PatchDock. The interaction of ROP18 was predicted with some 
proteins from the ROP family of T. gondii such as ROP2, ROP5 and ROP8. Molecules reported to 
immunoprecipitate with ROP18 were assayed: Irga6 (IIGP1, an interferon inducible p47 resistance 
GTPase). This molecule was used for predictions as a monomer and as a dimer, as it has been 
reported to act in both ways (Pawlowski N. et al., 2011). Irga6 joined to GDP (1TPZ) and to GMP 
(1TQ2) as monomer and dimer with ROP18 using PatchDock.  The dimer molecule was obtained 
by using the SymmDock software. 
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Figure 77: Flow diagram of interactions between ROP18 and immune system molecules. 
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4. Maintenance of T. gondii strains and production of sera from infected mice 
 

 

 
 
Figure 78: Flow diagram of procedures with mice. 

 
4.1 Infection of mice with T. gondii: We infected outbred Swiss Webster mice (Jackson Laboratory) 
by intraperitoneally inoculating with approximately 10 bradyzoite cysts (0.3 ml brain homogenate) 
from the following slightly virulent and avirulent T. gondii strains: type II PRU and recombinant 
strains JUEZ and YACO. Mice inoculated with RH strain died very quickly, so were injected 
intraperitoneally with 0.3 ml tachyzoite lysate in PBS 1x (0.8% NaCl + 0.02 % KCl + 0.024 % 
KH2PO4 + 0.144 % Na2HPO4, pH=7.2) and killed 3 days after inoculation. Tachyzoites in 1x PBS 
were obtained from peritoneal cavity of RH strain infected mouse were precooled for a few hours. 
To re-infect mice, we injected 0.3 ml intraperitoneally. The rest was centrifuged and the pellet 
resuspended in DMEM and DMSO at 20% and frozen at -70°C in liquid nitrogen. 
 
4.2 Confirmation of mice infection with T. gondii: 
Determination of infection by PCR: We tested mice brain samples for gene B1 in order to confirm 
infection by T. gondii. This gene is highly conserved in all strains of T. gondii and is present as 35 
copies, tandemly arrayed. Each gene is 2,214-bp per repeat. As this is repeated so many times, even 
a small amount of DNA from the parasite present shall be detected in a sample of mouse brain 
using nested PCR. Small fractions of mice brains were also macerated and stained in order to detect 
cysts (Table 21).  
The following primers were used extracted amplify the B1 gene (Grigg ME. & Boothroyd JC. , 
2001): 
 

• Pml/S1, 5′-TGTTCTGTCCTATCGCAACG (positions 128 to 147);  
• Pml/AS1, 5′-CGGATGCAGTTCCTTTCTG (positions 707 to 688);  579 bp fragment 
• Pml/S2, 5′-TCTTCCCAGACGTGGATTTC (positions 152 to 171);  
• Pml/AS2, 5′-TCGACAATACGCTGCTTGA (positions 682 to 663). 530 pb fragment 
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Table 21: conditions for B1 PCR. 
 
We placed the thermalcycler in the PML program with annealing temperature of 54°C and 
elongation temperature of 68°C. PCR products were run on 1% agarose gel. The PCR product was 
used for the second PCR, where the reagents used were the same as in PCR1. We changed the 
thermalcycler programme to 36 cycles instead of 39 in PCR2. 
 
Confirmation of infection by observation under light microscope in virulent strain: We counted 
tachyzoite in 1xPBS under light microscope. This was centrifuged to obtain a pellet which was 
resuspended in loading buffer (Glycerol, Tris 1M pH=6.9, SDS, 1% Bromophenol, EDTA 0.5M, b-
mercapthoethanol) to obtain 214 mg of protein in the 7 ml used per well in the western blot.  
 
Confirmation of infection in avirulent strains:  
 
Brain samples: We euthanized and extracted the brains of type II PRU and recombinant strains 
JUEZ and YACO infected mice.  A small amount of brain tissue was used to make a squash on two 
slides. We placed the brain in an autoclaved mortar and 1.2 ml PBS 1x was added. We crushed the 
brain till a homogenate was obtained. We separated 0.4 ml of this homogenate and added 0.2 ml of 
PBS 1x. This was used to inoculate new mice (0.3 ml in each mouse). We then used about 0.9 ml 
for DNA extraction.  
 
Staining of brain samples to detect cysts: GIEMSA: we fixed the brain squash with methanol by 
leaving it for a few minutes. The slide was then tilted to drop the liquid and dried at room 
temperature. We added Giemsa stain (Merck Catalog # 29014) using a Pasteur pipette. The entire 
slide was covered and left for 10-15 minutes. We washed with water using Pasteur pipette and 
observed under the microscope. PAS: We fixed the slides with a solution of methanol (9ml) and 

Master mix 2 Concentration Volume/ ml 
H2O  6.2 

MgCl2 17.5 mM 2.5 
Buffer 10x 2.5 

Taq 
polymerase 

5 mM 0.3 

Total  11.5 
DNA  2 

Master mix 1 Concentration Volume/ 
ml 

H2O  6 
dNTP 2mM 2.5 

Primer S1 5 mM 1.5 
Primer AS1 5 mM 1.5 

Total  11.5 

Stage Temperature/°C Time Cycles 
1 94 30 seconds  
2 94 30 seconds 

39 times for PCR1  3 54 30 seconds 
4 68 45 seconds 
5 68 5 minutes  
6 4 ∞  
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formaldehyde (1 ml) for 1 minute. We washed for 1 minute using tap water and then bathed in 
Periodic acid (Sigma 3951) for 5 minutes at room temperature. The slides were washed with 
distilled water several times and bathed in Schiff´s reagent (Sigma #3952) for 15 minutes. When the 
sample turned purple we washed them with tap water for 15-30 seconds in the air and observed 
under microscope. 
 
4.3 DNA extraction: We extracted DNA by salting-out (Miller S. et al., 1988), run on gel and 
obtained in a clean form using the Geneclean kit (Promega). 
 
4.4 Serum from T. gondii–infected mice: We bled tails of type II PRU and recombinant strains 
JUEZ and YACO six months after infection to obtain the blood. In order to separate the red blood 
cells from the serum, we centrifuged the blood samples at 3000 rpm and stored at -70ºC. As the RH 
strain is very virulent it does not readily form cysts. In order to obtain antibodies against RH, we 
injected mice intraperitoneally with 0.3 ml tachyzoite lysate in PBS 1x (0.8% NaCl + 0.02 % KCl + 
0.024 % KH2PO4 + 0.144 % Na2HPO4, pH=7.2) inactivated by heat. We re-inoculated 2 weeks 
later. Four months after injections, the tail of mice was bled to obtain the blood which was 
centrifuged and stored at -70ºC. Serum samples from 2 uninfected mice were used as negative 
controls. We diluted serum 1:1000 in 1x TBS and stored at -4°C. 

 
4.5 Production of antibodies anti-ROP18: We injected mice with 0.5 ml of soluble purified 
ROP18_T in glycerol (1:1) at 5 different sites (50 mg protein per mouse). Two weeks later we 
repeated the inoculation. We harvested blood one month after the first inoculation and serum was 
obtained by centrifugation. We diluted the serum 1:1000 in 1x TBS and stored at -4°C.  
 
4.6 Western blot: We tested the reactivity of the sera using purified soluble truncated tachyzoite 
lysate and ROP18 type I. We ran a SDS-PAGE with 12% acryl-bisacrylamide running gel and 5% 
acryl-bisacrylamide stacking gel, using the buffer system described by Laemmli (Laemmli, 1970). 
Protein samples were boiled for 20 min at 95oC in 5X loading buffer (275 mM Tris-HCl, 17.5% 
glycerol, 0.008% Bromphenol blue, 3 M β-mercapthoethanol and 40 mM 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, EDTA pH 7.0).  Electrophoresis was performed in a BioRad Mini-
Protean electrophoresis cell at 100 volts for 60 minutes. We stained the gels with Coomassie Blue R 
dye.  
 
We transferred to nitrocellulose (Biorad 162-0145) or PVDF membrane using 1X transfer buffer 
(20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 150 mM glycine and 20% ethanol) at 100 volts for 1 hour by 
electroblotting using a BioRad Mini Trans-blot System. We washed the membrane three times 
using TBS (10 mM Tris-HCl and 150 mM NaCl pH 7.4) and incubated in 5% blocking solution 
(5% skimmed dry milk (Colanta) in TBS with 0.05% Tween) for 1 hour. After 3 washes with TBS 
with 0.05% Tween, we incubated the gel membrane overnight with the primary antibody 1:1000 
(mouse serum or anti ROP18). We developed the western blot using as secondary antibody goat 
anti-mouse conjugated with peroxidase (1:1500). It was revealed with 3mg/mL 4-chloro-alfa1-
naphthol in methanol plus 0.22 mM H2O2.  
 
4.7 Maintenance of T. gondii strains:  We maintained infected mice by re-infection with cysts 
(slightly virulent or avirulent strains) or tachyzoites (virulent strains). Samples were kept at -70°C 
in liquid nitrogen by freezing in 4% BSA, 12.5 % DMSO in MEM (based on Booth KS., James ER. 
& Popiel I., 1996).  
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5. Production of peptides of ROP18 

 
5.1 Digestion of ROP18 to produce peptides: We performed in-solution digestion on 5 mg of 
sample protein using 0.02 mg of trypsin (Sigma T8003) in 50 mMTris-HCl buffer pH=8 (a total 
volume of 100 ml). We calculated the concentration of trypsin using a spectrophotometer. Each 
enzymatic reaction was incubated at 37°C for 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 1 h, 2 h and 3 h. We stopped 
the reaction using loading buffer and by heating the sample at 94°C for 15 minutes.  
 
5.2 Determination of antigenicity of ROP18 peptides: We tested he antigenicity of the peptides with 
a western blot using antibodies anti-ROP18 as primary antibody and goat anti-mouse peroxidase as 
secondary antibody (Sigma A-9044).   
 
5.3 Western blot using anti- His-tag antibodies: To determine whether the N terminal part of the 
protein was antigenic, we tested the peptides through western blot and anti-His-tag as primary 
antibody (0.1 mg/mL) and goat anti-mouse peroxidase as secondary antibody. 
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6. Prediction of antigenic peptides of ROP18 in mice  
 
 
6.1 MHC Class I T cell epitope predictions: We used NetMHCpan 2.1 server 
(www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpan) to predict binding of all peptides of ROP18 to the mouse 
alleles. As the genotypes of the mice used in these experiments are not known, we used all the 
possible mouse alleles in the prediction of epitopes. The reaction with H-2-Db, H-2-Dd, H-2-Ld H-
2-Kb, H-2-Kd and H-2-Kk was predicted. MHC Class I binding peptide reaction involves 9mer 
peptides, so the possible 9mers present in each 15mer was tested. In order to perform this test, 
ROP18 was divided into 15mer peptides. Each 15mer peptide has 7 possible 9mer peptides. For 
each 15mer, we selected the highest logarithmic value (1-[log IC50 values/log 50000]) for the 
reaction with the different alleles present, regardless the 9mer involved in this reaction. The 
maximum log affinity value for each allele was chosen and all the values obtained were then 
averaged 
 
 

Affinity of 15mer to each locus =  ∑maximum log affinities H2  
                    #H2 
 
The affinities for each individual protein were normalized so values fell between 0 and 1, where 0 
means no affinity and 1 is the maximum affinity. 
 

 
Normalised value per residue = Value per residue - minimum value 

            Maximum value -minimum value 
 
 
6.2 MHC Class II T cell epitope predictions: We used NetMHCpanII 2.1 
(www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpanII) for Class II prediction in mice. We found the average for 
each of these alleles to find the Class II peptide binding prediction to some H2 alleles. In this case, 
the whole sequence of ROP18 was placed in the server. The output gives the affinities for each 
15mer to different H-2 alleles available (H-2-IAb and H-2-IAd). We calculated the total affinity of 
the 15mer as the average of the affinities obtained for each MHC molecule. The values were then 
normalised as explained previously. 
 
 
 Total  Class II Affinity= Max Log Affinity H2-Iab + Max Log Affinity H2-Iad 
             2 
 
 
6.3 B cell epitope prediction: We obtained the 3D structure of the truncated form of ROP18 by 
homology modelling using CPH models (www.cbs.dtu.dk). The molecule for ROP2 was used as a 
template (2w1z). In order to find the discontinuous predicted epitopes, we loaded the predicted 3D 
structure of the truncated form of ROP18 molecule on the Discotope site (www.cbs.dtu.dk). We 
only used ROP18 Type I and Type II predictions, as Type III strains hardly produce any ROP18 
given that there is an insertion in the promoter that reduces the expression of this protein. The 
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output shows the score for each residue in the truncated form of ROP18. The residues not shown 
because they do not appear in the model were assigned a value of 0. We found the total value for 
the 15 residues in the 15 mer by adding the score for each residue and dividing the value by 15. 
Values were then normalized as explained previously, giving values between 0 and 1, where 0 
shows no B cell epitope and 1 is a highly antigenic peptide. 

 
     Total for 15mer = 𝑅!!!"

! 𝑖  
               15 
 
6.4 Total epitope affinity value: For each 15mer, we averaged the normalised values obtained for T 
cells (Class I and Class II) and B cells giving them different weight according to their importance in 
immunogenicity. We considered T cell Class I as half as important as Class II; therefore we 
multiplied the Class II predictions by 2. As we are predicting epitope binding we are considering 
formation of antibodies by B cells, therefore the B cell prediction is the most important, so we 
multiplied the value obtained by 4. We then divided the total value obtained by 7. These are 
arbitrary values we decided upon the weighting of the importance of each prediction on the total 
antigenicity value. 

 
 
   TOTAL = Class I + 2 *Class II + 4* B cell 
                     7 
 
 
6.5 R statistical analysis:  
 
We used the statistical software R to produce the graphs necessary for the choice of the epitopes. R 
is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, calculation and graphical display 
(http://cran.at.r-project.org). In the histogram we show the independent Total affinity for each 
residue of the protein as a range of colours from magenta (weak reaction) to green (strong reaction). 
Residue 1 is the first residue of the homology model of ROP18 (Arg226). The contribution for each 
residue of Class I, Class II and B cell reaction is also shown. The presence of polymorphisms is 
shown with a star. 
 
We subtracted the values obtained for each 15mer peptide for ROP18 Type I and ROP18 Type II. 
We show the polymorphism between the different strains from blue (very different) to yellow 
(highly similar). We chose the peptides according to the presence of polymorphisms and a strong 
epitope reaction.  
 
We considered good candidates for the typification of the Type I and Type II T. gondii strains when 
there was polymorphism in the peptide and when the epitope prediction was mainly green on the 
graph. 
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7 Validation of predictions using GRA and SAG protein epitopes: 
 
 
Peptides derived from GRA6, GRA7, SAG3 and SAG4 were used by Kong and co-workers in 2003 
in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for typing strains of T. gondii. In 2012, 
Maksimov and co-workers repeated this assay using sera from German toxoplasma infected patients 
(Maksimov et al., 2012). We used the data obtained by Maksimov to validate our prediction 
algorithm. We determined MHC alleles from Germany using www.allelefrequency.net. Using the 
prediction method mentioned in 6.4, we found the Total predicted epitopes for GRA6, GRA7, 
SAG3 and SAG4 of the three types of T. gondii for the different German alleles. We then compared 
the results of the predictions with the experimental results obtained by Maksimov and colleagues 
from ELISA assays in these studies.  
 
We used the alignment of the three GRA and SAG proteins of different T. gondii strains to detect 
the polymorphisms that affect the reactivity of these proteins and might allow their typification 
(CLC Sequence Viewer 6.8.2).  
 
We used the software of CPH models to determine the possible 3D structure of these proteins 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CPHmodels/) and Pymol to show the peptides and polymorphisms 
in these models (http://www.pymol.org/). For GRA6 we used 1YOF.B as a template. For GRA7 the 
template used was 1H2S.B and 2JKS chain A. for SAG3. The protein 1KZQ.A was used as 
template to make the predicted model of SAG4.   
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8 Antigenicity study of synthetic peptides of ROP18 
 
8.1 Selection of epitopes: Peptides to study antigenicity of ROP18 were selected giving priority to 
presence of polymorphism between Type I and Type II T. gondii strains. This polymorphism should 
be exposed on the surface of the protein to ensure accessibility of the host immune response. As 
another criteria of selection the following information was taken into account in this order: Total 
epitope reactivity (Class I, Class II and B cell reactivity), B cell reactivity and Class II reactivity.  
This information was obtained using the predictions described above. Peptide solubilities were 
tested using Peptide Property Calculator (http://www.innovagen.se) (Supplementary Figure 101). 
 
8.2 Peptide synthesis. We sent a total of 10 peptides to be synthesized according to our epitope 
predictions. They were determined to detect strain-specific antibodies in serum from T. gondii–
infected mice. The peptides, control 1 (CQEVPESGEDGEDARQ) and control 2 
(CQEVPESGKDGEDARQ), were synthesized as positive controls. These are known antigenic 
peptides of GRA7. They were obtained from Kong and colleagues (Kong et al., 2003). The 
negative control (CEVVHDYRLFNPVVDY) was modified from Kong and colleagues that 
originally obtained it by randomizing the sequences of the GRA6-I/III strain–specific peptides. All 
peptides were synthesized by GenScript's FlexPeptideTM technology 
(http://www.genscript.com/peptide.htm) (Table 22). 
 

Name Peptide   
TypeI-8 CWPPDVPKRFVSVTTG   
TypeI_62 CEPTDETMLDLQRESS   
TypeII-62 CEPTDETMRDLQRESF   
TypeI_145 CFGDASVNKSEFGLVV   
TypeII-145 CFGDASVNNSELGLVV   
TypeII-160 CRMYLSSQAIRLVANV   
TypeII-282 CIRNLLNREPQKRMLP   
Positive control1 CQEVPESGEDGEDARQ GRA7_I 
Positive control2 CQEVPESGKDGEDARQ GRA7_II 
Negative control CEVVHDYRLFNPVVDY Modified from KONG 

 
Table 22: ROP18 peptides synthesized. Polymorphisms are shown in magenta. 
 
8.3 Conjugation to BSA: For the peptide reactions, we used coupling of Cys‐containing synthetic 
peptides to bovine serum albumin using m‐maleimidobenzoyl‐N‐hydroxysuccinimide ester. A 
cysteine residue was added to the N terminus of each peptide to enable the coupling to BSA 
(Maleimide Activated BSA Catalog # B7542). Since BSA has a limited number of thiol moieties, 
crosslinking occurs between the carrier amine groups and the cysteines on the peptide. The 
activated protein has reactive maleimide groups on its surface available for conjugation with a 
sulfhydryl of the cysteine residue in a peptide to form stable thioether bonds, yielding a stable, 
covalently-linked peptide-protein conjugate that was used in antibody screening methods. 
 
Immediately before coupling, peptides were diluted in water (2mg peptide plus 200 ml water) to a 
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final concentration of 10 mg/ml. Peptides ROP18 I-145 and ROP18 II-145 were insoluble, so 
dimethylformamide (DMF), an organic solvent was used. For ROP18 II-145 we used 80 µl of DMF 
plus 120ml water, while for ROP18 I-145 we used 20 ml of DMF and 180 ml of water. For 
conjugation, 20 mL of peptide were mixed with 20 ml of Maleimide activated BSA (which was 
diluted in water to a final concentration of 10 mg/ml). This mixture was then diluted 1:500 in 4960 
ml of PBS (to obtain a peptide concentration of 1ng/ml). We then placed 50 ml each well of the 
Elisa plate (Thermo Scientific Nunc Maxisorp Surface) and incubated at 4ºC overnight (50 ng per 
well). The rest was kept at -20ªC for future use. 
 
8.4 ELISA: Antigens were incubated overnight at 4°C in Phosphate buffered saline	  buffer (PBS), 50 
ng of antigen/ 50 microliter well. The wells were then washed twice with PBS-Tween 20 (0.05%) 
and blocked with PBS Tween and skimmed milk (TPBSM) at 5%w/v for 1h at 37°C. After washing 
three times with PBS Tween, the peptides were incubated with primary antibodies (mice sera 
diluted 1:50 in TPBSM with milk at 1%) for 2hs at 37°C for. After washing with TPBS 0.05% v/v, 
incubation was performed with secondary antibody (Anti-mouse IgG HRP conjugate 1:10000 
dissolved in TPBSM 1%) for 1h at 37°C. The ELISA was developed with TMB in Citrate buffer 
with peroxide till the colour changed to blue after 20 minutes. The reaction was cut with H2SO4 1M 
and read in Elisa Multimode Microplate Reader at 450 nm Filter Max F5 with software SoftMax 
6.2.2. 
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9 Prediction of human epitopes for ROP18 in Colombian population for future studies. 

 

9.1 MHC alleles in human Colombian population: We found the frequency of the alleles present in 
the Colombian population in the web site www.allelefrequencies.net. Only those reported 
frequencies where a reasonable number of inhabitants were tested was used (more than 30). It was 
noted that the majority of the population had either African or Amerindian (mestizo) origin. As the 
frequency of the HLA alleles differed significantly between these two groups, it was decided to 
predict the antigenicity of ROP18 of the different populations separately.  
 
9.2 Clustering of alleles: We used the most abundant Colombia human HLA alleles for the 
prediction of peptides for ROP18 obtained from allele frequencies software. We noted that the 
majority of the population had either African or Amerindian (mestizo) origin. As the frequency of 
the HLA alleles differed significantly between these two groups, it was decided to predict the 
antigenicity of ROP18 of the different populations separately. After finding the most frequent 
alleles found in Colombia, we clustered them into groups using MHCcluster 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/MHCcluster-1.1). We then chose the most representative allele for 
each cluster to be used in the predictions.  
 
9.3 Prediction of epitopes: We predicted the Colombian human peptide reactivity in the same way 
we have done so far, but this time we used the alleles for African and for Amerindian /(mestizo) 
population separately as these gave very different predictions.  
 
9.3.1 MHC Class I peptide-binding predictions in humans. We used NetMHCpan 2.4 server 
(www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpan) to predict binding of all peptides of ROP18 to the 
Colombian human alleles. 
 
We calculated the affinity of the 15mer peptides of ROP18 for HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C 
molecules as the average of the maximum log affinities for each allele.  
 
                     Affinity of 15mer to each locus =  ∑maximum log affinities HLA  
                   #HLA 
 
The average total affinity for each 15mer was calculated as the proportion of each HLA. HLA-C is 
expressed much less than HLA-A and HLA-B therefore it has less effect on the immune response 
(Neisig A. et al., 1998). We divided the affinity to this HLA-C by 2 to find the average affinity of 
Class I MHC predictions. 
 

Total Affinity Class I= Affinity to HLA-A + Affinity to HLA-B + ½ Affinity to HLA-C 
       2.5 
 
 
The affinities were normalised as explained previously. 
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9.3.2 MHC Class II peptide binding predictions for humans:. We used NetMHCIIpan 2.1 
(www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpanII) for Class II prediction. For the predictions we used the 
different DRB alleles found in Colombian populations (African and Mestizo alleles, Supplementary 
Figure 102). We calculated the average for each of these alleles to find the Class II antigenicity.  
 
 
   Total  Class II Affinity= ∑ Affinity DRB1 
                         #DRB1 
 
 
 
9.3.3 B cell epitope prediction: We found the 3D structure of the truncated form of ROP18 using 
homology modelling using CPH models and Discotope site (www.cbs.dtu.dk) to predict 
antigenicity as explained above (Kringelum JV. et al., 2012). 

 
     Total for 15mer = 𝑅!!!"

! 𝑖  
               15 
 
9.4 Total epitope affinity value: For each 15mer, we averaged the normalised values obtained for T 
cells (Class I and Class II) and B cells giving them different weight according to their importance in 
immunogenicity. We considered T cell Class I as half as important as Class II; therefore we 
multiplied Class II predictions by 2. As we are predicting antigenicity we are considering formation 
of antibodies by B cells, therefore the B cell prediction is the most important, so we multiplied the 
value obtained by 4. We then divided the total value obtained by 7. These are arbitrary values we 
decided upon the weighting of the importance of each prediction on the total antigenicity value. 

 
 
   TOTAL = Class I + 2 *Class II + 4* B cell 
                     7 
 
 
9.5 R statistical analysis:  
 
We used the statistical software R to produce the graphs necessary for the choice of the epitopes 
(http://cran.at.r-project.org). In the graphs we show the independent affinity for each residue of the 
protein (starting at residue Arg226) for the Total affinity and in the supplementary material also for 
Class I, Class II and B cell reaction as a range of colours from magenta (weak reaction) to green 
(strong reaction). The histogram shows the total affinity for each residue of the protein for each 
strain.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE AND FIGURES  

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 79: DNA extraction of Yaco and Juez from different sources by salting out. A Lanes 2 
&3: Brain sample, Lanes 5 to 7: Cysts obtained by Percoll, Lane 8: St 1Kb Axygen and Lanes 9 to 
12 Cysts obtained by Cornellisa. B Lane 1: uninfected mouse; Lane 2: Yaco; Lanes 3,4: infected 
pig; Lane 5: Hyperladder I St 1Kb; Lane 6-8: infected pig. C Lane 1: cyst from Yaco; Lane 2: 
Yaco infected mouse brain. 
 

DNA extraction 10/9/09 

•  1: Ratón sano 
•  2: Yaco 
•  3: 5,6 V8 
•  4: 5,6 V10 
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•  7: 15,16 V10 
•  8: Neo3 
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Figure 80 B1 gene PCR (Pml primers) of DNA samples. Lanes 1-2: Juez; Lanes 3-5: Yaco; 
Lanes 6-7: Juez; Lane 9: positive control that was not good; Lane 10:negative control. Samples 
Juez of lanes 1,2 and 8 and samples Yaco 4 and 5 were positive for T. gondii infection. 

 
Figure 81: Eco R1 digestion to confirm presence of ROP18. Lane 2: Fermentas St 100 bp., Lane 
3: digested P(LK) amplicon, Lane 4: digested RH amplicon, Lane 6: Undigested RH amplicon, 
Lane 7: 1Kb St Fermentas.  

 
 

Nested PCR 

530 pb 579 bp 

PCR II PCR I 
   1      2      3      4      5      6      7     8        +    -     MW   1      2      3     4      5     6     7     +      - 

ROP18 con EcoR1 (10/6/08) 

Rop18 Rop18 St100bp St 1Kb Rop18 

EcoR1 

1700bp 
1000bp 

700bp 

•  3µl DNA genecleaned of PLK 
9/5/08 and RH (joined several 
genecleans) 

•  1µl BSA 10x 
•  1µl buffer 10x 
•  1µl EcoR1 
•  4µl ultrapure water 
•  3.5 hs at 37°C 
•  3µl St 100bp + 2 µl loading 

buffer 
•  10µl cut ROP18 + 5µl loading 
•  1µl uncut ROP18 + 2 µl 

loading 
•  3µl St 1Kb + 2 µl loading buffer 

PLK RH RH 
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Figure 82: PCR products of ROP18 of YACO to be compared with P(LK). The band for 
YACO can be seen to be smaller (around 1500bp) than the P(LK) band (around 1700 bp). Lanes 
2,4,6:YACO; Lane 7: St Fermentas 1Kb; Lanes 8,10,12,14: P(LK). 	  

    Protscale      DAS 
 

 

 
TMHMM 
 

Figure 83: The trans-membrane and hydrophobic regions detected in silico using Protscale 
(http://web.expasy.org), Dense Alignment Surface (DAS) method (http://www.sbc.su.se) and 
TMHMM (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk). It can be seen that the residues between 0 and 50 are predicted 
as trans-membrane; therefore the truncated primers were designed eliminating the N-terminus.  
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Figure 84: Homology model of ROP18. Model shows truncated primers (http://spdbv.vital-it.ch). 
 
 

 

Figure 85: Agarose gel of plasmids after transformation. Lane 1: St 1Kb Promega; Lane 2: 
PC117 showing no plasmid; Lane 4: P(LK) plasmid with possible insert; Lane 5: P(LK) without 
insert; Lanes 6 &7: RH without insert; Lane 8: negative control. 
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Figure 86: M13 PCR of pGEM plasmids. Lane 1: St 1Kb Promega; Lanes 2-9: controls; Lanes 
10-12: PC117; Lanes 13-15: Yaco. He band for Yaco is smaller than PC117. Sequencing confirmed 
PC117 as ROP18 while Yaco is not. 

Figure 87: Bands used in ligations. 1&4: pGEM-ROP18 RH NdeI; 2: pGEM-ROP18_T NdeI; 3: 
St 1Kb New England; 5&6: pGEM-ROP18_T EcoR1; 7:pET EcoR1 8:ROP18_W NdeI and 
9:pET19b NdeI.  

 

 

M13 PCR of pGEM plasmids 
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R18_S4 
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New 
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pET19bVV
SSM 

pGEM-
R18_T14 

pGEM-
R18_S4 

pET19bVV
SSM 

NdeI EcoR1 

pGEM-
R18_Wo 

NdeI 

Bands cut and genecleaned 

pGEM 
Used in pET-ROP18 

ligation 

VSSM 
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Figure 88: T7 PCR to confirm pET transformation: Lane 1: St 1Kb Axygen; Lanes 3 &4: pET 
19b transformed with ROP18_T. The bands of 1300 bp confirm transformation with truncated 
ROP18. 

 

Figure 89: ROP18 PCR for confirmation of transformation. Lanes 1-3: white colonies of 
transformed E. coli with RH showing transformation in lane 3; Lane 4: St 1Kb Promega; Lanes 5-
7: white colonies of P(LK) showing transformation in 5 and 6; Lane 8: blue colony without 
transformant.  
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Figure 90:  Polyacrylamide gel of ROP18_T purification. Lane 1: Flow through, 2-3: 
Washes,5:SDS7 St; 6-8:Elutions  

 

Figure 91: Western blot of inactivated tachyzoite lysates of RH strain and ROP18. A Serum 
from mouse infected with RH strain Lane 1:Prestained St, Lane 2: tachyzoite lysate; B Serum from 
Juez infected mouse. Lane 1:Prestained St, Lane 2: tachyzoite lysate, Lane 3:ROP18; C Yaco 
serum with tachyzoite lysate; D PLK (lanes 1&2) and PRU (lanes 4&5) with tachyzoite lysate 
(lanes 1&5) and ROP18 (lanes 2&4). The western blots confirm antigenicity of tachyzoite lysates 
with all sera and reaction of ROP18 with Juez, PRU and PLK.  
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Figure 92: Western blot of ROP18 peptides by trypsin digestion with anti-ROP18 antibodies. 
Lane 1: 5 minutes digestion; Lane 2: 2 minutes digestion; Lane 3: 0 minutes digestion; Lane 5: 
PageRulerTM Plus Prestained Protein Ladder Fermentas. The western blot shows the bands after 
trypsin digestion. The His tag band coincides with the final band, showing antigenicity in the N 
terminus (band of around 37kDa). 
 

Bioinformatic analysis of ROP18 

	  

PIR	  patterns	  	  
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INTERPRO	  and	  PFAM	  analysis	  of	  ROP18	  

	  

MOTIFSCAN	  patterns	  
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Figure 93: Bioinformatic analysis of ROP18 
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Figure 94: ROP18 alignment. Alignment of ROP18 proteins of the three different strains of T. 
gondii by CLC sequence viewer (www.clcbio.com/products/clc-‐sequence-‐viewer/ ). The 
polymorphisms of these proteins can be seen on the conservation bars (100% means there is no 
difference between the proteins. 

ROP18 alignment 

Disorder up to here 

Primer T Primer W 

Primer S 
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Figure 95: Haplotypes for HLA-A&B (left) and HLA-C (right) alleles present in Germany and 
clustered using MHC Cluster (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/MHCcluster). The graph helped to 
chose which haplotypes were to be used in the predictions. Only one haplotype was used per 
cluster. 
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Figure 96: Alignment of GRA6, GRA7, SAG3 and SAG 4 proteins of the three different strains of 
T. gondii by CLC sequence viewer (www.clcbio.com/products/clc-sequence-viewer/ ). The 
polymorphisms of these proteins can be seen on the conservation bars (100% means there is no 
difference between the proteins). 
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Figure 97: Graphs generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of 
GRA6 proteins for the three T. gondii strains. The graphs show the total affinity of each residue 
for Class I and Class II T cell predictions and for B cell predictions as a range of colours from green 
(strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Predictions for linear B cell reactivity are shown for 
comparison (orange). We did not normalise this data to allow comparison. Predictions done by 
Kong and colleagues are shown as coloured lines, no reaction (yellow), moderate reaction (blue) 
and strong reaction (red). Polymorphisms are shown with a star. 
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Figure 98: Graphs generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of 
GRA7 proteins for the three T. gondii strains. The graphs show the total affinity of each residue 
for Class I and Class II T cell predictions and for B cell predictions as a range of colours from green 
(strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Predictions for linear B cell reactivity are shown for 
comparison (orange). We did not normalise this data to allow comparison. Predictions done by 
Kong and colleagues are shown as coloured lines, no reaction (yellow), moderate reaction (blue) 
and strong reaction (red). Polymorphisms are shown with a star. 
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Figure 99: Graphs generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of 
GRA7 proteins for the three T. gondii strains. The graphs show the total affinity of each residue 
for Class I and Class II T cell predictions and for B cell predictions as a range of colours from green 
(strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Predictions for linear B cell reactivity are shown for 
comparison (orange). We did not normalise this data to allow comparison. Predictions done by 
Kong and colleagues are shown as coloured lines, no reaction (yellow), moderate reaction (blue) 
and strong reaction (red). Polymorphisms are shown with a star. 
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Figure 100: Graphs generated by using R statistical software for the choice of epitopes of 
SAG4 proteins for the three T. gondii strains. The graphs show the total affinity of each residue 
for Class I and Class II T cell predictions and for B cell predictions as a range of colours from green 
(strong reaction) to magenta (weak reaction). Predictions for linear B cell reactivity are shown for 
comparison (orange). We did not normalise this data to allow comparison. Predictions done by 
Kong and colleagues are shown as coloured lines, no reaction (yellow), moderate reaction (blue) 
and strong reaction (red). Polymorphisms are shown with a star. 
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Figure 101:Physiochemical properties of synthesized peptides 

http://www.innovagen.se/custom-peptide-synthesis/peptide-property-calculator/peptide-property-
calculator.asp 

Peptide	  TypeI-‐8	  

	  

Peptide	  TypeI-‐62	  
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Peptide	  TypeI-‐145	  

	  
Peptide	  TypeI-‐160	  
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Peptide	  TypeI-‐282	  

	  
	  

	  

Peptide	  TypeI-‐299	  
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Peptide	  TypeII-‐62	  

	  
Peptide	  TypeII-‐145	  
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Figure 102: Colombian alleles used in prediction of antigenicity. The alleles shown in green 
were used in the predictions. 

 

Class	  I	  

	  

A 

Supertype Serotype Allele Mestizo African 

A01 

 01:01 0.0000 0.0430 

*29 29:02 0.0950 0.0290 

*30 
30:02 

30:04 
0.0380 0.1740 

A02 

*02  0.1180 0.0000 

 02:01 0.0720 0.0180 

 02:05 0.0040 0.0030 

 68:02 0.0370 0.1450 

A03 

*03 
03:01 

03:02 
0.0750 0.0430 

*11 11:10 0.0750 0.0000 

 30:01 0.0380 0.1740 

A24 *24 

24:03 

24:04 

24:17 

24:19 

0.2450 0.0580 

A26 

*25 25:04 0.0000 0.0140 

*26 
26:01 

26:03 
0.0560 0.0000 
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66:04 

A33 

*31 
31:01 

33:01 
0.1330 0.0290 

*74 
74:01 

74:04 
0.0000 0.1160 

B 

B07 

*07 07:02 0.0550 0.0300 

*42 42:01 0.0140 0.0670 NA 

*56 
56:02 

56:03 
0.0001 0.0000 

*67 67:01 0.0000 0.0000 

*82 82:02 0.0000 0.0000 

B08 *08 
08:01 

08:17 
0.0140 0.0220 

B27 
*27 

27:05 

27:06 

27:07 

0.0000 0.0070 

 73:01 0.0000 0.0000 

B39  39:01 0.0830 0.0300 

B44/40 

 13:01 0.0000 0.0070 

 13:02   

*40 

40:01 

40:03 

40:06 

0.1390 0.0440 

  

  

 37:02 0.0000 0.0000 

 49:02 0.0280 0.0070 
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B58 
 58:01 0.0280 0.0670 

 15:16 NA NA 

B62 

*15 15:01 

15:02 

0.0980 0.1710 

   

*35 35:43 0.0830 0.0740 

 46:01 0.0000 0.0000 

B51/55 

*51    51:01 0.1250 0.0150 

 54:01 0.0000 0.0000 

 55:01 0.0000 0.0000 

 53:01 0.0140 0.1500 

 78:02 0.0000 0.0000 

B35 
*35 

35:01 0.0830 0.0740 

35:02   

 15:29 NA NA 

C 

C03   0.1050 0.1340 

C04   0.1450 0.2610 

C07   0.1830 0.1410 
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Class II	  

Allele	   Frequency	  

	  	   Mestizo	  African	  
DPB1*01:01	  	   	   0.5000	  

DPB1*03:01	  	   0.1750	   	  

DPB1*04:01	  	   	   0.1530	  

DPB1*04:02	   0.8910	   0.2750	  

DPB1*14:01	  	   0.7300	   	  

DQA1*01:02	  	   	   0.3000	  

DQA1*03:01	   0.7500	   	  

DQA1*04:01	  	   0.6330	   	  

DQA1*05:01	  	   0.7780	   	  

DQB1*02:01	  	   0.3250	   0.3250	  

DQB1*03:02	  	   0.7830	   	  

DQB1*04:02	  	   0.6330	   	  

DQB1*05:01	  	   	   0.3000	  

DRB1*03:01	  	   	   0.1500	  

DRB1*04:07	  	   0.6130	   	  

DRB1*14:02	  	   0.6500	   	  
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Sequences of ROP18 

ROP18 Type I 

>gi|397562372|gb|AFO54817.1| rhoptry kinase family protein [Toxoplasma gondii] 
MFSVQRPPLTRTVVRMGLATLLPKTACLAGLNVALVFLLFQVQDGTGITLGPSKLDSKPTS
LDSQQHVADKRWLATVGHYKHLAGATESTRDVSLLEERAQHRVNAQETNQRRTIFQRLL
NLLRRRERDGEVSGSAADSSSRPRLSVRQRLAQLWRRAKSLFKRGIRRYFPQGRNRQRSLR
AQRRRSELVFEKADSGCVIGKRILAHMQEQIGQPQALENSERLDRILTVAAWPPDVPKRFV
SVTTGETRTLVRGAPLGSGGFATVYEATDVETNEELAVKVFMSEKEPTDETMLDLQRESSC
YRNFSLAKTAKDAQESCRFMVPSDVVMLEGQPASTEVVIGLTTRWVPNYFLLMMRAEAD
MSKVISWVFGDASVNKSEFGLVVRMYLSSQAIKLVANVQAQGIVHTDIKPANFLLLKDGR
LFLGDFGTYRINNSVGRAIGTPGYEPPERPFQATGITYTFPTDAWQLGITLYCIWCKERPTPA
DGIWDYLHFADCPSTPELVQDLIRSLLNRDPQKRMLPLQALETAAFKEMDSVVKGAAQNF
EQQEHLHTE 
 
Truncated ROP18 Type I 
 
RILTVAAWPPDVPERFVSVTTGETRTLVRGAPLGSGGFATVYEATDVETNEELAVKVFMSE
KEPTDETMRDLQRESFCYRNFSLAKTAKDAQERCRFMVPSDVVMLEGQPASTEVVIGLTT
RWVPNYFLLMMRAETDMSKVISWVFGDASVNNSELGLVVRMYLSSQAIRLVANVQAQGI
VHTDIKPANFLLLKDGRLFLGDFGTYRINNSVGPAIGTPGYEPPERPFQTTGITYTFTTDAW
QLGITLYCIWCKERPTPADGIWDYLHFADCPSTPELVQDLIRNLLNREPQKRMLPLQALETA
AFNEMDSVVKRAAQNFEQQEHLHTE 
 
Rop18 Type II 
 
>gi|296280521|gb|ADH04612.1| rhoptry protein 18 [Toxoplasma gondii] 
MFSVQRPPLTRTVVRMGLATLLPKTACLAVLNVALVFLLFQVQDGTGITLDPSKLDSKPTS
LDSQQHVADKRWPATVGHYKYLAGATESTRDVSLLEERAQHRVNAQETNQRRTIFQRLL
NLLRRRERDGEVSGSAADSSSRPRLSVRQRLAQLWRKAKSFFTRGIPRYFSQGRNRLRSLR
AQRRRSELFFEKADSGCVIGKRILAHMQEQIGQPQALGNSERLDRILTVAAWPPDVPERFVS
VTTGETRTLVRGAPLGSGGFATVYEATDVETNEELAVKVFMSEKEPTDETMRDLQRESFC
YRNFSLAKTAKDAQERCRFMVPSDVVMLEGQPASTEVVIGLTTRWVPNYFLLMMRAETD
MSKVISWVFGDASVNNSELGLVVRMYLSSQAIRLVANVQAQGIVHTDIKPANFLLLKDGR
LFLGDFGTYRINNSVGPAIGTPGYEPPERPFQTTGITYTFTTDAWQLGITLYCIWCKERPTPA
DGIWDYLHFADCPSTPELVQDLIRNLLNREPQKRMLPLQALETAAFNEMDSVVKRAAQNF
EQQEHLHTE 
 
 
ROP18 in PDB 
 
>4jrn:a|pdbid|chain|sequence 
 
GAHMSELVFEKADSGCVIGKRILAHMQEQIGQPQALENSERLDRILTVAAWPPDVPKRFVS
VTTGETRTLVRGAPLGSGGFATVYEATDVETNEELAVKVFMSEKEPTDETMLDLQRESSC
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YRNFSLAKTAKDAQESCRFMVPSDVVMLEGQPASTEVVIGLTTRWVPNYFLLMMRAEAD
MSKVISWVFGDASVNKSEFGLVVRMYLSSQAIKLVANVQAQGIVHTDIKPANFLLLKDGR 
LFLGDFGTYRINNSVGRAIGTPGYEPPERPFQATGITYTFPTDAWQLGITLYCIWCKERPTPA
DGIWDYLHFADCPSTPELVQDLIRSLLNRDPQKRMLPLQALETAAFKEMDSVVKGAAQNF
EQQEHLHTE 
 
 
Sequences used in validation of prediction tests 

GRA6 Type I. GenBank: AF239283.1 Stain RH: 
MAHGGIHLRQKRNFCPVTVSTVAVVFVVFMGVLVNSLGGVAVAADSGGVKQTPSETGSS
GGQQEAVGTTEDYVNSSAMGGGQGDSLAEDDTTSEAAEGDVDPFPVLANEGKSEARGPS
LEERIEEQGTRRRYSSVQEPQAKVPSKRTQKRHRLIGAVVLAVSVAMLTAFFLRRTGRRSP
QEPSGDGGGNDAGNNAGNGGNEGRGYGGRGEGGAEDDRRPLHPERVNVFDY 
 
GRA6 Type II GenBank: AF239289.1 Strain MAS 
MAHGGIYLRQKRNFCPLTVSTVAVVFVVFMGVLVNSLGGVAVAADSGGVKQTPSETGSS
GGQQEAVGTTEDYVNSSAMGGGQGDSLAEDDTTSDAAEGDVDPFPALANEGKSEARGPS
LEERIEEQGTRRRYSSVQEPQAKVPSKRTQKRHRLIGAVVLAVSVAMLTAFFLRRTGRRSP
QEPSGGGGGNDAGNNAGNGGNEGRGYGGRGEGGEDGRGPLHPGSVNEFDF 

 
GRA6 Type III GenBank: AF239287.1 strain M7741 
MAHGGIHLRQKRNFCPVTVSTVAVVFVVFMGVLVNSLGGVAVAADSGGVKQTPSETGSS
GGQQEAVGTTEDYVNSSAMGGGQGDSLAEDDTTSEAAEGDVDPFPVLANEGKSEARGPS
LEERIEEQGTRRRYSSVQEPQAKVPSKRTQKRHRLIGAVVLAVSVAMLTAFFLRRTGRRSP
QEPSGDGGGNDAGNNAGNRGNEGRGYGGRGEGGGEDDRRALHPERVNVFDY 

GRA7 Type I 

MARHAIFSALCVLGLVAAALPQFATAATASDDELMSRIRNSDFFDGQAPVDSLRPTNAGV
DSKGTDDHLTTSMDKASVESQLPRREPLETEPDEQEEVHFRKRGVRSDAEVTDDNIYEEHT
DRKVVPRKSEGKRSFKDLLKKLALPAVGMGASYFAADRLVPELTEEQQRGDEPLTTGQNV
GTVLGFAALAAAAAFLGMGLTRTYRHFSPRKNRSRQPALEQEVPESGED GEDARQ 

GRA7 Type II 

MARHAIFFAL CVLGLVAAAL PQFATAATAS DDELMSRIRN SDFFDGQAPV 
DSLRPTNAGV DSKGTDDHLT TSMDKASVES QLPRREPLET EPDEQEEVHF 
RKRGVRSDAE VTDDNIYEEH TDRKVVPRKS EGKRSFKDLL KKLALPAVGM 
GASYFAADRI LPELTEQQQT GEEPLTTGQN VSTVLGFAAL AAAAAFLGMG 
LTRTYRHFSP RKNRSRQPAL EQEVPESGKD GEDARQ 

 

GRA7 Type III 

MARHAIFFAL CVLGLVAAAL PQFATAATAS DDELMSRTRN SDFFDGQAPV 
DSLRPTNAGV DSKGTDDHLT TSMDKASVES QLSRREPLET EPDEQEEVHF 
RKRGVRSDAE VTDDNIYEEH TDRKVVPRKS EGKRSFKDLL KKLALPAVGM 
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GASYFAADRI LPELTEQQQA GEEPLTTSQN VNTVLGFAAL AAAAAFLGMG 
LTRTYRHFSP RKNRSRQPAL EQEVPESGED GEDARQ 

SAG3 Type I 

MQLWRRRAAGPASLGRQSLPLGCFFAAFGLCVLSAILGTGEHGLFVAAGKSRSKITYFGTL
TQKAPNWYRCSSTRANEEVVGHVTLNKEHPDMTIECVDDGLGGEFLPLEGATSSYPRVCH
IDAKDKGDCERNKGFLTDYIPGAKQYWYKIEKVENNGEQSVLYKFTVPWIFLPPAKQRYK
VGCRYPNHEYCFVEVTVEPTPPMVEGKRVTCGYPESGPVNLEVDLSKDANFIEIRCGEQHH
PQPSTYTLQYCSGDSVDPQKCSPQSLTNIFYDYSSSWWKGKLNGPDGATLTIPPGGFPEEDK
SFLVGCSLTVDGPPFCNVKVRVAGNPRKWGRGGGGHPGSGGLQPGTEGESQAGTESSAGA
SSRMASVALAFLLGLLVHVAA 

SAG3 Type II 

MQLWRRRAAGPASLGRQSLPLGCFFAAFGLCVLSAILGTGERGLFVAAGNSRRKITYFGTL
TQKAPNWYRCSSTRAKEEVVGHVTLNKEHPDMTIECVDDGLGGEFLPLEGARSSYPRVCH
IDAKDQDDCERNRGFLTDYIPGAKQYWYKIEKVEQNGEQSVLYKFTVPWILLPPAKQRYK
VGCRYPNHEYCFVEVTVEPTPPMVEGKRVTCGYSESGPVNLEVDLSKNANFIEIRCGEQHH
PQPSTYTLQYCSGDSVDPQKCSPQSLTNIFYDYSSSWWKGKLNGPDGATLTIPPGGFPEEDK
SFLVGCSLTVDGPPFCNVKVRVAGNPRKWERGGGGHPGSGGLQPGTDGETQAGTGSSAG
ASSRMASVALAFLLGLLVHVAA 

SAG3 Type III 

MQLWRRRAAGPASLGRQSLPLGCFFAAFGLCVLSAILGTGEHGLFVAAGKSRSKITYFGTL
TQKAPNWYRCSSTRAKEEVVGHVTLNKEHPDMTIECVDDGLGGEFLPLEGATSSYPRVCH
IDAKDKGDCERNKGFLTDYIPGAKQYWYKIEKVENNGEQSVLYKFTVPWIFLPPAKQRYK
VGCRYPNHEYCFVEVTVEPTPPMVEGKRVTCGYPESGPVNLEVDLSKDANFIEIRCGEQHH
PQPSTYTLQYCSGDSVDPQKCSPQSLTNIFYDYSSSWWKGKLNGPDGATLTIPPGGFPEEDK
SFLVGCSLTVDGPPFCNVKVRVAGNPRKWGRGGGGHPGSGGSQPETDGETQAGTESSAGA
SSRMASVALAFLLGLLVHVAA 

SAG4 Type I 

MTKNKILLRAVLCFLILFGCSAWRVRAKSWTYDFKKALDDDETKKEIITPGDSVSIENSGSR
PLEYIPPNPSQVLKVEKGDHCKDEPVELAALFKGSAPTPAWTEAQSTRSLTVPAGSVPEKET
IPFCFKVKDTGKNKTLTAVIKVAGAHGLSAAVGVSIGIPALAFVLISM 

SAG4 Type II 

MTKNKILLRAVLCFLILFGCSAWRVRAKSWTYDFKKALDDDETKKEIITPGDSVSIENSGSR
PLEYIPPNPSQVLKVEKGDHCKDEPVELAALFKGSAPTPAWTEAQSTRSLTVPAGSVPEKET
IPFCFKVKDTGKNKTLTAVIKVAGAHGLSAAVGVSIGIPALAFVLISM 

SAG4 Type III 
MTKNKILLRAVLCFLILFGCSAWRVRAKSWTYDFKKALDDDETKKEIITPGDSVSIENSGN
RPLEYIPSSASQVLRVEKGDHCKDETVDLATLFKGSETAPAWTVAQSTRSLTIPAGSVPEKE
TIPFCFKVKDTGKNKTLTAVIKVAGAHGLSAAVGVSIGIPALAFVLISM 
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